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Introduction
1.1 Typed Languages

1 2 Functional Languages
1.3 Polymorphism
1 .4 Explicit Types
1.5 Overview

An expressive type language and the ability to do compile-time type inference are desirable
goals in language design, but the attainment of the former may preclude the possibility of the
latter. Specifically, the type conjunction operator (type intersection) induces a rich type
language at the expense of decidability of the typeable expressions. Two extreme alternatives
to this dilemma are to abandon type inference (and force the programmer to, essentially,
supply a derivation for his type claims) or to abandon (or restrict) type conjunction. This
work presents a third altemative in which the programmer, at times, may be required to
supply explicit types in order for type inference to succeed. In this way, the power of
conjunctive types is preserved, yet type inference can be done for many powerful functions.

In this dissertation, we give a typed combinator·based functional language whose types types
are closed under function-type formation (—>), conjunction (rw) and a restricted form of type

tixedpoint (tt). The language features user-supplied type information and limited automatic
type inference. The user-added type information is necessary, since without it type checking
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for this system is undecidable, and automadc type inference is desirable since it allows the
programmer to specify incomplete type information. This combination can be viewed as a
compromise between a language in which automatic derivation of a user-supplied type is
possible, and a system in which automatic checking of a user-supplied type derivation occurs
—- the former places the task of the type derivation completely on the type checker, a strategy
not possible for sufficiently powerful type systems, the latter completely on the programmer.
Our language captures the typing power of an undecidable type system, yet type checking

requires only a moderate amount of type information of the programmer.

1.1

Typed Languages

The notion of attributing a "type" to an object in mathematics dates back to Russell [Russell].
Russell discovered that some descriptions of sets which appear to be valid (grammatically) are

in fact nonsense, e.g., the "Russell Paradox," the set of all sets not containing themselves.
To rule out such constructions, Russell required that a set contain elements of some "type"
different from the type of the set itself. Constructions of sets using well-typed elements were
then guaranteed to be meaningful.

ln programming languages, there is a similar motivation for types. An integer function, for
example, will produce meaningless results when applied to character representations. It is
more desirable to detect such misinterpretations of data before the program is executed, rather
than at the moment they occur, hence we equate "type" and "static type" throughout. Once
type checked, programs conform to type rules, thus functions will not misinterpret their
arguments.

i
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It is common to view a typed language as two languages: a language of computational
expressions and a language of type expressions, The computational expressions specify
computations to be performed, and the type expressions give information about those
computations. Generally, the information a type gives about a primitive object (such as 4 or
'A') is how the representation of the object is to be interpreted, and the information a type
gives about a function is how the representations of its domain and codomain are to be
interpreted. In a typed language, there is always a relation "has type" between computational
and type expressions, and this relation can usually be defined inductively using a set of typing
rules. For example, all typed languages which accommodate functional application have the
following obvious rule, in some form:

"If f is a function from values of type tl to values of type tz, and x has type t1,then
f(x) has type tz"

which may be given in an abbreviated form: f(x) : tz if f : t1—>t2, x : t1_

We call the noninductive rules, such as "+ : Integer >< Integer —> Integer," axioms, and we call
the type associated with an expression e in an axiom the axiomatic type of e.

For our purposes, the term typed language (also called type system) will mean a set of
computational expressions, a set of type expressions, and a set of type rules which define
when a computational expression e "has type" t (written ezt). Type checking is determining
whether ezt can be derived Hom the rules, given e and t. Type inference is fmding a type for
a given expression. An expression is typeable if it has at least one type.

.

1.2
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Functional Languages

Functional languages have a long history. One of the first was LISP, for LISt Processing
language. LISP was imroduced in 1958 by McCarthy as a language for artificial intelligence
applications [McCar58] and has since enjoyed a wealth of popularity among AI researchers,
due to its flexibility and the concise form of its programs. What distinguished LISP from
languages before it (and many after) is the freedom afforded the programmer in composing

and applying functions. The weak type structure of LISP has been viewed as both an
advantage and disadvantage: the programmer is free to apply the primitive list manipulating
functions in virtually any fashion, since the only types are lists, functions and atoms, but the

price is the increased risk of a function misinterpreting its arguments at run time.

In 1977, Backus, in his Turing Award lecture, described a functional language FP which was

based on primitive functions with function- and object·forming operators. In his paper
[Back77], Backus identities the assignment statement present in all procedural languages as

the "bottleneck" in the design of program logic, and shows how an applicative language
facilitates concise and verifiable programming. The syntactic and semantic simplicity of FP's
variable-free programs makes FP easy to implement as well.

Around the same time, the language ML was designed in Edinburgh by Gordon, Milner and
others [BMetc78] as a meta-language for LCF, an automatic theorem-proving tool, but soon

became recognized as a general-purpose programming language. ML was the first language
to feature strong typing for polymorphic functions, and its "parametric polymorphism" was
adopted later on in (functional) languages such as FQL, HOPE, GALILEO, MIRANDA,
POLY, and a typed version of Scheme (a dialect of LISP).

5

Most of the languages mentioned above are based on the lambda calculus and therefore
include lambda abstraction in their syntax, i.e., expressions of the form 7t.x.E where (7„x.E)F

= E[x<—F] = "E with F replaced for x". A notable exception is Backus' FP. In FP, the
programmer combines a set of primitive functions using composition and application to fomi
new functions. Given a sufficiently rich set of primitives, one achieves the power of the
lambda calculus without the need of variables or lambda abstraction. This syntactic
simplification yields a clean semantics and makes the design of the types and type rules as
simple as possible.

1.3

Polymorphism

Type checking is easily done for languages with sufficiently limited expressive power, but it
becomes nontrivial when the language contains polymorphic functions. A function is
polymorphic if it can operate on values of families of types rather than values of a single type.
An example is the pair-forrnation function p defined by p x y = <x,y> which has types
a—>(b—>(a x b)) for all types a and b. A more interesting example is Milner's function Map

[Mil78]: Map f <x, y, z, ...> = <f(x), f(y), f(z), ...> having types (a—->b)——>(list of a)—>(list
of b) for all types a and b. A typed language with polymorphic functions provides the
flexibility of a typeless language and the security of strong typing.

Type expressions containing quantified variables (such as a and b above) are called

polymorphic types (or polytypes, as Milner called them), and those not containing variables
are called mortomorphic types (monotypes). Polymorphic type checking can be a difficult

problem, depending on the axioms and irtference rules, and may even be undecidable.
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Although the term "polymorphism" was not used until the 60s (Strachey [Str67] seems to be
the first), the notion of a function having many types was well known to Church and Curry,
who studied abstract functional behavior [Chu40, Chu41, C&F58].

Church used the Lambda Calculus to study functional application. His language of lambda
terms has the foHowing syntax (Var is an infinite, countable set of variables):

Exp ::= Var I X Var. Exp I Exp Exp

A term 7„x.e is interpreted as the function f(x) = e, hence an application (7„x.e1)e2 is
"performed" by replacing all occurrences of x not bound by 7I. in el by ez, and the resulting
term is denoted by e1[x<—ej. This is called a reduction, and can occur anywhere inside an
expression. An expression on which no reductions can be performed is said to be in normal
form., An expression e is said to be normalizable (respectively, srrongly normalizable) if

some (resp., every) reduction sequence starting with e results in a normal form.

Church noticed that a simple type system could be imposed on the lambda calculus. Let B be
a nonempty set of basic types (with arbitrary interpretation) and build the set of simple types

ST by closing B under '—>' formation, and let A be a finite assignment of types to variables.
Inductively define a relation R of assignments A and lambda expressions e to simple types 1
as follows:

1) (A, x, 1) 6 R whenever A(x) = I
2) (A, ef, 1) 6 R whenever (A, e, 6-rt) 6 R and (A, f, 0) 6 R

7

3) (A, l„x.e, 0—>1:)6 R whenever (A[x:o], e, t) 6 R, where A[x:o] is the assignment A
changed to map x to s

We write A I e : t for (A, e, t) 6 R, and simply e : t when A=¢. A lambda expression e is

said to be simply typed if A I e : t for some A and t. The set of simply typed expressions
does not depend on B Turing showed that all simply typed expressions have a normal form
[see Gandy80], and this was later strengthened to the strong normalizability of the language
[see FLO83].

It is easy to show ·that all simply typed lambda expressions have a principal form; e.g., all

types for 7Lx.x must be of the form t—>t where t ranges over Texp. (This was known to
Curry--he called the form "functional character".) Due to results of Hindley and Morris
[l-Iind69, Mor68], one could use Robinson's Unification Algorithm [Rob65] to find the

principal form for any simply typed lambda expression; thus, the simply typed lambda
expressions are decidable.

Curry used Combinatory Logic to study functional behavior [C&F58]. A CL consists of a set
of primitive objects called Pob (possibly containing indeterminates), a complete set of objects

called Ob generated by closing Pob under free binary application (denoted by juxtaposition)
and a set of equality axioms. CL's are simpler than the lambda calculus since they do not
contain variable bindings. The simplest CL used by Curry consists of the primitive objects S
and K and the axioms S A B C = AC(BC) and K A B = A. S and K naturally correspond to
the closed lambda expressions 7„x7„y7„z.xz(yz) and 3.x7„y.x, and the functional characters of S

and K observed by Curry and Hindley are their principal types when interpreted as simply
typed lambda expression. Thus, one can infer simple types for combinations in classical CL:

I
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1) S : (a—·>(b——>c))—>((a—>b)->(a——>c)) for all a,b,c 6 ST
2) K : a—>(b—>a) for all a,b,c 6 ST
3) ef:1 if e:6—>1andf:6

The principal types in CL and the lambda calculus were viewed by many as "type schemes"
from which all the "real" types could be generated; e.g., t—>t denotes the family of types
INT—>INT, BOOL—>BOOL, etc. Type schemes later came to be known as parametric types.

We can add parametric types to the simply typed larnbda calculus by adding an infinite set of
type variables Tvar to B. Then, principal type forms are formally derivable as type
expressions containing variables. The axioms for the parametric type system derived for CL
can then be stated in the following w8•Y (3,b,c 6 Tvar):

1-a) S : (a—>(b->c))—->((a—>b)—>(a—>c))
-b) K : a—>(b—>a)
2) e : 1 if e : 6 and 1 = P6 for some substitution P of types for type variables
3) ef:1 if e:6—>1andf:6

Hindley suggests that functions possessing such types are not functions at all, but are a family

of functions instead. In the context of programming languages, however, a piece of code
which computes a well defined INT when given an INT, a well defined BOOL when given a
BOOL, etc, does have the types INT->lNT, BOOL—>BOOL, etc, using the inference rule for
application, and whether we semantically associate a single generic function or a set of

functions with such a program is immaterial, provided that the same piece of code having type
INT—> INT also has type BOOL—> BOOL, etc. (i.e., overloaded operators are not
polymorphic).

_
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Milner was the first to incorporate parametric types into a full programming language, ML
[Mil78]. ML was based on the lambda calculus and included the usual primitive objects (lists,
pairs, atoms) along with lambda abs¤·action, recursion and environment manipulation. Milner

used a lattice of sets of computational values to define the semantics of his types.
Polymorphic types were then interpreted as infinite intersections of monomorphic types.
When restricted to the lambda calculus, typeability in ML is equivalent to typeability in the
simply typed lambda calculus, and principal types for lambda expressions of ML can be
derived using unification. The Milner—style polymorphism appears in such languages as B
[Mee83], HOPE [BMS80], and a typed PROLOG [M&O84].

ML was a vast improvement over non·polymorphic typed languages, however, there were
functions which could not be typed in ML (two famous examples are the self application

function and the least fixed point function).

Girard [Gir72] and Reynolds [Rey74] independently proposed a theory of second-order types
(called the second-order typed lambda calculus). Here, type variables are introduced and
lambda abstraction of these variables over function and type expressions is allowed; e.g., the
polymorphic identity function is written as (At.7„.x:t.x) and has type At.t—>t. McCracken
[McC79] gave a semamics for this language using a modification of Scott‘s domain of retracts
[Scott76]. We say a lambda expression e has a second-order type if there is an e' in the

second-order typed lambda calculus which is identical to e when the types and type
abstractions are stripped away. Second-order types were an improvement over parametric

types: all simply typed expressions were typeable with second-order types, and all lambda
expressions in normal fomi have a second-order type (thus 7t.x.xx is typeable). It is also true
that any expression which is second-order typeable is strongly normalizable [FLO83] (thus
the least fixed point function is not typeable), but there are many (strongly) normalizable
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expressions which are not second-order typeable [see Lei83]. The second—order typeable
expressions is a decidable set (see [McC79]). Type abstraction can be found in the languages
Russell [D&D80], Pebble [B&L84], PASQUAL [Ten75] and [Car86].

In [Cop80], Coppo gave an extension of the parametric types of Milner in which conjunctions
(intersections) of types may be formed. This system allows more lambda expressions to be

typed than in the second-order lambda calculus, in fact, the set of typeable expressions are
exactly the strongly normalizable ones [Cop80, Lei83]. The rules for type inference are
simpler, too; they are just the mles for the parametric system with the following additions:

a) AIe:omt if AIe:oandAIe:t
b) AIe:o'andAIe:t if AIe:6m1:

As in Mi1ner's system, types are interpreted as sets, and polymorphic types are interpreted as
infinite intersections.

Since the set of strongly normalizable lambda expressions is

undecidable, typeability of expressions in the conjunctive system is not decidable. This

implies the undecidability of conjunctive type checking in general, since e typeable

<=>

(2.x.Xy.y) e : a—>a.

A restricted version of Coppo's system is proposed by Ghosh·Roy [G·R88]. Ghosh-Roy
extends the unification algorithm used in parametric type inference to accommodate many
conjunctive types. In that language, the type checking algorithm irseß defines when an
expression has a given type.

1 1

MacQueen, Sethi and Plotkin [MS82, MPS84] describe a system featuring I]- and X-

quantification (H-quantification is a variant of Reynold's A·abstraction above), conjunction,
union, and type fixedpoints.

_

Type fixedpoints satisfy equations of the form t = e(t), for a restricted form of type expression
e(x). These fixedpoints were shown to be unique in a common semantic domain of types,

and are denoted by ux.e(x). For example, in that system a type of the self—application
function 7„x.x(x) would be lLt.t——>T. Type fixedpoints add considerable typing power to a
language; e.g., they can be used to type the least fixedpoint operator Y =
)„f.(A.x.f(xx))(7„y.f(yy)), which is not typeable in the conjunctive type discipline. In fact, type

fixedpoints allow all pure lambda expressions to be typed (although many have the
meaningless type ut.t—>t).

Type checldng is not decidable in MacQueen's system, but undecidability does not come from
the type fixedpoints, as one can add them to the parametric system and still do type inference
using circular uniücation [see ASU86]. The main contribution of [MPS84] is in showing the

semantic validity of the type fixedpoints.

In a general setting, Leivant [Lei83] gives an analysis of type conjunction, H-quantitication
and (Reynolds') abstraction as an extension to Milner's parametric types and reveals that the

typeable expressions in the conjunctive type discipline properly contain those in the
quantiiicational and abstractional disciplines, making conjunction types more flexible, and

therefore more desirable to implement

A
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In spite of their power and simplicity, at this time there exists no implementation of a
polymorphic type system based on conjunctive types. The problem is that type checking in
the conjunctive discipline is not decidable.

1.4

Explicit Types

ln the face of undecidability, we could implement some decidable subset of the conjunctive
type system. This subset can be deterrnined by the type checking algorithm itself, e.g., [GR88] extends the standard parametric polymorphic type checking algorithm [Mil78], which is
based on unification, in order to accommodate (to a degree) conjunction types. This strategy,

in which the typing rules are replaced by a type checking algorithm, has a disadvantage: the
class of typeable expression in such a system is not easily defined, i.e., it is difficult to predict
which expressions will pass type checking without actually applying the algorithm. More
importantly, although more expressive than the parametric type system of ML, the resulting
conjunction type system must fall short of its full expressive potential, that is, it is doomed to
be a weaker type system than Coppo's. We will run into this problem, in fact, even if we
choose a less ad-hoc approach of restricting the rules themselves in some way ([Lei83]

suggests a restriction on the functional level in which an rx may occur).

There is an altemative to restricting the type system. Obviously, if the programmer gives a
derivation (i.e., a proof') with each type claim, then it is a simple matter to check its
correctness.

Thus, any typed language can be made decidable by incorporating type

derivations into the types. Is this a reasonable approach to take? Certainly we may expect
the programmer to be able to specify a derivation for his type claim, since he must have had
some reason for making the claim in the first place. A programming language which requires
derivations to be given for all types, however, would make programming tedious. The

‘
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question is, should the programmer always have to give the type checker a compleze
derivation? The answer is "no."

Our approach to type checking requires explicit type information (actual types used in the
derivation) from the programmer at certain points in his program. With this information, the
type checker can infer a principal type (of sorts) for parts of the program, and hence can do
type checking at no cosr to zhe expressive power ofthe type language.

For simplicity, the language we propose is based on the combinators S and K from

Combinatory Logic [C&F58] which form an ample basis for computaüon. Our type system
includes a type conjunction operator rw and a type tixedpoint operator tt. The language

without the tixedpoint operator is powerful enough to type all SK combinations typeable in
the system of [Cop80], and with the fixedpoint operator can type (with nontrivial types) more
SK combinations than any system implemented at this time.

1.5

V

Overview

In chapter 2, we give the typed language TCL (for Typed Combinatory Logic). A semantics
is given for the types using MacQueen's model of ideals. We also show the semantic
soundness of the typing rules.

In chapter 3, it is shown that the typeable expressions in TCL are the strongly-nomializable SK combinations, and hence are an undecidable set. In doing this, we show that the standard
isomorphisms between the lambda calculus and combinatory logic preserve strong
nonnalizability.
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In chapter 4, we incorporate user-supplied type information into the syntax and typing rules
of TCL, giving XTCL, and a type checking algorithm for XTCL is given.

In chapter 5, we extend TCL and XTCL to include type fixedpoints and call these systems
TCL|,t and XTCLIL, respectively. Semantic soundness is shown for TCL}1, and a type
checlcing algorithm for XTCLtL is discussed.

Chapter 6 is devoted to practical issues. We suggest a way to reduce the amount of usersupplied type information necessary for type checlcing. The incorporation of abstract types
into the language is also addressed.

Chapter 7 contains a summary and directions for future research.

2
The Language TCL
2.1 Extending Parametric Types
2.2 The Syntax and Semantics of TCL
2.3 The [yping Rnles
2.4 Semantic Properties ofTCL

In this chapter, we define the language TCL (for "Typed Combinatory Logic"), give its
semamzics, and prove a few of its properties, including the semantic soundness of the typing
rules. The computational portion of TCL provides primitive combinators (S and K) and

allows expressions to be constructed with arbitrary applications of the primitives. The typed
portion of TCL is the parametric system extended by the type conjunction operator, rw. The
type system for TCL can be viewed as an adaptation of Coppo's conjunctive types to a
combinator-based language (Coppo's type system was constructed for a language based on
lambda abstraction). When restricted to SK combinations, ezt in Coppo's system implies ezt
in TCL, but not conversely (see Chapter 3), however, the two systems assign nonuivial types

to the same set of SK combinations.

Before defming TCL, we give a motivation for extending Milner's parametric types.

2.1

Extending Parametric Types

To illustrate the limitations of parametric types, a language is given which is based on lambda
abstraction and which has parametric types. We show that type checlcing fails for a simple

A
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expression, and that the problem can be corrected using one of two wel1—known extensions to
parametric types.

The language we present uses the mechanism of lambda abstraction to denote functions.
Essentially, 7„x.e denotes the function f(x) = e, thus the application (7„x.e)u is performed by
substituting unbound occurrences of x in e by u-- O„.x.e)u = f(u) = e[x<-—u]. The advantage of
this notation is that there is never a need to name functions in order to define them (i.e., "f" in
f(x) is not needed).

Th; Pgramegg §y5tgm (with PQ5, Bggglegg5 ang Naggrg,1Ngm(gr5)

syntax The computational language E is the lambda calculus with the addition of

i) pairs and projection functions P1 and P2 with the meanings
P1 <e,f>=e

and

V

P2<e,f>=f

ii) natural numbers and the functions isO and succ with the meanings
isO n = {true if n=0, false ifn > O}
succ n = [the number (n + 1) }
iii) true and false, and a conditional function

with the meaning

( (if b) e) f = {e ifb=true, fif b=false}

(Note that the behavior of P1, P2, isO, succ and if when applied to values
outside their domains (e.g., Pl 5) is undefined, and such applications would
constitute an error.)

E ::=

Var [an infinite set of variables}

17
{
I Nat (the natural numbers}

I Pl I P2 {the pair projection functions}
I isO {the test for zero]
I succ {the successor function}
I true I false {the boolean constants}
I if { the conditional function}

I < E, E > {pair formation}
I 7„Var . E

{lambda abstraction}

I E E {application, associating to the left}

(T is the language of type expressions)
T ::=

Tvar {aninfinite set of type variables}
I INT {the type constant for natural numbers}
I BOOL {the type constant for true and false}
I T —> T {function type formation}

I T >< T {pair type formation}

type inference rules These rules inductively define a temary relation between type
assignments A, expressions e and types 1, and the relation is written as "A I e : 1". The
assignment A assigns a type expression 6 in T to each free variable (a variable is free if it is
not bound by a X) in e. (The reason for the type assignment is that a statement of the form "e
has type 1" is meaningless without making an assumption on the types of the free variables of

e.) Of course, if there are no free variables in e, then "e : 1" is taken to mean "¢ I e : 1" where
6 is the empty assignment. For type assignments A, variables x in Var and types 1 in T, we
use "A[x:1]" to mean the mapping obtained by changing A so that it maps x to 1. Precisely,

for variables y in Var,

~
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e
A[x:1] y

=

1, if x=y

A y, if x¢y

For all

assignments A of types to variables in Var,
expressions e and f in E.
natural numbers n in Nat,
variables x in Var,

and type expressions 0 and 1 in T,

1-a) A I n : INT
·b) A I true : BOOL
-c) A I false : BOOL
—d) A[x:1] I x : 1
—e) AIP1:(0x1)—>0
-f) AIP2:(0x1)+1
-g) AIis0:IN'I‘+BOOL
-h) AIsucc:INT+INT
-i) AIif:BOOL+(1—>(1+1)))
2) AI<e,f>:0x1

if A|e:0 and Alf:1

3) A I 7„x.e : 0+1 if A[x:0] I e : 1
4) AIef:1 if A|e:0+1 and AIf:0

As an example, consider the function Switch = 7„x.<P2x, Plx> which takes a pair <e,f> and
returns <f,e>. Using the type rules, one can derive that A I Switch : INT x BOOL + BOOL
x INT for any assignment A:

_
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Szazemem

Rule

A) A[x:INT x BOOL] I x : INT x BOOL

(1-d)

B) A[x:lNT x BOOL] I Pl : INT x BOOL —> INT

(1-e)

C) A[x:INT x BOOL] I P2 : INT x BOOL -> BOOL

(1-F)

D) A[x:INT x BOOL] IP1x : INT

(4)

E) A[x:INT x BOOL] I Pzx : BOOL

(4)

F) A[x:lNT x BOOL] I <P2x, P1x> : BOOL x INT

(2)

G) A I 1x.<P2x,Plx> : lNTxBOOL —>BOOLxINT

(3)

A property of the parametric system is that all closed expressions e (i.e., e has no Bee
variables) which are typeable have principal types, that is, they have types from which all
other types are generated via substitutions. Thus, if 0 is a principal type for e, then

e : 1: = I = So' for some substitution S of types for type variables in 6.
For example, it is obvious from rule l that all types for P1 are of the form (u x v)—>u, hence
(u x v)—>u is a principal type for P 1, where u and v are type variables. Similarly, P2 has a
principal type of (w x z)—>z.

Also, since closed expressions have no Bee variables, any type statement A I e : 1: derivable
Bom the rules is also derivable with A = ¢, provided e is closed.

Consider the function h = 7I.f. 7I.x. 7ty. <fx, fy>. We will show that the expression

( (h Switch) <5, 6> ) <true, false>
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has no type in the parametric system deüned above. Our approach is straightforward:

1. Derive a principal type for Switch.
2. Derive a principal type for h.
3. Derive a principal type for h Switch.
4. Derive a principal type for (h Switch) <5,6>.
5.

Show that no type o—>: exists for (h Switch) <5,6> where 0 is a type for

<true,fa1se>.

1. Derive a principal type for Switch. Suppose Switch : p. Since Switch is a Ä.·expression,
o‘—>:,
a derivation of any type for Switch must be based on rule 3, thus p must be of the form
where ¢[x:o‘] I <P2x, P1x> : ‘:. By rule 2, t must be of the form :1 >< :2 where ¢[x:0] I P2x :

*:1 and ¢[x:o] IP1x :1:2.

„

Now ¢[x:o] I P2x : *:1 is must be derived using rule 4, thus p[x:o'] I P2 :7-+:1 and ¢[x:o] I xzy
for some type Y. This means Y=c by rule 1, thus ¢[x:o] I P2 : o—>*:1 and ¢[x:o] I x : cr. But

any type for P2 is of the form (u >< v) —-> v, thus o —> :1 = (u >< v) —-> v, implying that cr = u ><
v and v = :1 for some u and v.

Similarly, ¢[x:o] I Plx : *:2 implies ¢[x:¤] I P1 : 6-+*:2 and ¢[x:o‘] I x : 0. Since all types of P1
—> *:2=(w>< z) —> w, and thus 6= w>< z
mustbeoftheform(w><z)—>w,wegetthat 6

and w = 1:2 for some w and z. From the previous paragraph, o = u >< v = w >< z, implying u =
W=T23IldV=Z=T1.
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Substituting, we get ¢ I 7„x.<P2x, P1x> : p = 6-+1 = 6—>(11 x 12) = (u x v) —+ (v x u),
therefore any type for Switch must be of the form (u x v) —+ (v x u). This means that (u x v)
-+ (v x u) is a principal type for Switch, where u and v are type variables.

2. Derive a principal type for h = 7«.f.7tx.7„y.<fx, fy>. By rule 3, any type for h must be of
the form 6-+(1-+(p—+7))) where ¢[f:6][x:1][y:p] I <fx, fy> : 7. By rule 2, 7 must be of the
form Y1 >< Y2 where ¢[f:6][x:1][y:p] I fx :71 and ¢[f:6][x:1][y:p] I fy : 72. By rule 4, 6 =

1-+71 = p—+72, implying 1=p and Yl=’Y2„ This means any type for h must be of the form
(1-+71)-+(1—->(1—+(71 x 71))), thus (a-+b)-+(a-+(a—+(b x b))) is a principal type for h.

3. Derive aprincipal type for h Switch. Let ¢ I h Switch : 1. By rule 4, ¢ I h : 6-+1 and ¢ I
Switch : 6 for some 6. Using the principal types for h and Switch, there are types a, b, u
and v such that

(a—+b)-+(a—+(a—+(b x b))) = 6 —> 1
(uxv)-+(vxu) = 6

which implies that

6 = a—+b = (u x v)—+(v x u) and

1 = a—+(a—>(b x b))

implying a = u x v and b = v x u. Thus, any type 1 of h Switch is of the form (u >< v) —+ ((u
x v) —+ ((v >< u) x (v >< u))).

4. Derive a principal type for (h Switch) <5, 6>. By rule 4, es I (h Switch) <5, 6> : 1 implies

¢ I h Switch : 6-+1 and ¢ I <5, 6> has type 6, for some type 6. By rules 2 and 1, the only

I
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type for <5, 6> is INT x INT, thus ¢ I h Switch : (INT x INT) -> 1. But all types for h
Switch are of the form (u x v) —> ((u x v) —> ((v x u) x (v x u))), which implies 1 = (INT x
INT) —> ((INT x INT) x (INT x INT)).

Note that since this type is principal and

monomorphic, it is the only type for (h Switch) <5, 6>.

5. In order for ((h Switch) <5,6>) <true, false> to have a type 1, rule 4 dictates that ¢ I (h
Switch) <5, 6> : 0—>1 and I6 I <true, false> : 0. But the only type for (h Switch) <5, 6> is
(INT x INT) —> ((INT x INT) x (INT x INT))„ and the only type for <true, false> is BOOL
x BOOL (which is different from INT x INT). Hence, the expression ((h Switch) <5, 6>)

<true, false> has no type.

The fact that ((h Switch) <5, 6>) <true, false> does not have a type in the language defined

above is a symptom of the language's general inability to properly type functions which
require polymorphic arguments. Note that ((h Switch) <5, 6>) <true, fa1se> converts to (i.e.,
is equal to) < <6, 5>, <false, true> > which does have a type, hence, whether a function is

typeable in the pararnetric system depends on the way it is defined.

The parametric system above can be extended so that ((h Switch) <5, 6>) <true, false> will
have a (nontrivial) type. One we1l·known extension [MS82] adds the form V Tvar . T to the

syntax of type expressions, and adds the type inference rule

5-a) AIe:Vt.1 if tatypevariablenotappearinginAandAIe:1
-b) A I e : 1[t<—0] if A I e : VLT and 0 a type expression

(The notation 1[t<—0] denotes the type obtained by substituting free occurrences of the type
variable tin 1 by the type expression 0.) In this system, the following derivation is possible:
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¢ I Switch : Va.Vb.(a x b)—>(b x a)
¢[f: Va.Vb.(a x b)-—>(b x a)][x : INT x INT][y : BOOL x BOOL] I fx : INT x INT
¢[f: Va.Vb.(a x b)—>(b x a)][x : INT x INT][y : BOOL x BOOL] I fy : BOOL x BOOL
¢[f: Va.Vb.(a x b)—>(b x a)][x : INT >< INT][y : BOOL x BOOL] I
<fx, fy> : (INT x INT) x (BOOL x BOOL)
¢ I h = 7Lf.7tx.2.y.<fx,fy> : (Va.‘v’b.(a x b)->(b x a)) ——>
( (INT x INT) —> ( (BOOL x BOOL)
—> ( (INT x INT) x (BOOL x BOOL))))
¢ I h Switch : (INT x INT) —-> ( (BOOL x BOOL) —> ((1NT x INT) x (BOOL x BOOL)))
¢ I (h Switch) <5, 6> : (BOOL x BOOL) —+ ( (INT x INT) x (BOOL x BOOL) )
¢ I ((h Switch) <5, 6>) <true, fa1se> : (INT x INT) x (BOOL x BOOL)

Another extension (due to Coppo) adds the form T rw T to the type syntax, with the inference
rule

5-a) Alezcrvt if AIe:o' and Alezt
-b) Alezo and AIe:1: if Alezomc

Then one can derive
¢ I Switch : ( (INT x INT)—+(INT x INT) ) m ( (BOOL x BOOL)—>(BOOL x BOOL) )
¢[f : ((INT x INT)—>(INT x INT)) rw ((BOOL x BOOL)->(BOOL x BOOL))]
[x:INTxINT] [y:BOOLxBOOL]Ifx:INTxINT
¢[f : ((INT x INT)—>(INT x INT)) rw ((BOOL x BOOL)—>(BOOL x BOOL))]
[x : INTxINT] [y:BOOLxBOOL]Ify : BOOLxBOOL
¢[f : ((INT x INT)—>(INT x INT)) m ((BOOL x BOOL)—>(BOOL x BOOL))]
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.

[x : INT x INT] [y : BOOL x BOOL] I <fx, fy> : (INT >< INT) >< (BOOL >< BOOL)

¢I h = Ä.f.Äx.7„y.<fx, fy> :
(((INT x INT)—>(INT x INT)) rw ((BOOL x BOOL)->(BOOL x BOOL)))
—>((INTx INT) ——>((BOOLxBOOL) —>
((INT x INT) x (BOOL x BOOL)) ))
¢ I h Switch : (INT x INT) —> ( (BOOL >< BOOL) —> ((INT x INT) x (BOOL >< BOOL)))
¢ I (h Switch) <5, 6> : (BOOL x BOOL) —> ((INT x INT) x (BOOL x BOOL))
¢ I ((h Switch) <5, 6>) <ttue, false> : (INT x INT) x (BOOL x BOOL)

Of the two extensions, Coppo's is known to be the more powerful in that it can assign
nontrivial types to more expressions [Lei83]. In the following sections, we adopt Coppo's
extension to a simple language of combinators TCL, give the semantics and type inference
rules of this language, and show that the type inference rules are valid.

2.2 The Syntax and Semantics of TCL

TCL can be specified with a syntax for both computational expressions and type expressions
and a set of typing rules. The computational expressions Exp are those from combinatory
logic and are generated by closing the set of primitive constants {S,K} under functional

application (denoted by juxtaposition). In the absence of parentheses, application associates
to the left. The behavior of the constants is as followsz For all computational expressions X,
Y!

Z!

SXYZ= XZ(YZ),

KXY=X
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Applying one of these rules to a computational expression to give another computational
expression is called performing a (weak) conversion, and applying a rule by substituting an
expression in the form of a left-hand-side of one of the equations with the corresponding
right-hand—side is called a (weak) reduction. A computational expression on which no
reduction may be performed is said to be in (weak) normal form. It is well known that this

language matches the expressive power of the lambda calculus--that is, the two languages
denote the same class of functions.

.

The set of type expressions Texp is generated by a countable set of type variables Tvar along
with a finite set of type constants Tcnst (possibly empty), and is closed under function type
formation ("—->") and conjunction type formation ("ri"). The idea behind a function f having
type A—>B is that whenever x has type A, then f(x) has type B.

In the absence of

parentheses, "—>" will associate to the right. An expression e having type A¤B means e has
both type A and type B. As will be apparent from the typing rules, a computational
expression e may have many types.

DE.1=1NmoN 2.2.1 (Syntax of TCL)

Exp

::=

S I K I Exp Exp

Texp

::=

Tvar I Tcnst I Texp —> Texp I Texp rw Texp

Tvar

::=

{ an infnite supply of vars, including a,b,c I

Tcnst

::=

{ a finite set of constants, such as INT. BOOL, .. I

We call any type expression not of the form otnß a term. Any type expression 1 can be
expressed as an intersection of one or more terms 11m12m...m1„, and we say each ti is a term
of 1.

Also, we identify two expressions if they are intersections of identical terms.
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Occasionally, we will use the notation ¤{1 I P(t)}, where P is some predicate having finitely
many true values, to denote the type expression 11m•••mTn where P(tl) is true, e.g., m{o I 6

is a term of t and o=ot—·>ß for some ot and ß} denotes the syntactic intersection of all arrow
terms of t. (If the predicate P is always false, then the expression is undefined.)

Given a denotational semantics of the lambda calculus [see Scott76, Stoy77] the semantics of

Exp is arrived at by interpreting the constants S and K as the lambda expressions
Ä.xXy7„.z.xz(yz) and Ä.x7„y.x, respectively. We use the model of [MPS84, S&W77] for types,

which assumes that the model D for computational expressions is a partial order under < with
least element .L and satisties the following properties:

where each xl6D = LUB[X0,Xl,...}ED

i)

xo < xl <

ii)

any subset G of D which has a bound in D has a LUB in D

iii)

the set D° = {ye D I V increasing sequences <xl>l of D,

·

(y < LUB(x0, xl, ...) => 3i such that y < xl) l,
is countable and fomrs a basis for D, that is, Vze D 3G<;D° such that
z = LUB(G)

Note that the set of basis elements D° is a partial order under <. Elements in D° are also called
finite elements. Scott's information systems [Scott82] satisfy the above critcria. We also

require that D contain its own continuous function space D—>D ordered by the usual ordering·f<g iff f(x)<g(x) for all x, and that application be continuous. Let E be the semarrtic function
mapping computational expressions to elements in D (an environment is not necessary for a

language without variables). We assume that the following is satisfied for all values X, Y, Z:

E[[XYll = E[[Xll E[[Yll„

E[[$ll X Y Z = XZ(YZ)„

El[Kll X Y = X—
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To model the types, we use the Hoare powerdomain construction over D (this is equivalent to
the constructions in [MPS84, Scott82, Win86, S&W82], but not the one in [MS82]). A type
is a non-empty set R of elements of D which is downward closed (i.e., CE R and f < e (in D)

implies f6 R) and closed under limits of increasing approximations (i.e., e1<e2<...and each
6iER => LUB[e1 I i>O} 6 R). Such an R is called an ideal.

Note that D itself is an ideal.

The set of all ideals ordered under ; is our domain of types T, and is always a complete lattice
with set intersection as the meet and set union as the join operation. Let .L1— denote the least
element of T. Note that T embeds D.

Define R1—+R2, where R1 and R2 are ideals, as [ f6(D—>D) I XE R1 => f(x)6 R2 }. R1—+R2
is an ideal:

g<f, XE R1 and f6 R 1")R2 => g(x)<f(x) and f(x)6 R2, = g(x)6 R2 =

g6R1—>R2; also XE R1, f 1<f2<...all in R1—>R2 = f1(x)<f2(x)<...all in R2, by continuity of
the f1's,

=

LUB {f1(x) I i>O}6 R2, but LUB{f1(x) I i>O} = LUB {f1 I i>O} (x) by continuity of

apply, thus LUB {f1 I i>O}6 R1—>R2.

The meaning of "has type" is "element of," that is, a computational expression e has type A iff
CE A. The universal type is the top of T (i.e., the set D), the inconsistent type (which belongs

to the totally undefined function) is at the bottom, and the rest are somewhere in between. A
type contained in another type is said to be a subtype of the larger set. Obviously, if A;B
then the statement "e has type A" is suonger (logically) than "e has type B," and e has type
AmB iffithasbothtypeAandtypeB.

A function is polymorphic if it behaves indifferently with respect to type to one or more of its

arguments (see Introduction) and hence has many types. A familiar example is the identity
function I=SKK (the null operation) which leaves its argument alone. The identity function

°
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has type t-—>t for all types t, and in our domain of types T, a valid type for I would therefore
be m{t->t I t6T]. Another example is the constant function K which has type ¤{ s—>(t—>s) I
SE T, IE T) .

Following [Mil78, Cop80, S&W77, MS82, MPS84], all type expressions containing type
variables will denote intersections over all substitutions of ideals for the variables. The

semantic function M associates with a type expression 1 the intersection of all ideals obtained
by associating ideals with variables of 1. We define M in terms of an auxiliary function M'
which maps a type expression and a type environment (a function from variables to ideals) to
an ideal.

Let Tvar_l_ be the flat domain obtained by adding a least element .L~|-va, to the set of type
variables, and Texpl be the flat domain obtained by adding .l.·1—„p to the set of type
expressions. As usual in denotational semantics, we use double brackets [[ ]] to enclose

syntactic arguments.

DEFINITION 2.2.2. Let

6,16 Texp
XE Tvar
CE Tcnst
Dc = an ideal in T associated with the constant c

pé Tvar_L—>T
FV(6) = set of variables occurring in 6.

—> T:
Define the semantic function M :Texp_L —> T in terms of M' : Texp_L —> (TvarL—>T)
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T

M[[t]] = ¤{ M'[[t]]p I p 6 Tvarl—>T},

where

M'[[¤llp = pllxll
M'I[¤llp =

D<=

Mllvotllp = M'II¤I1p o M'l[T]]P
M‘[[¤—>rl1p = M'II¤HI> —> Mlltllo
2.3

The Typing Rules

The interpretation of "e has type t" as "E[[e]] is an element of M[[t]]" gives us a good

intuitive feel for the properties of types and subtypes, but unfortunately cannot serve as the
definition for valid typings ezt in TCL if we hope to do automatic type checking. To see this,
assume we have an algorithm to determine when E[[e]] 6 M[[G]] for any expression e and
type expression G. Now if t is a type variable, M[[t]] = LT which is the singleton set

containing the totally undefined function Q. Thus, given any expression e, our algorithm
could tell if e is undefined (never halts) for all its arguments. This is a contradiction, since the

problem of whether or not e is totally undeüned is unsolvable in the lambda calculus and CL
[Bar85].

Our rules make use of a binary relation S over Texp which we call "weaker." The weaker
relation is defined with the relation Q (subtype over the ideals T) in mind. Notice that for

ideals A, B, C and D,

i)

AT¤...mA„ Q Ai for iSn

ü)

A->B Q C—>D if CQA and BQD
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üi)

A ; CmD if AQC and A<;D

iv)

(A—>B) rw (C—>D) c; (AmC)—>(B¤D)

are all true. (In fact, the converse of iü is true, and also the converse of ü provided B and D

are not the top element in T.) Using these properties, we define a relation S which implies
subtype in T.

DELFINITION 2.3.1. Let ot and B be type expressions where ot=otlm...mam are intersections
of 1 or more terms (non intersections). Then asß iff one of the following is true:

i)

B = oti for some iSm and B is atomic (a variable or constant)

ü)

B = Bl—>B2, 3I;l..n such that (Viel . (1.i=O'i—)1Zi) and
B1 S m{oi I iel} and O{1Ii I iel] S ßz

iii)

B = B1¤...¤B„ (each Bi a term, n > 1) and ViSn . ot S Bi ·

It can be shown that S is reflexive, transitive and substitution invariant, i.e., aSB => PaSPB
for substitutions P of type expressions for type variables (see Appendix, page 191). Not

surprisingly 0rSB => M[[<1]] <; M[[ß]], although the converse is certainly not true. Note that
ot S B => otmYS B for any a, B, Y, thus rule ü) in definition 2.3.1 could be rewritten as

ii')

B=B1—>B2 andn(·tIBl So—>t,6—>taterm ofot} S ßz

This definition of the S rules makes an algorithm for deciding the relation obvious. There is
an equivalent defmition for S using the simpler, more numerous rules

i)

z S z (z atomic)
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ii)

o S 11m12 if oS11 and GST2

iii)

o1mo2 S 1 if GIST or o2S1

iv)

61-+02 S

v)

(o1—+o2)m(11—>12) S (c1m11)—+(o2m12)

vi)

om(1mp) S (om1)mp and (o¤1)mp S orw(1mp)

vii)

o¤1 S 1mo

viii)

cSpifoS1and1Sp

if 11So1 and o2S12

Below, a,b and c are type variables, 6 and 1 are type expressions, e, f and g are computational
expressions, P is asubstitution of type expressions for type variables, and P1 denotes the type
expression obtained by applying the substitution P to the expression 1.

DEFINITION 2.3.2 (Typing Rules for TCL)

1-a)
-b)

S 2 (a—+(b—+c))—>((a—>b)—>(a—>c))
K: a—+(b—>a)

2)

e : P1 if e : 1

3)

fg:1Ziff:6—>1andg:O’

4-a)

e2o¤1ife:o'ande:1

-b)
5)

e:6ande:1ife:6¤1
e:1 if e:oandoS1

A type derivation consists of applying a fmite number of rules 1-5 in order to obtain a typing
e:1. Any dexivation for e:1 can be organized into a tree with root consisting of the statement
"e:1" and the number of a rule which proves the statement, along with as many subtrees,
representing subderivations, that the rule requires (0, 1 or 2, depending on the rule used).
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Derivation trees will be used as a means of facilitating inductive proofs involving type
statements.

As a sidenote, rules l, 2 and 3 are essentially the rules for the parametric type system,
resuicted to S-K combinations, thus any derivaüon of ezt using only those rules cart be done

in the language ML. In fact, one does not increase the set of typeable expressions even if rule
4 is added (provided lambda abstraction is not added). This indicates that considerable typing
power lies in the S rules.

Below are some examples of type derivations. For each line L, we give the steps and the
rules from which the line L immediately follows. The typing in example i can be derived in the
parametric system; the typing in examples ii and iii can not.

Notation: [ai:=·ti,...a„:=tii] denotes the substitution function mapping type expressions t to
the expression obtained by simultaneously substituting each occurnence of ai in t with the type
expression ti.

i) DerivationofSKK:a—>a
A.

S : (a——>(b—>c))—>((a—->b)—>(a->c))

( 1-a ]

B.

S : (a—>(b—->a))—>((a-—>b)—>(a—>a))

{ A,2 using [c:=a] }

C.

K : a—>(b—>a)

{ 1-b }

D.

SK: (a—>b)—>(a—>a)

[ B,C,3 }

E.

SK : (a—>(b—>a))—+(a—>a)

{D,2 using [b:=b——>a]

F.

SKK : a—>a

( E,C,3 ]

-
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Notice that SKKX = X for all X, thus SKK is the identity function and will be referred to
Any derivation of a typing for an S-K-I combination will use I:a—>a as a

throughout as

lemma (labelled l-c), but will in fact represent the subderivation above.

The above derivation can be presented as a proof tree:
SKK : a—>a (by 3)
/
/
SK: (a—·>b—>a)-—>a—>a (by 2)
I

\
\
Kza->b-ra (by I)

SK : (a—+b)—>a—>a (by 3)
\
/
\
/
S:(a—>b—>a)—>(a—>b)—>a-—>a (by 2)
I
S:(a—>b—>c)—>(a—>b)—>a—->b (by 1)

K:a—>b—>a (by 1)

3
ii) Derivation of S I I : (x¤(x—>y))—>y
A.

S : (a—->(b—>c))—>((a—>b)—->(a—>c))

B.

S : ((x¤(x—>y))->(x—->y)) —>

(((x¤(X—>y))—>x)—>((x^(X—>y))—>y))

[ 1-a ]

{ A,2 }

C.

I:a-—>a

{ 1-c }

D.

I:(x—>y)—>(x—-by)

{ C,2 }

E.

I:(xr\(x—>y))—>(x—>y)

{ D,5 }

F.

—-> ((x¤(x—>y))—>y)
SI : ((xrw(x—>y))—->x)

[ B,E,3 }

G.

I : x—>x

[ C,2 }

H.

I:(x¤(x—>y))—-bx

[ G,5 }

I.

SII : (x¤(x—>y))——>y

[ F,H,3 }

iii) Derivation of S III : a—>a
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A.

SII : (xm(x->y))-·>y

{ example ii ]

B.

—> (a—>a)
Sll : ((a—>a)m((a—>a)—>(a->a)))

{ A,2 }

C.

I:a->a

{ 1-c }

D.

l;(a—>a)—>(a—>a)

[ C,2 }

E.

I:(a—>a) rw ((a—>a)—>(a—>a))

[ C,D,4 ]

F.

SIH : a—>a

{ B,E,3 }

Among the expressions which do not have a type in TCL are (SH)(SII) and the least
tixedpoint combinator Y = S ((S(K(SK)S))(K(SH))) ((S(K(SK)S))(K(SIl))).

2.4

Semantic Properties of TCL

LEMMA 2.4.1. For type expressions ot, ß and type environment p, otsß => M'[[ot]]p c;

M'IIß11p~
proof By induction on Iotl + IBI. The base case is covered when ß = t, an atom. In this case
ot = tmot' and therefore M'[[ot]]p = M'[[t]]p rw M'[[ot‘]]p g M'[[t]] p. Now induct. lf ß =

ß1——>ß2, then or„=ot1m...¤a„ and 3Ig1..n such that Viel
oti=ci—>ti (for some 6,, ti) and [51
s f'\{O'il1EI} and mm I iel} s [52. By hypothesis, M'[[ß1]]p ¢; ¤{M'[[c,]]p I iel} and
—> ¤{M'[[ti]]p I iel} c;
¤(M'[[ti]] I iel} ; M'[[ß2]]p which implies m{M'[[¤i]]p I iel}

Mllßillp —> Mllßallp- But M'[[¤]lD = ¤IM'[I¤¤I11p I I E 1--nl c ¤{M‘II¤I—mI1p I 161}
= ^{M'[[Öi]]P —> Mllrillp I iel} c ¤{M'Il¤t11p I iel} —> ¤{M'I[¢I1lDIi€I} <; MllßllpIf ß = ß1mß2(ß1 and [52 may be intersections) rhen otsßl and otsßz = (by hypothesis)

M'[[<!]]P <; M'[[ß1]]P ^ M'[[ß2]]P = M'[[ß1^ß7J]P· O
C0R0LLARY 2.4.1. ot s ß =„> M[[ot]] c; M[[ß]].
proof Obvious from the definition of M and Lemma 2.4.1. O
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LEMMA 2-4-2- M'lI ¤Ix<—ßI Il p = M°IId¤ll<¤lM'llßll¤\xl> fbr all oproof By induction on the size of ot. O

THEOREM 2.4.1. (Semantic Soundness) ezt => E[[e]] 6 M[[t]].

proof Let ezt. Induct on the size of the derivation tree. The base case is when rule 1 is used
and e is S or K.

If e=S, then we must show that for all ideals A, B and C, E[[S]] 6

(A—>(B—>C))—>((A——>B)—>(A->C)). Following [Scott76], let X 6 A—>(B—>C). Show
A—>B and show E[[S]]XY 6 A->C.
E[[S]]X 6 (A—>B)-—>(A—>C). To this end, let Y 6
Again, let Z 6 A and show E[[S]]XYZ 6 C. E[[S]]XYZ = XZ(YZ) by our assumptions on
—>. This proves
E, and XZ(YZ) 6 C by assumptions on X, Y and Z, and by the definition of

the base case for e=S. The case for e=K is analogous. For the inductive part, take cases of
the rule used at the root of the derivation. For rule 2, ezt, t=P6 for some substitution
P=[x1:=t1,...,xk:=tk], and let p6Tvarl—>T. By hypothesis, ez 6 => E[[6]] 6 M'[[6]]p’ for

all p' => EIIGII E M‘II¤II<t>IM'IIttllt>\x1„----M'l[¢kllP\><kl) = M‘IIPdlIp by lcnnna 2-4-2For rule 3, e=fgzt, f:6——>t and g:6 => (by hypoth.) E[[f]] 6 M[[6—>t]] and E[[g]] 6 M[[6]]

=> <r<=wndng> EIIHI 6 ¤IM'II¤Ilo—>M'Iltll¤ I any ol and Ellgll 6 ¤IM'Il¤Ilp l any bl
—+) E[[f]] E[[g]] 6 m{M'[[t]}p I any p} =:· (rewriting) E[[fg]] 6 M[[t]]. Ifrule 4
=> (def. of

is used, then either e:t=6¤y is the root and e:6 and ezy are the subtrees of the derivation, or
ezt is the root and ezt¤6 is the subtree. In both cases, the result follows immediately from the
induction hypothesis. If rule 5 is used, then ez 6 and GST are subtrees = (hypoth.) E[[e]] 6
M[[6]] => (by corollary 2.4.1) E[[e]] 6 M[[t]]. O

3
Undecidability ofTCL
3.1 The Language T X
3.2 Tl-—Typeable = SN
3.3 TCL-Typeable = SN
3.4 SKI Factorizarion Preserves SN
3.5 TCL-Typeabiliry is Undecidable

In this chapter, we show that the typeable expressions in TCL are those whose counterparts in
the larnbda calculus are strongly normalizable, i.e., they are expressions e such that all
reduction sequences from e terminate. It is well known that the set of strongly normalizable
lambda expressions is undecidable, implying the undecidability of the set of typeable
expressions in TCL.

We proceed to defme a language TK whose set of typeable expressions contains the typeable
expressions of TCL. It is then shown that the typeable expressions e in Tk are all strongly
normalizable (written SN(e)), implying the strong normalizability of typeable expressions in
TCL. Using a well-known fact it is shown that SN(e) implies e typeable in a subsystem of
S—K combination
T1. equivalent to Coppo's system Cp. Then, we show that typeability of an
e in Cp implies its typeability in TCL. Letting unfac(e) represent the larnbda expression
corresponding to the SK combination e, we will have shown

e TCL-typeable => unfac(e) Tl-typeable => SN(unfac(e)) => unfac(e) Cp-typeable => e TCL·
typeable.

_
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Finally, we show that the set of strongly normalizable unfactored SK combinations is
undecidable. We do this by showing that the standard SKI factoring (fac) preserves strong
normalizability, i.e., SN(e) => SN(unfac(fac(e))), and since unfac(fac(e)) reduces to e, we
have SN(e) ¢=> SN(unfac(fac(e)). That is, a decision procedure for strongly normalizable

unfactored S—K combinations would imply one for strong normalizability in general, and
hence cannot exist. Hence, TCL-typeability is undecidable as well.

The problem of deciding if e : r in TCL is also undecidable, since otherwise one could

determine typeability of e by determining if, for example, KKe has type a—>b—>a.

The first section incroduces the language Tl which is an obvious adaptation of TCL to the
lambda calculus. It is readily seen that an expression e having type 1: in TCL has, when
unfactored, type 1: in Tl. The notion of reduced type expression is introduced to facilitate
subsequent proofs. (The term is taken from [Lei83].)

3.1 The Language TK

Here, the computational expressions are generated by closing a set of variables Var under
lambda abstraction and application. The type expressions are the same as in TCL.

DEFINITION 3.1.1 (Syntax for Tl)

Exp

::=

Var I Ä. Var . Exp I Exp Exp

Var

::=

{ an inünite supply of variables, including x, y and z }
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Texp

::=

Tvar I Tcnst I Texp —-> Texp I Texp rw Texp

Tvar

::=

{ an infinite supply of type variables }

Tcnst

::=

{ a tinite set of type constants }

As usual, the intended meaning of an expression of the form 7„x.e is the function which when
applied to some value denoted by f gives the value denoted by e[x<—f] (e with all free
occurrences of x replaced by t). Replacing an occurrence of (kx.e)f with e[x <—t'] in a lambda
expression M is called performing a ( ß- )reduction (or contraction) on M, and (7tx.e)f is called

the redex of the reduction. An expression M on which no reduction is possible is said to be in
normalform. All expressions do not have a normal form, but the normal form is unique (up
to renaming of Ä.-bound variables) for an expression having one (by the Church-Rosser
Theorem). An expression M having a normal form may also have an infinite reduction
sequence, e.g., O„x7„y.x) z ((7Lw.ww)(7„w.ww)) has a normal form z, yet one can apply
successive reductions to (7„w.ww)(7„w.ww) without reaching a normal form. Expressions
which always normalize, regardless of which redexes are contracted, are called strongly

normalizable.

The semantics of the type expressions is the same as for TCL. However, since there are

variables in the language, the typing rules must be given with respect to a set of assumptions
on the types of the free variables in an expression. We call such a set a type assignment, and
is actually a ünite function from Var to Texp. If G is a type assignment, then G[x:t] is G
updated to map x to 1:. A typing fore is of the form G I e : 1 and means that e has type 1: under
the type assumptions xzp in G for the free variables x in e. If some free variable x in e is not
mapped by G, then G I e : 1: is not a valid typing. We let G denote the empty type assignment.
Below, G is a type assignment, e, f and g are expressions, o and r are type expressions, and
x is a variable.

_
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DEFINITION 3.1.2. (Typing Rules for TX)
1)

G[x:1] I x : 1

2)

G I 7Lx.e : 0-+1 if G[x:o'] I e:1

3)

G|fg:1ifGIf:o—>1andG|g:o'

4-a)

GIe:om1ifGIe:oandGIe:1

-b)

GIe:0'andGIe:1ifG|e:¤¤1

5)

GIe:1ifGIe:oandcS1

Notice that no assumptions are needed for typings of closed lambda expressions (that is,
expressions without free variables). For example, a derivation of ®|(7\.x.xx):(am(a—>b))->b
is

A.

{x:am(a—>b)} I x : an(a—>b)

{ 1 )

B.

(x:an(a—>b)} Ix : a

{ 4-b,A }

C.

a—>b
{x:a¤(a—>b)} I x :

{ 4-b,A ]

D.

[x:a¤(a—>b)} Ixx : b

[ 3,B,C }

E.

Q I 7I.x.xx : (a¤(a—>b))—->b

{ 2,D }

As we will see, any expression typeable in TX is typeable using a subset of types known as
reduced types.

DEFINITION 3.1.3. A type 1 is reduced if there are no intersections immediately to the right of
any —> occurring in 1.

.
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—> over the intersection. Let d be the
We can always reduce a type by distributing the
distribute function defined for type expressions I:

d(I) = if I = I1—>I2, then Gig, (d(Il)—>ßi) where d(I2)=ßl¤...¤ßn

and each ßi a non-rw
if I = I1mI2 then d(I1)r¤d(I2)
if I in Tvar or Tcnst then I

'

We can extend the function d in a natural way to map type assignments to reduced type
assignments: d(Q) = Q, and d(G[x:I]) = d(G)[x:d(I)].

LEMMA 3.1.1 In Tk, Gl e:I => there is a derivation involving only reduced types for
d(G)Ie:d(I).
proof Induction on the derivation of GIe:I. The base case is when rule 1 is used, and the

result follows from the definition of d. For the inductive step, take cases on the rule applied
at the root of the derivation. Rules 2, 3 and 4 follow immediately from the induction
hypothesis. Rule 5 follows from the hypothesis and by another induction on the derivation of

ost. O

Lemma 3.1.1 allows us to restrict the type expressions to reduced types.

If we restrict TX to typing rules 1 through 4, then we have the ordinary conjunctional system

of Coppo, which is known to type the strongly normalizable lambda expressions [Cop79,
Lei83].

We will call Coppo's system Cp, as defined below.
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DEFINITION 3.1.4. (Typing Rules for Cp)

1)

G[x:t] I x : 1

2)

GI7„x.e : o—>r if G[x:o]Ie:t

3)

GIfg:tifGIf:o‘—>tandGIg:o'

4-a)

Glezomt if Glezo and Glezt

-b)

Gleco and GIe:t if Glezcrwt

Certainly e typeable in Cp implies e typeable in Tl. We will see that the reverse is true as
well. It is not true, however, that Glezt in Tl implies 1: is a type for e in Cp, e.g., ?„x.x :
(a—>a)—>(a¤b)—>a in T7., but cannot be derived without using rule 5.

The following lemma is no surprise, but is necessary later on.

LEMMA 3.1.2. Gle : 1: in Cp => there is a derivation of d(G)Ie:d(t) using only reduced

types.
proof Essentially the same as for lemma 3.1.1. O

3.2 TK-Typeability = SN

In this section, we show that every expression in T1. is strongly normalizable and every
strongly normalizable expression is typeable in TX. To help the proof along, we introduce a

computational constant A into Exp with the type rule GIA:t for every t and G. As far as
reductions are concemed, A behaves as a free variable which may not be bound by a X. Call
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this new language T7t.A. Using a technique of [Barendregt85, p. 569], we show that every
typeable expression in TM is strongly normalizable, implying the result for Tl.

For closed lambda expressions e, we write ezt as a shorthand for ®|e:t. Let SN(e) be true
exactly when the lambda expression e is strongly normalizable, and define NS(e) = not
SN(e).

DEFINITION 3.2.1. For all t 6 TvaruTcnst and reduced types 0 and 1,
Z(t) = { e I e a closed lambda expression, SN(e) and ezt }
Z(0—>t) = { e I e a closed lambda expression, e:0—+r and Vf6 Z(0). ef6 Z(t) ]
Z(6^T) = Z(¤) V3 Z(T)

Note that since A is closed, each Z(t) is non·empty.

DEFHJITION 3.2.2. Let S be a substitution of closed lambda expressions for variables and G a
type assignment. Then H(S,G) = ( dom(S)=dom(G) and S(x)6 Z(G(x)) ).

DEFINITION 3.2.3. For reduced types 0,

Z*(0) = { el e any lambda expression such that

V type assignments G,
V substitutions S of closed lambda expressions for variables,
GIe:0 and H(S,G) => S(e)6 Z(0)

LEMMA 3.2.1. 8E Z(t) => SN(e).

].
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‘
the size of t.
proof Induct on

3.2.1.
immediate from definition
Base case is

For

(since
Vf6 Z(6).ef6 Z(p) =>
=¤
Z(¤-—>p)
to Z(o). CE
apply the hypothesis
CE Z(6¤p),
SN(e). O
hypothesis) 3f.SN(ef) =>
(by
Z(p)
=>
Z(¤)¢®) 3f.ef6
Tcnst. Then
where t is a Tvar or
¤=ol->...->6n—>t,
e be closed, ezo,
LEMMA 3.2.2. Let
Z(on).SN(e(f1)(f2)...(fn)).
and Vf16Z(o1)...Vfn6
ezo
¢=>
Z(6)
CE
and the result
n=0, we have c=t
For
n.
on
(<=) Induct
definition of Z(o).
n=k>0.
proof (=) by
and assume
true for n=k-1,
Assume
definition 3.2.1.
(by def. of
follows from
and e:61—>...->6k—>t, =
SN(e(f1)(f2)...(t‘k))
.
Vf16Z(o1)V...Vfk6 Z(ok)
SN((e(f1))(f2)...(t'k)) and
.
Z(ok)
Vfl:6
(V f26 Z(o2)V
Z(61)) Vf16 Z(o1)
Z(c2—->...—>ok—>t), thus
. e(f1) 6
Z(61)
Vf16
(by hypothesis)
e(f1):o2->...—·>ok—>t), =>
e6Z(o1->...——>ck->t). O
(7„x.e)f6 Z(¤).
some p, then
for
Z(p)
fé
and
€[X(·—·f]E Z(6)
COROLLARY 3.2.1. If
By lemma 3.2.2,
¤=61—>...-—>¤n—>t.
Z(o) where
and e[x<—-f] be in
SN((7„.x.e)f(f1)...(fn)),
proof Let fé Z(p)
It must be that
Z(6n).SN(e[x<-f](f1)...(fn)).
Vfn6
Vf16 Z(61)
of an infinite
destroys the existence
(7Lx.e)t°
=¢ conuacting
else NS((7„x.e)f(f1)...(fn))
redex and f is strongly

leftmost
since ()„x.e)f is the
impossible
is
reduction, which
normalizable

[Barendregt85].

lemma 3.2.2)
== (by
SN((7„x.e)f(f1)...(fn))
Thus,

O„x.e)f6Z(0). O

: Z(6) ; Z(1:).
LEMMA 3.2.3. ost

the
proof lnduction on

derivation of 6St. O

Z*(6).
and 0 reduced => CE
LEMMA 3.2.4. Glezo

I
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l

proof Induct on the derivation of Glezo. For e=x, a variable, let G(x)=o and let S be a
substitution such that H(S,G) is true.
xa Z*(o).

Then S(x)a Z(o) by def. of H, and therefore

If rule 2 is used at the root of the derivation, then e=7„x.f, s=ot—>ß, and

G[x:ot]If:ß. By the induction hypothesis, fa Z*(ß). Let H(S,G) be ¤*ue. Then by def. of
Z*(ß), Vga Z(ot).S(t)[x<—g]aZ(ß) => (by corollary 3.2.1) (lx.S(f))ga Z(ß) for all ga Z(ot)
=> SO„x.f)ga Z(ß) for all ga Z(0t) => S(7tx.t)a Z(ot—>ß) => (7Lx.f)aZ*(ot—>ß). If rule 3 is

used, then e=fg, GIf:p—>o and Glgzp, and by the induction hypothesis, fa Z*(p—>o) and
ga Z*(p). Therefore, for any S and G', H(S,G') ==> S(f)a Z(p—>0) and S(g)a Z(p) =>
—b is used, the
S(f)S(g)a Z(o), but S(f)S(g) = S(fg), => fga Z*(¤). If either of rules 4-a or
result follows directly, since Z*(ot¤ß) = Z*(ot) rw Z*(ß). lf rule 5 is used, the result follows
from lemma 3.2.3. O

It follows from lemma 3.2.4 that any closed expression e in T X having type t is contained in
Z(1:) and hence is strongly normalizable.

If xl, x2, ...,xn are free variables of some

expression e in T2., then e typeable and e strongly normalizable <=> Ä.xl)„.x2...7„xll.e typeable
and strongly normalizable.

Therefore, every expression typeable in Tl is strongly

normalizable.

TI-IEOREM 3.2.1. G|e:^tir1T7„ => SN(e).

We remark that it can also be shown that every strongly normalizable larnbda expression has a
type in Tl. The easiest way is to use the fact that the typeable expressions in Coppo's

conjunctive type system Cp are the strongly normalizable ones [Cop80]:

THEOREM 3.2.2 (Coppo) e typeable in Cp <=> SN(e).
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With theorem 3.2.1 we have that the typeable expressions in Tl are exactly the strongly
normalizable ones.

THEOREM 3.2.3. e typeable in Tl ¢=> SN(e)

3.3

TCL-Typeable = SN

In this section, we show that e is typeable in TCL iff e is strongly norrnalizable when
interpreted as a lambda expression.

An SKI combination is "interpreted" as a lambda expression by translating occurrences of S
to 7„x7„y7„z.xz(yz), K to 7„xÄ.y.x, and I to 7„x.x.

DEFINITION 3.3.1. Let e be an SKI combination. Then
unfac(e) =
if e=x, a variable, then x
if e=7Lx.f then 7„x.unfac(t)

if e=S then 7„x7».yÄ.z.xz(yz)
if e=K then 7„.x7ty.x
if e=I then 7„x.x
if e=fg then unfac(f) unfac(g)

LEMMA 3.3.1. Let e be in TCL, ot a reduced type. Then ®|unfac(e):or in Cp => ezot in TCL.

proof Since the typing rules in TCL contain the rules in Cp not dealing with lambda
abstraction, we need only show that any non-intersection, reduced type derivable for an
unfactored S or K combinator in Cp is derivable for S or K, resp., in TCL. // Comment:
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Recall the notation h{ ßi I ie I} is used to denote a symacric intersection of one or more non-h
terms ßi for finite index set I. // First, consider unfac(S) = 7„x7„y7„z.xz(yz). To derive a type

for unfac(S) in Cp, assumptions on the types of x, y and z must be used to first derive a type
for xz(yz). Let G be those assumptions (i.e., a type assignment) and let GIxz(yz):1. Let G(z)
= hwk I ke K] be an intersection of non~intersec1ion types Yk over a finite index set K. We

can express all the types of (yz) used in the inference in the same way: h{pii I he H). From
this, we conclude that the intersection of types of y (i.e., G(y)) must at least contain h{
(hwk I ke Kii])—>ph I h6H and each Kii;K}, thus G(y) = ( hl (hwk I ke Kii})—>ph I he H

and Kh<;K}) h Q for some type Q and each Kiic;K. Now the type inferred for (xz)(yz)
cannot be an intersection (since we are assuming reduced types), therefore the type for (xz)
cannot be an intersection, hence the type used for x in inferring the type for (xz) cannot be an
intersection. The type of (xz) must be of the form (h{pii I he H'])—+1 for some H'<;H.
Therefore, the type of x used in the derivation must be of the form (hwk I ke K' ] )—>((h[pii I
he H'])—+1) where H'<;H, K';K, and we conclude that G(x) = (hwk I ke K' }°)->((h{pii I

he H'})—+1) h 11 for some type 11. Finally, using typing rule 2, we conclude that the general
reduced type for 7„x?„yKz.xz(yz) in Cp is of the form

—>
( (hwk I ka K'})—+((h[pii I he H'})—>1) h 11)
—-> ( (hwk I k6K)) —> 1))
((h{ (hwk I k6Kii})—->pii I heH and Kiic;K}) h Q)

where K, H, K' are finite index sets such that K'c;K and H'c;H, and where 1, Yi, pi, 11 and Q
are non·intersection types. We must now show that the general form above is derivable from

the axiomatic type of S using the rules in TCL. This will be shown if we can find type
expressions a, b and c such that

(a—>(b—>c))—>((a-+b)—>(a—>c)) S
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—>
((m{‘yk I ke K'})——>((m{ph I he H'})—+r) rw 11)

((¤I (om I ke Kh})—>pi, I h@H and Kh<;K}> ¤ é > —> ( (om I k€K}) —> t>>
Using "61—>62 S rl—>r2 if r1So‘1 and 62Sr2", this will be satisfied if

¤{ykI k6K} S a, a S r‘w[yk I k6K'}, b S ¤{ph I h6H'} , c = t,
and ¤{ (¤{Yk I ke Kh})—>ph I h6H and Khc;K] S a—>b.

These inequalities are satisfied by the substitution [a:=(¤{yk I k6K}), b:=(¤{phI he HI),

c:=r], hence the general reduced type for S (in Cp) is derivable in TCL. A similar argument
shows the general reduced type for K is derivable in TCL. O

Certainly, e typeable in TCL => unfac(e) typeable in TX (and in Cp); thus

THEo1ua1vt 3.3.1.

e typeable in TCL ¢=> unfac(e) typeable in TX ¢=> unfac(e) typeable in Cp ¢=>
SN(unfac(e)).

3.4

SKI Factorization Preserves SN

Here we show that, given the standard mappings between the lambda calculus and
combinatory logic, the property of strong normalizability is preserved when a lambda term is
mapped to its S-K-I factors in combinatory logic and the mapped back to a lambda calculus

°
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term. This will show the undecidability of the set of strongly-normalizable unfactored S-K
combinations.

Let 1. be the set of lambda expressions and CL be the set of combinations of S, K and I. We
give the standard mapping "fac" from X to CL [C&F58]. As defined, fac is actually a
mapping from the set of combinations of S, K, I and variables, closed under lambda
abstraction (call this set 7„CL), to CL with free variables added. However, closed lambda

expressions always map to expressions in CL.

DEFINITION 3.4.1; Let e 6 7„CL. Then fac(e) is the S-K-I combination defined as follows:

fac(e) =
ife is a variable, S, K or I, then e
if e=fg then fac(f) fac(g)
if e=7„x.x then I

if e=7„.x.g where g is S, K, Ior a variable y¢x then Kg
if e=2.x.fg then S fac(7„x.f) fac(7Lx.g)
if e=7Lx7„y.g then fac(7„x.fac(7„y.g))

It is easy to see that fac is well defined and computable--the algorithm F based on the
definition of fac always terminates since the number of lambdas in e is never less than that of
any argument of a recursive call in F(e), and they are equal only when e=1.x.fg, a case which
cannot repeat indefinitely.

_
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(We are calling two lambda expressions "equal" if they are the same up to renaming of bound
variables.) It is not hard to show that for any lambda expression e, unfac(fac(e)) reduces to e.
We will show that unfac ¤ fac preserves strong normalizability.

Recall that for ee X, NS(e) means e is not strongly norrnalizable, i.e., there is an infinite
reduction from e. Define a context C[] to mean a lambda expression with a single "hole"
where a possible lambda expression can be placed. For example, C[] = 7„x.((7„y.x[]) (xx)) is

a context. Write C[g], where g is a lambda expression, to mean C with g tilled in for the
hole, and C1[C2[]] to mean the new context obtained by ülling in C2[] for the hole in C1.

Our strategy is to show that NS(unfac(fac(e))) => NS(e). The argument makes use of the

Conservation Theorem:

CONSERVATION THEOREM. Let e be a lambda expression containing the variable x, let f be
any lambda expression, and let C[] be any context, Then

NS( C[(7tx.e)f] ) = NS( C[e[x<—f]] ).

proof [see Barendregt, 85] O

We also need a similar result for the case when e may not contain the variable x.

LEMMA 3.4.1. Let C[] be a context, e a lambda expression, and x and y variables. Then

NS( C[(7„x.e)y] ) => NS( C[e[x<—y]] ).
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proof This follows directly from a theorem in [B&K82], but has also been proved
independently by the author. O

LEMMA 3.4.2. Let ee KCL and C[] be any context. Then

NS(C[unfac(fac(7„.x.e))]) => NS(C[7„.x.unfac(e)]).

proof

Let F compute fac and U compute unfac by applying the definitions recursively.

Induct on the number of calls to F in computing F(7„x.e). The base case has 2 possibilitiesz
1) e=x, then NS(C[U(F(7t.x.x))]) => NS(C[7Lx.x]) => NS(C[Ä.x.U(x)]). 2) e=S, K, I or a
variable y¢x, then NS(C[U(F(7„x.e))]) => NS(C[U(Ke)]) => NS(C[(7„y7„x.y)U(e)]) =:» (by
Conservation Theorem) NS(C[7„x.U(e)]). For the inductive part, assume there is more than 1
F(1.x.t)
call to F. There are 2 more cases: 3) e=fg, then NS(C[U(F()„x.fg))]) => NS(C[U( S
F(7„x.g) )]) => NS(C[(7„z)„y7tx.zx(yx)) U(F()„x.f)) U(F(7„x.g))]) = (by Conservation
=:•
(by hypothesis)
NS(C[)„x.U(F(7„x.f)x(U(F(7„x.g))x)])
Theorem)
NS(C[Xx.(7„x.U(f))x((Äx.U(g))x)]) => (by lemma 3.4.1) NS(C[lx.U(f)U(g)]) =>
NS(C[7„.x.U(fg)]). 4) e=7ty.f, then NS(C[U(F(7„.x7„y.f))]) => NS(C[U(F(Xx.F(ly.f)))]) =>
(by induction hypothesis) NS(C[7„x.U(F(7„y.f))]) =¢

(by induction hypothesis)

NS(C[)„x.)„y.U(t)]) =~ NS(C[2.x.U(7„y.f)]). O

Using lemma 3.4.2, it can be shown by induction on the number of top-level applications that
e,
for any context C[], NS(C[U(F(fg))]) => NS(C[fg]). Also, since unfac(fac(e)) reduces to
we have that NS(C[e]) =:> NS(C[unfac(fac(e))]) for all e, which yields:

THEOREM 3.4.1. For any closed larnbda expression e, SN(e) :> SN(unfac(fac(e))).
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3.5

TCL-Typeability Is Undecidable

It is well known that the strongly normalizable expressions (and the closed strongly
normalizable expressions) is an undecidable set. Since each strongly normalizable expression
has a computable strongly normalizable factorization (by theorem 3.4.1), the set of typeable

expressions in TCL is undecidable.

Another approach to showing the undecidability of the typeable expressions in TCL without
showing strong normalization involves the 7.-1 calculus. The 7..-I calculus is the same as the X
calculus except that lambda abstraction of a variable x is only allowed over expressions e
containing x——e.g., 7„.x7„y.x would not be allowed. Call Tl restricted to the 7„·I calculus TX-I.
One can show that typeability in Tl-I (but not in TK!) is preserved under conversion (e
converts to f iff e reduces to f or f reduces to e). Then one extends the following theorem,
due to Scott, to the X-I calculus:

THEOREM 3.5.1. (Scott).

Any proper subset of the K calculus which is closed under

conversion is undecidable.

proof [see Barendregt85]. O

to obtain

THEOREM 3.5.2. Any proper subset of the 7L-I calculus which is closed under conversion is
undecidable.

proof By modification of the proof of theorem 3.5 in [Barendregt85]. O
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This shows the undecidability of the typeable expressions in TA,. One can then show that in
T1., GIe:1 <=• GI unfac(fac(e)) : 1 and that for S-K combinations e, ¢I unfac(e):1 in TX (1

reduced) => e:1 ir1 TCL. This forces the undecidability of the typeable expressions in TCL.

Note that the criterion that typeability be preserved under conversion is a desirable one: it
means that functions which compute the same values (via reduction) have the same types, a
property not present in ML, for example. Theorem 3.5.2 implies that this criterion imposes
undecidability on type checking.

4
TCL with Explicit Types
4.1 Restricting the Substitution Rule in TCL
4.2 XTCL

4.3 Principal Types
4.4 Decidability ofExplicit Type Checlcing
45 Deciding << Ls NP—Complete

4.6 A Type Checking Algorithm for XTCL
4.7 Generalizations

Faced with the undecidability of type checking in a proposed type system (such as TCL), a

language designer may impose restrictions on the system, that is, on the rules or syntax, in
order to make things decidable. For example, it has been noted [Lei83] that restricting the use

of the type-intersection operator so that it may only appear to the left of n arrows (—r) where
n$2 makes the conjunctive system decidable.

Aside from the inevitable loss of typing

power, such restrictions often create seemingly arbitrary cutoffs in the set of typeable
expressions, making it difficult for the programmer to know what constitutes a well-typed
program. This problem is even worse in languages whose well-typed expressions are defined
by the type checking algoiithm.

Another philosophy is to define a type as we have defined a type derivation. That is, the type
checker receives "e:G", where G is a type derivation tree for some type (in the old sense) 1,
and checks whether or not G is a valid derivation for ezt. Thus a programmer must give a
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"proof" to the type checker that his program e has type t. In principle there is nothing wrong
with this, but in practice there are 2 drawbacks. First, a complete derivation can add
substantially to the length of a program, even for short e and t. Secondly, no type inference
is done by the type checker. This means that type derivations must be explicitly given for
every subexpression of e, a requirement that most programmers would certainly find
objectionable. These impracticalities make this approach undesirable to implement.

Our approach incorporates the notion of explicit 1ypings(i.e., user-supplied type information)
into the type syntax and typing rules of TCL. Here, the prograrnmer specifies explicit type
information at key places in the program, and this information is used by the type checker to
check type claims. Our language, which we call XTCL, has the typing power of TCL and
allows for limited type inference. A consequence of the explicit type approach is that the
prograrnmer must have a particular derivation of his type claim ezt in mind in order to specify
the required explicit type information...that is, one cannot completely rely on intuition (with
respect to types) in writing a well-typed program, rather, one must know the reasons that his
program is well-typed in order to make that claim. Therefore, the underlying philosophy of
XTCL is based on the "derivations as types" one of the previous paragraph, but its programs
are not as long in comparison.

In this chapter, we give the system XTCL along with an algorithm for type checking. As
motivation, a system TCL' is given which is equal in typing power to TCL, but which places
restrictions on the form of a type derivation. TCL' serves as the basis for XTCL. It is shown

that typeable expressions in XTCL have "principal" types (i.e., most general) with respect to
a special relation << ("below"). We show that this relation is decidable, but the decision

problem is NP-complete. A type checking algorithm for XTCL is derived.

Finally,

generalizations of XTCL and effects of adding other language features are brietly discussed.
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4.1

Restricting the Substitution Rule in TCL

In this section, we show that the substitution rule in TCL (i.e., rule 2) may be arranged in any

derivation so that it precedes occurrences of rules 3, 4 and 5. This distributive property of
rule 2 becomes clear through the iterative use of uansformations on a type derivation tree.
Transformations on derivation trees also show that the intersection rule disuibutes over the
weaker rule, that is, rule 4-a can be pushed below a rule-5 child in the derivation tree.

For reference, we recall the typing rules for TCL from chapter 2.

TQL Ty; Rulgs
1-a)
-b)

S : (a—>b—>c)-—>(a—>b)—+a->c
K : a->b—>a

2)

e : P1 if e :1 (Pa substitution)

3)

fg:1iff:o—>1andg:1

4-a)

e:o¤1 if e:o and e:1

-b)
5)

e:oande:1 if e:o'¤1
e:1ife:oando$1

Throughout, we will use the notation Ax(b), where be {S, K}, to denote the axiom type of b,

that is, the type given to b in rule 1 of the type system in question.

On examination of the typing rules of TCL, we see that in any derivation, if the substitution
rule (rule 2) immediately follows rule 2, 3, 4 or 5, then there is a derivation in which the
substitution rule is used before rule 2, 3, 4 or 5. To convince ourselves that this is the case,

we note the validity of the following transformations:
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T1) Rule 2 can be exchanged with rule 3.
6f:¤1 (R2)
I
efzt (R3)

--->

\

/

ez0->t

ef:Pt (R3)

_

fz0

/

\

e:P0——>Pt (R2)

f:P0 (R2)

I

I

e:0—-at

f:0

T2) Rule 2 can be exchanged with rule 4-a.
6:P0 rw Pt (R2)

e:P0mPt (R4—a)
\

/

I
6:0mt (R4—a)

--->

e:Pt (R2)

e:P0 (R2)

/

\

I

I

6:0

ezt

6:0

ezt

T3) By substitutivity of S, rule 2 can be exchanged with rule 5.
e:Pt (R5)

EIPT (R2)

\

/

I
ezt (R5)

~·->

\

/
6:0

ezP0 (R2)

POSPt

I
6:0

0St

T4) Since "is a substitution of" is transitive, the following is valid:
e: P(P't)) (R2)

6: P(P'(t)) (R2)

I

I

P‘t
6:

(R2)

I
ezt

--->

ezt
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By iteratively applying the transformations above, we have that if ezt, then there is a
derivation in which the substitution rule is applied only to the types of the primitive
combinators S and K, and is applied before any other rule (except 1) is applied. Hence, we
may limit the use of the substitution rule to primitive combinators without destroying the
relation between expressions and type expressions.

DEFINITION 4.1.1. (TCL') The type system TCL' has the same syntax and semantics of

expressions and type expressions in TCL, but has the following rules instead:
1')

S : (a—>b—>c)->(a—->c)—>b—>c
K za->b—>a

2‘)

b:Pt if b:t,b6[S,K},Patype substitution

3')

ef:tife:c—>tandfzc

4')

ezcmtifezcandezt

5')

eztifezcandcst

THEOREM 4.1.1 ezt in TCL

•=>

·

ezt in TCL'.

proof <= is obvious. => follows by the transformations 1--4 on the derivation of ezt in TCL
(note that rule 4-b is not needed since it is implied by rule 5). O

We may also show that in TCL and in TCL', rule 4-a dis¤·ibutes over rule 5.
ezcnt (5)

ezcrwt (4-a)

T5)

/

\

ezc (5)

ezt

/
e:p

\
psc

\

/
--->

ecpmt (4-a)

/
e:p

\
ezt

pmtscmt

‘
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Transitivity of S gives us the following uansformation.

T6)

e:1 (5)

e:1 (5)

\

/
e:6 (5)
/
e:p

/
GST

--->

e:p

\
pS1

\
pS6

The transformations tell us that any type 1 derivable for a primitive combinator b in TCL is
derivable by first applying separately some number n of substitutions (P1, ..., Pn) to the
axiomatic type Ax(b) of b, then applying rule 4-a successively to get b :
P1Ax(b)m...mPnAx(b), and finally applying rule 5 where P1Ax(b)¤...¤PnAx(b) S 1.
Formally, we have the following theorem.

THEOREM 4.1.2 Let be {S, K). Then b:1 in TCL <=> 3n21 3 substitutions P1, ..., Pn
such that P1Ax(b)¤...mP„Ax(b) S 1
proof <= is trivial. => by the distributivity of rule 2 over 3 and 4 and rule 4 over 3. O

For convenience, we define a relation << ("below") on TCL type expressions which captures

the condition to the right of the <=> in theorem 4.1.2.

DEFINITION 4.1.1. For types 6 and 1 in TCL,

6 << 1 means Ein 3 substitutions P1,...,P„ with P16r~•...mP„6 S 1.

It can easily be shown that << is reflexive, transitive and substitution invariant (in fact, 6 << 1
=

6 << PT and P6 << P1 for any substitution P). With this notation, theorem 4.1.2 can be
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stated succinctly: bzt <=> Ax(b) << t. (The << relation will facilitate the definition of our

explicitly·typed system XTCL, as well as provide a notion of principal type in XTCL.)

4.2

XTCL

It can be shown that if we required that the programmer explicitly supply any substitutions

used in deriving types for the primitive combinators occurring in an expression e, then it can
be decided automatically whether or not a TCL' derivation exists for a given ezt which uses
those substitutions. Rather than requiring all primitive combinators to be explicitly typed, we
opt for a less severe restriction, namely, that the user explicitly attach a type to primitive
combinators which appear on the left side of an application··all other types can be deduced by
the type checker. Before giving the formal system, some defmitions are required.

DEFINITION 4.2.1. (f-expression) Let e be an expression in TCL. An occurrence of a
subexpression e' of e is called an f-expression (in e) if that occurrence of e' appears as the left

hand side of an application in e. If in addition, e' is a primitive combinator, then e' is called a
primitive f-expression (in e).

For example, K and (KS) are f-expressions in KSS, K is a primitive f-expression, but neither
S's nor KSS itself are f-expressions.

Next, we introduce the notion of explicit typing.

DEFINITION 4.2.2. Given an expression e of TCL, an explicit typing of e is an association of
a type expression 1 with each primitive f-expression b of e. Equivalently, we can think of an

I
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explicit typing of e as an expression e' derived from e by replacing each primitive fexpression b by [b::t], where t is some type expression.

We are now ready to define XTCL. The computational expressions are TCL expressions
with explicit types included in primitive f-expressions. The syntax of the types is the same as
before, and the typing rules are based on the relation <<.

DEFINITION 4.2.3. XTCL is the language with syntax and typing rules described below.
Note the use of brackets as terminals in the syntax. As before, Ax(b) refers to the type for b
in rule 1.

Syntax
Exp

::=

S I KI Pexp Exp

Pexp

::=

[S::Texp] I [K::Texp] I Pexp Exp

Texp

::=

Tvar I Tcnst I Texp —+ Texp I Texp rw Texp

Tvar

::=

{ an intinite supply of variables }

Tcnst

::=

{ a fmite set of constants }

Typing Rules
1-a)

S : (a—+(b-—>c))—>((a—>b)—->(a—>c))

-b)

K : a—>(b—>a)

·X)

[b::t] : 1: if Ax(b) << t

2)

e : Pt if e x t and e not an f-expression (P a substitution)

3)

fg : t if f:o'—>t and gxc

4)

ezomt if ezo and ext

5)

e:tife:oand¤st
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The type inference rules deserve some explanation. The new rule 1-X ensures that explicit
types given for any combinator must actually be derivable for that combinator in TCL. Notice
that the substitution rule of TCL has been restricted to non—f—expressions. This essentially
forces derivations of f-expressions to be done without applying substitutions, but by using
the explicit type of the primitive f-expression (i.e., the leftmost combinator). On the average,
half of the primitive combinators in an expression are primitive f-expressions, assuming we
view an average expression as a random binary tree of applications.

Some examples of dexivatio: .„ in XTCL follow.

1) Self application.

Let 1 denote the type ((a¤(a—>b))—>(a——>b))—->((am(a—>b))—->a)—>((arx(a-—>b))—·>b).

[$::1] : ((am(a—>b))—->(a—->b))—>((a¤(a—>b))—>a)—>((an(a—>b))—+b)
I : x—>x
I 1 (a¤(a—->b))—>(a—>b) {since I : (a—>b)—>(a-—>b) S (a¤(a—>b))—>(a—>b) }
[$::1] I : ((am(a—>b))——>a)—->((arw(a——>b))—>b)
I : (a¤(a—>b))—>a {since I : a-—>a S (arw(a—>b))—>a }
[$::1] I I : (am(a—>b))—+b

2) Composition. (Recall —~> associates to the right.)

Let
1= ((y—>z)—>(x—>y—>z)->(x——>y)—>x—>z)—->((y—>z)—->x——>y—->z)—>(y—>z)—>(x—>y)—>x—>z
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and 6 = ((a—>b—>c)—>(a—>b)—>a·—>c)—>d->(a—·>b—->c)—>(a—>b)—>a—>c.

[K::6] : ((a->b—>c)—>(a->b)—->a—>c)—>d—>(a—>b—>c)—>(a—->b)—>a—>c
S : (a->b—>c)—>(a—>b)—->a—>c
[K::6] S :d—>(a—>b—>c)——>(a——>b)—>a—>c
[K::6] S : (y—+z)—->(x—->y->z)—>(x—>y)—>x—>z
[$::1]: ((y—>z)—>(x->y—>z)—>(x—>y)—+x—«>z)—>((y—->z)—->x—->y->z)—>(y—>z)—>(x—>y)—>x—>z
[$::1] ([K::6] S) : ((y—>z)—>x—>y——>z)—>(y—>z)—>(x—>y)—>x—->z
K : a—>b—>a
K : (y—>z)—>x—>y—>z
[$::1] ([K::6] S) K : (y—>z)->(x—>y)·—>x—>z

We now show that XTCL has the typing power of TCL; that is, if we ignore the explicit
types, TCL and XTCL defme the same relation between expressions and types.

THEOREM 4.2.1. Let e 6 Exp. Then e:1 in TCL <=> 3 an explicit typing e' of e such that e': 1
in XTCL.

proof <= is trivial, since the rules of TCL are less restrictive than the rules for XTCL
(ignoring explicit types). =>, by inducdon on the size of the derivation of e:1 in TCL'. Base
case is trivial, since both systems agree on rules 1-a and 1-b. Now take cases of the rule used
at the root of the TCL' derivation. If rule 2 is used, then e is a prirnitive combinator and the
result follows by theorem 4.1.2 using rule 1-X. Supposc rule 3 is used at the root. Then

e=fg and f:6—->1, g:6 in TCL'. By hypothesis, there is an explicit typing g' of g such that
g':6 in XTCL. There are 2 cases for fz
i)

f is an application. By hypothesis, there is an explicit typing f' of f with

t':6->1 in XTCL, and thus t‘g' is an explicit typing of fg having type t.

‘
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ii)

f is a prirnitive combinator. By theorem 4.1.2, f:6-+1 means Ax(t‘) << 6—>1,

thus [f::6->1] : 6—>1 in XTCL, and hence [f::6—>1] g' is an explicit typing of fg having type 1
in XTCL.

If rule 4 is used, then 1=6mp and e:6, ezp in TCL'. By hypothesis, there are explicit typings
e' and e" of e such that e':6 and e":p in XTCL. Certainly if [b::Y] appears in e', then we
may replace it by [b::Y¤Y], provided Ax(b) << Y, and still derive the type 6 (since Ax(b) <<
Y and Ax(b) << Y' => Ax(b) << YmY', and YmY' S Y).

Thus, combine e' and e" by

intersecting the corresponding explicit types, giving e"' which has types 6 and p, and hence
has type 6mp in XTCL. Finally, if rule 5 is used at the root, e: 6 and 6 S 1 in TCL', which
implies by hypothesis that there is an explicit typing e' of e having type s in XTCL, and GST
implies e':1 in XTCL. O

As in TCL, we use I to denote SKK and [1::1] to denote [S::6]KK where 6 is an explicit type
required to derive [S::6]KK : 1 in XTCL (there must be such a 6 by the previous lemma). As

before, we will use I:a-·>a as Ax(I) in typing S-K-I combinations of XTCL.

4.3

Principal Types

At this point, it is useful to introduce the notion of a principal type for an expression e in
XTCL. In general mathematical terms, an object is "principal" with respect to a given
operation if every other object can be generated by or derived from it Milner showed that

every typeable expression in the parametric system has a principal type with respect to
substitution [Mil78], and Coppo showed that each typeable expression in the conjunctive
system has a principal type with respect to a certain operation [Cop80].
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DEFINIHON 4.3.1. A type 1 is principal for e with respect to << if e:1 and for a11 types 0 of e,
1<<0.

We define an algorithm PT for computing a principal type for a computational expression e in
XTCL. If a principal type for e does not exist, PT retums "error." Recall that Ax(e) for e =
S, K is the type given to e in rule 1 of the typing rules.

ALGORITHM 4.3.1
PT(e)

=

if ee [S,K] then Ax(e)
else if e=[b:1] and Ax(b) << 1 then 1 else error
else if e=fg and PT(g)=¤e¤·or
and PT(f)=(01-—>11)m...(0„—>1„)rw(non--+'s) and Eli. PT(g) << 0i
then ¤{1i I PT(g) << 0i, iSn }
else error

We now show that PT maps computaüonal expressions of XTCL to principal types. To push
the induction through, we prove a stronger claim for f-expressions.

THEOREM 4.3.1 e:1 in XTCL <=> PT(e) << 1.
proof (¢=) Show by induction on the size of e that e:PT(e) provided PT(e)¢error. (=>) We
show in addition to the claim that if e is an f-expression then PT(e) S 1. Induct on the
derivation of e:1. Base case is when rule 1 is used (at the root of the derivation). If rule 1-a

or 1-b is used, e=b:1 = Ax(b) << Ax(b) = PT(e) (rule 1-a and 1-b are never used on fexpressions). For rule 1-X, e=[b:1]:1 is an f-expression and Ax(b) << 1 S 1 = PT(e). If rule

2 is used, e:0, P0 = 1 => 0 << 1 => by hypothesis PT(e) << 0 << 1. For rule 3, let e=fg,
f:0—>1, g:1. Then f:0—>1 is an f-expression => (by hypoth) PT(f) = f\[Gi—)TiI1Sl’1}f'i(I1OH·
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¤'s) s 0->1 , thus ¤{11 I isn, 0s01} s 1. Also (by hypoth on g:0) PT(g) << 0 and cs61
implies PT(g) << 0, thus ¤[11 I isn, PT(g) << 01} s 1 (and << 1, too).

For rule 4,

PT(e) << 11¤12.
e:1=11¤12, e:11 and e:12. By hypothesis, PT(e) << 11 and PT(e) << 12
=

If e is an f-expression, then by hypothesis PT(e) s 11 and PT(e) s 12 => PT(e) s 11mT2• If
rule 5 is used, then e: 0 and 0st => by hypothesis PT(e) << 0 and 0 s 1 => PT(e) s 1. If e

is an f-expression then by hypothesis PT(e) s 0 s 1. O

It would be a nice result if we could show that all typeable expressions in TCL have principal
types.

4.4

Decidability of Explicit Type Checking

Certainly PT is computable provided << is computable, and PT computable implies that type
checking in XTCL is computable by theorem 4.3.1. In this section, we give a bound on the
size of substitutions which need to be searched in deciding 0 << ß. This bound is a
computable function of IOI >< Ißl, which forces the decidability of <<. The bound (IOI2 Ißl) is

not optimal, but is sufficiently small to show the existence of a polynomial-time
nondeterministic algorithm which decides a << b (see section 4.5).

DEFINTFION 4.4.1. (Monotonic and Amonotonic Occumences) Let 1 be an occurrence of an

expression in 0. Then that occurrence of 1 occurs monotonically in 0 if it appears to the left
of an even number of —->'s. Symmeuically, if 1 appears to the left of an odd number of —> 's,
then it is said that 1 occurs amorzozonically in 0.
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LEMMA 4.4.1.
I) Ifx occurs once and monotonically in ot, ot[x<—t] S ß and ·t'St, then ot[x<—t'] S

ß—

.
H) lf x occurs once and amonoronically in ot, or[x<—·t] S ß and tS·t', then ot[x<—t'] S

ß.
III) If x occurs once and monotonically in ß, 0tS ß[x<-1:] and rSt', then ot S

ß[x<—t'].
IV) If x occurs once and amonotonically in [3, ot S ß[x<—‘t] and 1:‘St, then ot S

ß[x<—1:'].
proof Straightforward induction on lod + Ißl using transitivity of S. O

Lemma 4.4.1 (I) is useful since it allows us to add terms to monotonic occurrences of

subexpressions pl, ..., pk in ot, where 0rSß, and the resulting expression is still weaker than
ß. In particular, we can replace the monotonic occurrences of each pl in ot with plm...mpk
and the expression obtained is weaker than ß. We will use this technique later to construct
size·bounded solutions to inequalities.

The << problem, which can be stated as

"Given type expressions tx and ß, is there an n21 such that E otl, otz, ..., an each
identical to ot up to renaming of variables, 3 a substitution P such that P(otl¤...rwoz,,) S ß?"

can be reduced to,

"Given type expressions ot and ß, is there a substitution P such that Pot S ß?"
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provided that we can restrict the size that n has to be. We show that n need not be larger than

the number of maximal rightrnost arrow paths in the expression b.

DEF1N1T10N 4.4.2. (NRP) Let ß be a type expression. Viewing ß as an expression tree,
NRP(ß) is the number of maximal paths from the root of ß which always take the right

branch of any —>, i.e.,
NRP(ß) =

ifß is an atom then 1

if ß = ßi—>ßz then NRP<ß2>
if ß = ßi m ßz then NRP(ßi) + NRP(ß2)

For example, NRP( (cmd) -> (b m (a m (emf))) ) = 3.

We now use NRP to place a bound on the number of copies of a needed to show ot << ß.

LEMMA 4.4.2. Let ot and ß by type expressions, ot = otim...m<xii where each oti is a term,
and ot S ß. Then 3H;1..n such that IHI S NRP(ot) and mloti I ie H} S ß.
proof Induct on Ißl. For [3 = t, an atom, Blén such that t = ak. Pick H = lk} and the result

follows. If ß = ßi—>ß2, 3I;1..n such that Viel oti = ¤i—>ti, and ßi S mloi I ie I} and mlti
I ie I} S B2, => (by hypothesis) 3H<;l such that IHISNRP(ßZ) and mlti I ie H} S ßz => IHI S
NRP(ß) and mloti I ie H} S ß. For ß = ßimßz, a S ßi and ot S [32 => (by hypothesis) =Hi

and H2 subsets of 1..n such that IHiI S NRP(ßi) and mloti I je Hi} S ßi (i = l, 2). Choose H
= Hi L; H2 and the result follows by NRP(ß) = NRP(ßi) + NRP(ß2) and by lemma 4.4.1

(1). <>
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It follows from lemma 4.4.2 that to decide if ot << ß, we need only look for a substitution P
making P(otim...motii) S ß where each oti is a renaming of ot, and n S NRP(ß). By lemma
4.4.1, we can assume that n = NRP(ß).

We now seek a bound on the size of solutions pi, ..., pk for variables xi, ..., xk in ot needed
to satisfy "ot S ß", that is, such that ot[xi<—pi, ..., xk<——pk] S b.

LEMMA 4.4.3. Let ot and ß be types, let K be a tinite index set indexing variables xi (ie K),
and let P = { [xi:=pi] I ie K } be a substitution of xi with types pi.
I) If each xi (ie K) occurs at most once and monotonically in ot, and Pot S ß, then
3K‘;K and substitution P' having domain {xi I ie K'} such that Vie K' P(xi) S P'(xi) and
IP'(xi)I S Ißl, and P'otS ß.
H) Ifeach xi (ie K) occurs at most once and amonotonically in ß, and ot S Pß, then
3K'<;K and substitution P' having domain {xi I ie K'} such that Vie K' P(xi) S P'(xi) and
IP'(xi)I S Iotl, and 0tS P'ß.
proof Induct on Iotl + Ißl + IPI. Base is when ot, ß and pi are atoms (K = [i}). For I) and H)

we can choose K' = K, P' = P and the result trivially follows. For the induction part, take

cases on ß:
ß=t, an atom.
I) Then Pa S ß => Pot contains tas a term. If t a term of a, then choose K' = G and

P' as the null substitution, and the result follows. If t not a term of a, then xk is a term of ot
for some ke K, and t is a term of P(xk). Choose K' = {k], P' = [xk := t] and the result
follows.
II) Then ot S Pt.

Now t can not be equal to any xi e K (since they occur

amonotonically in ß), hence we can choose K' = G, P' as the null substitution, and the result
follows.
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i

ßEßi=ß2
I) Then Pot S B. WLOG, assume all terms of a are needed in the proof of Pot S B
(otherwise, prune away the unused term of ot, giving a', and apply the induction hypothesis
to ot' S B). Let HQK index the variables which are terms of a, and let I index the other terms
of ot, which are, by assumption, all arrow terms, that is, ot = m{xi I i6H} rw m[o‘i-—>ti I i6 I}.

Pot S B implies ¤[pi I i6 H} rw m(Pci —> Pti I i6I} S B. For each i6H, let Ji index the terms
of pi, hence pi = ¤(pii Ij 6Ji}. By the same reasoning as before, we can assume that each
pii is used in the proof of Pot S B, hence, for each i6 H and j6 Ji, pii = yii—>öii and
ßi S f\{

Ijéji} Ii6H } F) F\[PGi I IEI}

and

m{ m[öii Ij6Ji} Ii6H } rw m[P1:iIi6I} S B2.

Bipartition K\H into Ki and K2 such that Ki contains every index i of xi appeaxing in m{oi I
i6 I} and K2 contains every index i of xi which appears in ¤{ti I i6 I}. Let Pi be P restricted
to Ki. Certainly Bi S Pi(oi) for all i6 I. Note that Ibil + lm(xi I i6K}I + IPiI < IBI + Iotl + IPI,
and that each xi (i6Ki) occurs at most once and arnonotonically in ¤[6i I i6 I}, thus by
hypothesis (II), EIKi';K 3Pi' with domain {xi I i 6 Ki'} such that Vi6 Ki' P1(xi)S Pi'(xi)
and IP1'(Xi)I S Iß1I, and ßl S P 1·(Ö{Gi I iE

Let P2 : {[xi Z:

: Ö{Pl'(Ci) I iE

I

j6Ji}] I i 6 H} rw {[xi := P(x i)] I i6 K2}, thus P2( ¤{xi I i6H} rw ¤{1:i I i6I}) S B2. Note
that Im[xi I i6H} rw ¤[ti I i6I}I + IB2I + IP2I < lod + IBI + IPI and each xi (i6domain(P2))

appears at most once and monotonically in mlxi I i6 H} rw m{ti I i6 I}, thus by hypothesis
(I), BM ; HUK2 3P2' with domain {xi I i6 M} such that Vi6 M P2(xi) S P2'(xi) and

IP2'(xi)I S IB2I, and P2'(¤{xi I i6 H} rw m[ti I i6I}) S B2. Construct K' = MuKi', P' = {[x i
Z: P1'(Xi)] I IE K1'} L} {[Xi I: P2'(xi)] I ie

LJ

[[Xi Z: ßi—·)P2,(Xi)] I

iECertainly
K' <; K and P' has domain {xi I i6 K'}. For all i6 K'\H, obviously P(xi)
For IE K‘¤H (= M\K2), P'(Xi) = ß1—)P2'(Xi), and P(Xi) =

—)

Ijé Ji) S

S P'(xi).

f'\('Yii I jé Ji)

—> P2'(xi). Check the sizes: Vi6 Ki', IPi'(xi)| S IBiI < IBI; Vi6 M\H
—+ ¤{öii IjE Ji} S
Bi

|P2'(xi)I S IB2I < I BI; Vi6 M\K2 |P2'(xi)I S IB2I => |Bi —> P2'(xi)I S IBi —> B2|; hence Vi6 K'
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IP'(xl)I S IBI. We must check if P'ot S

First note that P'(ot) S ( ßl 0 ¤[Pl'(o'l) I ie 1]) —>

(m{P2'(xl) I ie I-lmK'} rw ¤{P2'(·cl) I i6I]). Certainly ßl S ¤(Pl'(0‘l) I ie I}, and we know
that m[P2'(xl) I i6H] rw m(P2'(ti) I i6I} S B2. Rewrite ¤{P2'(xl) I ieH] as ¤{xl I ie H\K'}
rw m[P2'(xl) I ie K'mH}. Since no xl occurs in B, the xl's (ie l-I\K') are not needed in the
proof of rw(P2'(xl) I ie H} rw n{P2'(·tl) I ie I) S B2, hence m(P2'(xl) I ie I-I\K'} rw m[P2'(rl) I

i6I} S B2. But this implies P'ot S B.
II) ot S PB = ot S PBl —> PB2. Bipartition K into Kl and K2 containing the xi‘s
appearing in ßl and B2, respectively, and let Pl and P2 be the restrictions of P to Kl and K2,
respectively. Now let ot = otlm...¤otii and let I<;1..n such that oti = cl-—>rl (for ie I) and
PlBl S mlci I iel} and ¤{1:l I i6I} S B2. By hypothesis (I), 3K1';Kl3P1' with domain
{Xi I IEKI'} SUCI1 that

Ki' Pl(Xi) S

S I(°W{O°i I

E

and

Pllßl

S Ö{Öi I

ie I}. Similarly, by hypothesis (II) BKZ, ; K2 3P2' with domain [xl I ie K2'} such that
Vie K2° P2(xl) S P2'(xl), IP2'(xl)I S Imlrl I ie I}I, and ¤{tl I ie I} S P2'ß2. Simply construct
K' = Kl'mK2', P' = Pl'¤P2' and the result follows.

ßäßißßz
I) Pot S BlmB2 => P ot S ßl and PotS B2. Invoke the hypothesis to get, for j=l,2,
3Kj 3Pj with d0InaiI'1 {Xi I iE

SUCII that VIE Ki P(xi) S

IP i(Xi)I S Ibil and Pia

K' = KlUK2, P' = {[xl := Pl(xl)] I i6Kl\K2} U {[xl := P2(xl)] I i6K2\Kl] U {[xl
SConstruct

:= Pl(xl)¤P2(xl)] I ie Kl¤K2}. Certainly K' g K and P' has domain K'. For ie KlmK2
IPl(xl)mP2(xl)I S IBlmB2I and P(xl) S Pl(xl)nP2(xl), hence P(xl) S P'(xl) and IP'(xl)I S IBI.
Show P'ot S B. Plot S ßl => (PlU{[xl := P2(x1)] | i eK2\K1}) Ol S ßl by substitutivity of S
(since no xl's occur in B). Since each xl is in a monotonic position in ot, lemma 4.4.1 (I)
allows us to replace occurrences of Pl(xl) with Pl(xl)¤P2(xl) in Plot, hence P'ot S Bl. A
similar argument shows that P'ot S B2.
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H) ot S P(ß1)mP(ß2). This is easily proven using the technique for the case when
ß=ß1—>ß2--by bipartitioning K into K1, K2, defining P1 and P2, invoking the hypothesis to
get P1' and P2', and finally defining K' = K1¤K2 and P' = PIUP2. O

Lemma 4.4.3 will allow us to place a bound on the size of a solution to an inequality,
provided a solution exists. We first prove a lemma which bounds the depth that solutions
need to have. The depth we are talking about here is the depth of the expression tree,
ignoring rw nodes.

DEFINITION 4.4.3. (Arrow Level, Arrow Depth) Let ot be a type expression containing a
particular occurrence p. The alevel ("arrow level") of that occurrence of p in ot is defined as
the number of —> nodes above r in a. The adepth ("arrow depth") of a, written "AD(0t)," is
defined as the maximum alevel of any subexpression occurrence of ot.

LEMMA 4.4.4. Let orSß, and let p=pl—+p2.
I) if p occurs in ot at an alevel 2 AD(ß), then that occurrence of p may be replaced in

ot by any type expression p', and the resulting expression is weaker than ß.
H) if p occurs in ß at an alevel 2 AD(0t), then that occurrence of p may be replaced in

ß by any type expression p', and the resulting expression is stronger than ot.
proof Induct on lod + Ißl. Take cases on ß.
ß=t, aj atom (this covers the base case).
I) ot = t¤ot' where p occurs in ot'. Let p' be any expression. Then tmot" S ß where
ot" = ot'[p<—p'] (ot' with p' replaced for ot).

H) Not applicable.

läßijßz

I
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I) ot= ot1m...mtx„. Let I;1..n such that (1i=Gi->Ti(iEI) and ßl S m[¤i I i6I} and
m{ti I i6I} S B2. Let kSn such that p occurs in otk. If k 6 I, then the result follows trivially,
since p is not used in the subproofs involving B1 and B2. Suppose ke I. Note p=¤0tk, since
then p would occur at an alevel in a less than AD(B). Suppose p occurs in ck. Then p
occurs at an alevel in ¤{6i I ie I} of one less than its alevel in ot, and AD(Bl) S AD(B) - 1

implies p occurs at an alevel in ¤{oi I i6I} which is greater than or equal to AD(B1). By
hypothesis, p can be replaced in ¤{oi I ie I} by any p' and we get a type expression stronger
than Bl. It follows that we can replace p by p' in t1 and get an expression weaker than B. A
similar argument shows the result for when p occurs in rk.

ßäßiüßz
H) Let ot=ot1¤...m¤t„, I<;1..n such that each oti=oi—>ti (ie I) and Bl S ¤{ci I iei}
and ¤{ti I ie I} S B2. Now either p occurs in B1 or it occurs in B2--it can not be equal to B

by our assumption on the adepth of ot. Suppose it occurs in B2. Then p occurs in ßz at an
alevel of one less than it occurs in ot, and AD(¤{‘ci I ie 1}) S AD(ot) - 1, thus by hypothesis,

we can replace p in B2 by p' and get an expression stronger than mm I iel}. Therefore,
replacing p by p' in B gives a type expression stronger than ot. A similar argument shows the
result when r occurs in B1.

ßäßißßz
I) tx S B1 and asßz. Since AD(B) = MAX(AD(B1), AD(B2)), p occurs at an alevel in
tx which is greater than or equal to AD(B1) and AD(B2), => (by hypothesis) any p' can be

replaced for p in ot and we get an expression that is weaker than both B1 and B2, and hence
weaker than BIOB2.
II) 0tS ßl and 0tS ß2„ Suppose p occurs in B1. Then it occurs in ßl at the same
alevel as it occurs in B, thus (by hypothesis) we can replace p in ßl by any p' and get a type
stronger than ot. Replacing p in BIMB2 by p' gives the same results, since aSß2„ The
argument is symmetric when p occurs in B2. O

·
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An immediatc consequence of lemma 4.4.4 is that a solution p for x in an inequality ot(x) S B
need never have adepth more than that of B. To see this, let ot[x<——p] S a and let z be any
atom. If p has occurrences tl,...,tk of expressions at an alevel in p greater than or equal to
AD(B), then ·:I,...,tk occur at places in ot[x<—p] at an alevel in ot[x<—p] greater than or equal
to AD(B)--thus, each ti can be replaced by z in a[x<——p] and we get a type expression weaker
than B, hence ot[x<—p'] S B where p' is ot with each 1:I replaced by z. Certainly AD(p) S
AD(B). We state this as a lemma:

LEMMA 4.4.5. Let ot[xI<—pI,...,xm<—pm] S B. Then there are types p I', ..., pk' such that
S B and AD(pI') S AD(B) for each iSk.
proof By the preceding paragraph, and iteration on each xI. O

We are now ready to place a restriction on the size that any solution P needs to be in order for

Pot S B.

LEMMA 4.4.6. Let the variable x occur k places in ot, let km be the number of monotonic
occurrences of x in ot, let ka be the number of amonotonic occurrences of x in ot, and let
ot[x<—p] S B. Then if km > 0, there exists p' such that Ip'I < kmlbl + km, and such that
ot[x<—p'] S B. If km = 0, then there exists p'=oI—->o'2—>...—->oII-rt for some 0 S n S AD( B),
t an atom, such that for each oi, I6II < kIBI + k, and ot[x<—p'] S B.
proof

First assume km > 0. Let xI, ...,xkm be new variables, and let ot' be derived from ot

by replacing each monotonic occurrence of x with a unique xi, hence ot'[xI6-x,...,xIm,<—x] =

ot. Let P = [xI := p,...,xIm, := p]. Then P(ot'[x<—P]) S B, and by lemma 4.4.3 (I) there is a
K g; 1..km and P' having domain K such that for all ie K P(xI) S P'(xI) and IP'(xI)I S I BI, and

auch that P'<¤t'I¤<—t>l> S I3- Let p' = ¤IP'(x,) I ie K1. Now Ip'I = (ZIEK P'(xI)) + IKI - 1 <
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km IBI + km. Also, p'SP'(x1) for all ie K => (since each x1 in ot'[x+—p] is monotonic)
P"(ot[x+-Pl) S B where P" = {[x1 := p'] I ie K}. Now each occurrence of x in P"(ot') is

amonotonic (assuming that p' does not contain x, which, of course, is perfectly valid since x
does not occur in B), and since p S p', by lemma 4.4.2 P"(<1'[x+—p']) S B. Also, by
substitutivity, we may replace any x1 (i6(1..km)\K) remaining in P"( <x'[x+—p']) with p' and
x1‘s
obtain an expression weaker than B (since no
are in B), hence,
ot'[x+-p',x1+-p',...,x1(m+—p'] S B, or equivalently ot[x+-p'] S B. Suppose km = O, that is,
there are no monotonic occurrences of x in ot, and a[x+-p] S B. If p contains an atom term t,
then ot[x+-t] S B, and the result follows trivially with n=O. Assume there is not an atomic
term tin p. By lemma 4.4.1, we may assume that there are no intersections in r in monotonic
positions (since they can be removed to get p', and pSp' => ot[x+-p'] S B holds). Then p is
of the form 01-+...->0n—->t for some atom t. By lemma 4.4.3, we may assume that
nSAD(B).
Let y1, ..., yn be new variables. Then 0t[x+—(y1—>y2—>...->yn—->t)] [y
1+-01,yn+—0n]

S B.

Note that y1, ..., yn each appears k times and monotonically in

ot[x+—(y1—->...—>yn—>t)]. By the previous part of this proof, there is a type 01' such that I 01'I

< kIBI + k and ot[x+—(01'->y2—>
expressions

—>yn—>t)] [y2+—02,...,yn+—-0n] S

Iteration gives n

01', ..., 0n' all of size less then kIBI + k, such that ot [x +—

(01'->02'—>...—>0n'—>t)] S B.O

By repeated applications of this lemma, it follows that if ot[x1+-—p1,...,..n+—pn] S B, then
there are types p1', ..., pn' each of size not more than Ia! I BIZ and arrow depth not more than
AD(B), such that ot[x1+—p1',...,xn+—pn'] S B. Therefore, given two types ot and B, we may
res¤*ict our search, accordingly, for the existence of substitutions P such that Pot S B. We of

course only need to look at substitutions of the form [x1 := p1, ..., xn := pn] where each x1 is
a variable occurring in ot, and by substitutivity, we may assume any atom occurring in some
pi (iSn) also occurs in B. Since there is a tinite number of type expression trees which can by
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built by lod Ißlz nodes (maximum) using rw, —> and the atoms in ß, there is a ünite number of
pi candidates for the xi's (iSn) such that ot[xi<—-pi,...,xii<—pii] could possibly be weaker than
ß. And since S is decidable, one can simply generate solutions and test to see if the weaker

relation holds.

As we have said earlier, we can decide if ot << ß by testing for the existence of P such that

P(otim...motm) S ß, where m = NRP(ß) (which is also easily computed). I-lence, we have:

THEOREM 4.4.1. The below relation << is decidable.
proof By the previous two paragraphs. O

Since the computation of a principal type for an expression in XTCL is possible provided one
can decide the << relaüon, it follows that type checking (and typeability) in XTCL is
decidable.

·

THEOREM 4.4.2. The problems
"Given an explicitly typed expression e and a type TE Texp, does e:t in XTCL?"
and "Given an explicitly typed expression e, does e have a type in XTCL?"
are decidable.
proof By theorem 4.3.1 and theorem 4.4.1. O

A final remark: The bounds placed on the sizes that a solution need not exceed are by no

means optimal. With some work it can be shown that no solution for x maldng ot weaker
than ß need be more than lod in size. Our bound is easier to prove, and it is still a polynomial
function of lod + lßl. This fact is used in the next section in which we show that although
decidable, the question "Is ot << ß?" is NP-complete.
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4.5

Deciding << is NP—CompIete

Although decidable, the problem of determining if there exists a substitution P which makes
Pot S ß is difficult to compute. We show that it is an NP—complete problem.

Recall that P is the class of problems which can be solved by a deterministic Turing machine
in polynomial time -— that is, in time f(n) where f(x) is a polynomial and n is the size of the

input -- and NP is the class of problems which may be solved by a nondetenninistic Turing
machine in polynomial time. (Certainly PQNP, but it is not known at this time whether P =
NP.) A problem p is NP-complete if it is in NP and if (pe P => P = NP). A problem p' in NP

can be shown to be NP-complete by translating an NP-complete problem p into p' using an
algorithm which runs in polynomial time.

3—
An example of an NP—complete problem is the satisfiability of a boolean expression in
conjunctive normal form (3CNF) [H&U79]. Recall that a boolean expression in 3CNF has

the following syntax:
BE

::=

Disj I Disj A BE

Disj

::=

VvVvV

V

::=

Bvar I Bvar'

Bvar

::=

{an infinite supply of boolean variables]

The meanings of A, v and' are AND (infix), OR (infix) and NOT (postfix). An example of a
boolean expression in 3CNF is (x v y v z) A (x' v y' v z). A boolean expression w is

satisfiable if we can replace each variable in w by a constant, either TRUE or FALSE, such
that the resulüng expression is TRUE when evaluated. (The example above is satisfiable,
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since x = y = z = TRUE makes the expression true, but (x v x v x) A (x' v x' v x') is not
satistiable.)

The 3CNF satisfiability problem is known to be NP-complete. We show that deciding if ot
<< ß, given ot and ß, is NP-complete. To do this, we first show that this problem is NPhard by reducing the problem of 3CNF satisfiability to the problem of deciding <<. Then we
show that the << problem is in NP by giving a nondeterministic algorithm which decides if ot
<< ß in polynomial time.

The reduction of the 3CN"F problem is accomplished by showing that every instance of the
3CNF problem can be translated into an equivalent quesdon "Does there exist a substitution P
such that Pot S ß" for appropriate ot and ß. Suppose we wish to determine the satisfiability of

a boolean expression w in 3CNF having m variables x l, ..., xm and n disjunction clauses w
= ZlA

A Zn where each Zl = ZilVZi2VZi3 and each zll is either xll or xk' for some kSm. Let

xl, xl', x2, x2', ..., xm, xm' be distinct type variables, and let t, f and a be distinct atoms
(i.e., in Tvar U Tcnst) and different from any xl; or xk'. Notice that t Sx for some x iff x = t

or x = t¤t¤...¤t. WLOG, we can assume that solutions for x do not contain duplicate terms
(since both solutions are equivalent with respect to S), hence, tSx for some x iff x = t. Also

note that since t¢f, the inequalities tSx and fSx have no simultaneous solution for x. By the
definition of S, for any xl and xl', the inequality (xj——>(xl'—>a))r‘x(xl'—>(xl—>a)) S t—>(f—>a)

has a solution for xl and xl' iff one of the following holds:

1) tSxl and fSxl', or
2)fSxl andtSxl‘, or
3) tS xl and t S xl' and (xl—+a)m(xl'—>a) S f—>a.

"
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Since 3) is not sarisfiable for any xl and xl', the only possible solutions the above inequality
has (ignoring duplicate terms) are 1) xl = t and

X-il

= f, or 2) xl = f and xl' = t.

Let Aj (jSm) denote the type expression (xl—>(xl'->a))m(xl'—>(xl—>a)) and C denote

t—>(f—>a). Then by the previous paragraph, and the definition of S, the inequality

C—>a S (Al->a)m(A2—>a)¤...m(Am—>a)

(EO)

has as solutions for xl, xl', ..., xm, xm' all assignments of atoms in {t,f] to the variables

such that for all jSm either xl = t and xl' = for xl = f and xl' = t.
Now for each Zl = zll v Ziz v zlg in w, construct the type pl = zllmzlzmzlg (remember each
zll denotes some xk or xk'). Notice that the solutions to pl S t which assign atoms in {t,f] to
the variables denoted by zll, zlz, and zlg are exactly those which assign "t" to at least one
variable denoted by zil, Ziz or zl3. Consider the following set of inequalities:

C—>a S (Al->a)m(A2—>a)n...m(Am—>a)

(EO)

S
IQ2
Q1

SI

(E2)

pll S t

(En)

In order for EO, ..., En to have a simultaneous solution for the variables xl, xl', ...etc., there
must be an assignrnent of atoms in {t, f} to these variables such that

1) for each jSm, either xl = t and xl' = f or xl = f and xl' = t, and
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.

2) for each i S n, at least one of zii, zi; or zi; must denote a variable which is
assigned "t".

Conversely, if 1) and 2) hold, then equations EO through En are satistied. Hence, EO, El,
..., En have a simultaneous solution iff w is satisfiable. By the definition of S, EO,

En

have a simultaneous solution for the xi and xi' variables iff there is a substitution P such that
P[ ((Ai—>a) rw (A;—>a) rt
S

rw (Am->a)) —> (pi—>a) —>

—>

(pii_i—>a)

—> pii]

(C—>a) —> (t—>a) —> (t——>a) —> ...-> (t—>a) —> t
n - lrepetitions

I<—

—>I

Of course, this translation can be done for boolean expressions in CNF (rather than 3CNF):
the only difference is that the pi's may have more (or less) than 3 terms. We give two

examples of the translation.

Example l. Translate w = (xi v x;') A (xi' v x;') into appropriate types tx and ß such that ot
<< ß iff w is satisfiable. Let xi, x;, xi' and x;' be distinct type variables. Using the formula
above, we get

A1 = (Xl—)X1'—)8) (W (X1'···)X1—)8.)
A2 = (X2—)X2°—)3) O (X2°—·)X2·—)3)

pi = xt ¤ ¤z'
vz = X1' ^ X2'
Hence,

‘

—> a) rw ( ((x;—->x;'—>a) rt (x;'—>x;—->a))—>a ) ]
ot =[ ( ((xi·-—>xi'—>a) m (xi'—>xi—>a))
—> [(ximx;') ——-> a] —> (xi'¤x;‘)
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—> [t—>a] —>t
ß= [(t—>f—>a)—>a]

By the S rules, ot S ß if and only if

1) (t—>f->a) —>a S ((xl—>xl'—>a)m(xl'—>xl—+a))—> a
2) (t—>f—>a) —-> a S ((x2—>x2'—>a) rw (x2'—>x2—>a)) —> a
3) t—> a S (X1ÖX2') —> a

*

4) (xl'¤x2’)St

which implies that

l') (xl->xl‘—>a) rw (xl'—>xl—>a) S t—>f—>a

<=> (tSxl and fSxl') or (tSxl' and fSxl)
2') (x2-—>x2'—>a) rw (x2'—>x2—>a) S t—>f—>a

<=> (tSx2 and fSx2') or (tSx2' and fSx2)
3') xl rw x2' S t
4') xl' rw x2' S t

which has a solution xl=t, xl'=f, x2'=f, x2'=t (among others).

Hence w has solution

xl=TRUE, x2=FALSE.

Example 2. Translating w = xl A xl' into appropriate ot and ß, we get that

(X = [((X1—)X1'—)8) Ö (X1'····)X1—)3.)) —) H] ·—) [ X1 —) 8.] ···—) X1'

—·> [t——>a]->t
ß= [(t—>f—>a)—>a]
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and 0tSß means

1) (tSxl andfSxl') or (tSxl'andfSxl)

-

2) X1 S [
3) X1' S [

which can never hold, for any xl and xl'. Hence, w is not satisfiable.

We have shown that any instance w of the 3CNF satisfiability problem can be converted into
an equivalent question of the existence of a P such that Pot S ß, where ot and ß are derived
from w as described above. Let ot, [3 and w have some representations suitable for a Turing
machine, and let s(0t), s(ß) and s(w) be their sizes (i.e., the number of cells they occupy on
the tape). The consuuction of ot and ß from w can be done on a 2-tape Turing machine in

time directly proportional to s(w), which implies a time bound of k s(w)2 (for appropriate k)
on a single-tape Turing machine. Furthermore, s(ot) + s(ß) S c s(w) for fixed c, hence, if the
problem of the existence of a P such that Pa S ß were solvable in time f(s(0t) + s(ß)), where f
is a (monotone) polynomial, then we could test the satisfiability of a w in 3CNF in time
bounded by f(c s(w)) + k s(w)2, a polynomial function of s(w).

This shows that the

existence of a P such that Pot S ß is NP·hard.

—> (t-ra) —> (t—>a) —>
Since NRP((C—>a)

—> (t—>a) —> t) = 1, by lemma 4.4.2 we have

that
((Al—>a) rw (A2—>a) rw
<<

rw (Anl—>a)) —> (pl—>a) —>

(C->a) —> .:->a) —> (t—>a) —>

—> pn
-+ (pn_l—-«>a)

—> (t->a) —> t

M- n · 1 l>|
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if and only if there exists a substitution P such that

P { ((A1—>a) rw (A2—>a) rw
S

¤(A,n—+a)) —> (p1—>a) —>

(C—>a) —+ (t-aa) —> (t-ea) ——>

—> (pn_l->a) —> pn }

—-> (t—>a)

-·> t

l<—-——— n 1 l->I
-

It follows that the problem of determining if ot << ß, given a and ß, is NP—hard as well.

THEOREM 4.5.1. The problems,
"Given types ot and ß, does there exist P such that Pot S ß?"

and

"Given types ot and ß, is ot << ß?"
are NP-hard.

To show that the << problem is NP-complete, we must show that it is in NP. We take the
direct approach of nondeterministically generating a possible solution for the variables in ot
which may satisfy ot S ß, and simply checking the solution (deterministically).

Our

nondeterministic algorithm which generates candidates for solutions is called GT (for

"generate type"). GT takes as parameters a list A of atoms and a number n and retums a type
expression having no more than n nodes and whose atoms are on the list A. It is shown how
a nondeterministic single-tape Turing machine can be constructed which decides "Given types
ot and ß, is there a P such that Pot S ß?" in polynomial time, and hence that << is decidable
in nondeterministic polynomial time.

The nondeterminism in GT is completely controlled by the function "Pick" which, given a
non negative integer d, nondeterministically returns some integer d' such that 0 S d' S d.

_
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Pick can easily be implemented as a nondeterrninistic Turing machine which runs in time and
space proportional to log d (i.e., the length of a binary representation of d).

LEMMA 4.5.1 There is a nondeterministic Turing machine PICK which, given a binary
representation of a positive integer n as input, always halts, and whose set of possible
computed values for input n is [m I 0 S m S n}. Moreover, PICK runs in time proportional

to log n.
proof

Let PICK = <Q, Z., C d, qo, B, F> where

•
•

•
•
•
•

·

Q = [q0,q1, Q, Q} is the set of states
E = {0, 1} is the set of input symbols

G = [0, I,"} is the set oftape symbols
B = ' ' is the blank symbol
qo is the initial state
F = [Q} is the set of tinal states

6 ; ((Qx{q3}) X 2) —> 2<Q X V X lL·Rl> as the nnnwnrnnnisnc state transidon function

defined by the table
0

1

' '

qo

[<q0, 0, R>}

[<q0, 1, R>, <q1, O, R>}

[<q2,' ',L>}

ql

{<q1, 0, R>, <q[. 1, R>}

[<q1,0,R>,<q1, 1, R>}

qz

[<q2, 0, L>]

[<Q, 1, L>}

{<q2,' ',L>}
{<Q,‘
',R>}

PICK starts in state qo and stays in qo, scanning right until it either changes a 1 to a 0 (making
the number computed less than n, no matter how the remaining bits are changed) and switches
to state ql, or scans passed the number n (making the number computed equal to n) and

switches to state Q, which positions the head back to the leftmost bit of the result and halts in
state 3. Once in state ql, any of the lower-order bits of n may be changed; thus all m S n are

_
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possible results. PICK takes a total of 2k + 2 moves, where k is the number of nonblank
cells on the tape. Certainly k is of order log2 n. O

We now define the algorithm GT for generating types. The specification of GT uses the
nondeterministic function Pick(n) computed by the nondetemtinistic Turing machine PICK.

ALGORITHM 4.5.1. Let A be a non·nul1 list of atoms, let "head" and

be list functions

such that head(<a1,a2,...,a?>) = al and tail(<a1,a2,...ap>) = <a2,...ap>, and let n21.

GT(A, n) = GenExact( A, OddCeiling(Pick(n-1)) )
GenExact(A, z) =
if z = 1 then head(tai1k(A)), where k =Pick(Len(A)—l)

else T1 op T2
where Tl = Ger1Exact(A, m)
T2 = GenExact(A,z-l-m )
m = OddCeiJing(Pick(z-2))
—> else m)
op = (if Pick(1) = 0 then
OddCeiling(x) = if x odd then x else x+1
Len(<a1,...,an>) = n

LEMMA 4.5.2. Let p be a type expression having not more than n nodes, k of which are
atoms, and such that each atom in p is on the list A. Then there is an execution sequence of
GT(A, Ipl) which retums p. Furthermore, p is computed using I pl calls to GenExact, k calls
to Pick(Len(A)-1), Ipl-k calls each to Pick(z - 2) (always for z<n) and Pick(1), and one call to
Pick(n-1).
proof The result follows after showing by induction on z (z odd),
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i) GenExact(A, z) may return any type expression p having z nodes and where each
atom of z is on the list A,
ii) GenExact(A,z) is computed by a total of z calls to GenExact,
iii) Pick(Len(A)-1) is called in GenExact iff an atom is retumed,
iv) Pick(z - 2) and Pick(l) are called in GenExact iff a non-atom is retumed. O

It is also easy to see that if GT(A, n) retums a type p, then Ipl S n and each atom of p must be
on the list A.

What about the dme complexity of GT? It is safe to assume that each atom on the list A has a
length of no more than log n, therefore head and tail run in log n time, and thus for k<n,
head(tailk(A)) runs in Len(A) (log n) time. Certainly each invocation of OddCeiling runs in

time proportional to log n (OddCeiling(x) is nothing more than changing the low order bit of
the binary representation of x to 'l'), as does the numeric additions and subtractions. Pick(l)

of course is of constant time, thus an upper bound on the time required to compute GT(A,n)
is TG-;-(A,n) = c n Len(A) log n, where c is an appropriate constant. If, however, s(A) and
s(n) are the sizes of the input representations of A and n, respectively (that is, s(A) S Len(A)
log n, s(n) = log n), then the bound becomes TG·I{A,n) = c 2$(“) s(A).

Now suppose we are given two type expressions 0. and ß and are asked if "otSß" has a
solution for variables of ot. Let s(a) and s(ß) be the size of the input representations of ot and
ß, respectively. The following 5 steps will certainly answer the question:

1) Compute the list A of atoms in ß
2) Compute n = Iotl lßlz
3) Compute the list V of variables in cx
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4) For every variable x on V
i) Compute p = GT(A, n)
ii) Substitute p for all occurrences of x in ot
‘
5) Test if ot S B, and retum the result

Certainly each step is effective, hence this algorithm always temiinates. By lemma 4.5.2 and
results of the previous section, we have for any tx and B,

Execution of steps l - 5 will never produce a TRUE result
iff There is no substitution P such that Pot S b.

If we use a single tape Turing machine to implement this algorithm (the TM can be
determinisdc except for the GT algorithm), it is easy to verify that for some constants c 1, cz,

i) Step l executes in time bounded by c1 s(B)2 and computes A of size s(A) S 2 s(B)
ii) Step 2 executes in time bounded by cz s(ot) + c3 s(B) {the multiplications do not
contribute, since they are polynomial in log (s(ot) + s(B)) }, giving n of size s(n) S log ( s( ot)

+ 2 s<ß>>
iii) Step 3 executes in time bounded by c4 s(ot)2
iv) For each x on V, the GT(A,n) executes in time TG-1-(A,n) = c s(A) 2$(“) S c ( s(ot)
+ 2 s(B)) 2 s(B), which is bounded by cs (s(ot) + $(B)2) for appropriate constant c5. GT(A,n)

computes a type p of size s(a) s(B)2 which is inserted into the current ot of size no more than
$(ot)2 s(B)2 every place an x occurs. We can assume a representation of types for which

tinding an x in a type 7can be done in linear time, and for which inserting a type p for x in 7
can be done in s(p) $(7) time, no matter how many occurrences of x there are. Thus, for an

appropriate c6 we get that the insertion of p can be done in time c6 s(0t)3 s(B)‘* provided we
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require tz to be the rightmost datum on the tape (a reasonable requirement). Since s(ot) bounds
the number of x's in V, the time for the loop to execute is bounded by c·; s(ot)" s(ß)" for
appropriate constant cy, and the resulting ot is no more than s(ot)2 s(ß)2 in size.

The asymptotic time complexity through step 4 is determined by the execution of the fourth
step, i.e., c-; s(ot)" s(ß)" head moves. Note that the overhead involved in moving results
from one step so they may be used in the next step need never be more than of fourth degree
order (since the total of the sizes of the results is bounded quadratically), hence it is absorbed

in the fourth degree asymptotic time complexity.

The weaker relation S can be decided using the following (deterministic) algorithrn:

ALGORITHM 4.5.3.

W(ot,ß) = if ß=t, an atom, then if t a term of tx then TRUE else FALSE
else if ß=ß1——>ß2 then W(¤{1:lo'—->t a term of ot, and W(ß1,c)},ßp

else W(a, B1) AND W(a, Bj where ß = ßlrwßz

It is easy to see that an upper bound for the number of calls to W in computing W(u,v) is lul
titnes lvl. (More precisely, it can be shown by induction on the number of calls to W that the
total number of calls NC(u,v) to W in computing W(u,v) is less than (NI(u)+1) (Nl(v)+l) +
MlN(Iul,IvI), where N"I(r) is the total number of intersections in t.) W can be implemented

directly by a single—tape Turing machine which, essentially, uses the tape as a stack: The
machine copies the arguments of any recursive call to the right of the current arguments and
changes to the initial state. After a call to W is completed, the machine does a "return true" or
"return false" which blanks out the arguments, scans left for a special symbol marlcing the

l
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place where the returned value is to be placed, writes the value ("true" or "false"), scans back

to another special symbol marlcing an encoding of the state which is to be entered, and enters
that state. The size of the active portion of the stack is never more than the order of s(u) s(v)
(s(u) + s(v)), and the scanning and copying required for the call and return linkage is
therefore of the order {s(u) s(v) (s(u) + s(v))}2. The operations of testing if an atom t is a

term of some expression and extracting the terms from an expression can certainly be done in
time bounded by (s(u) + s(v))2, thus cg {s(u) s(v) (s(u) + s(v))}2 is a time bound for

computing W(u,v).

From iv) above, W is called with arguments u, v of sizes s(0t)2 s(ß)2 and s(ß), hence it is

computed in time bounded by cg s(ot)8 s(ß)10 for suitable constant cg. Since this function
asymptotically bounds the execution time of step 4, it is a polynomial time bound for the
entire algorithm.

We conclude that the problem, "Given ot and ß, is there a substitution P of types for variables
in a such that Pot S ß?," is in NP, and by theorem 4.5.1 it is NP-complete. Since NRP( ß) S

s(ß) is easily computed in deterministic polynomial time, we can use the 5·step algorithm to
decide ot << ß by checlcing if a1rw...aNRp(ß) S ß is satisfiable ·- in increased polynomial time
-- where each ot, is a copy of ot with fresh variables. Thus, we conclude that deciding ot << ß
is NP-complete as well.

THEOREM 4.5.2 The problem "Given types cx and ß, is ot << ß?" is NP-complete.
proof From the above discussion. O

_

4.6
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A Type Checking Algorithm for XTCL

In this section we give a deterministic algorithm for deciding <<, and hence an algorithm for
checlcing type claims in XTCL.

Our strategy to determine if ot << B, given ot and B, uses the fact that o—>(tmp) and
(cr->1:)m(o'—>p) are equivalent with respect to S, hence we may assume that B is reduced, that

is, that B has no rx appearing immediately to the right of any —>. Let B = Bi¤...mBii be such
that each Bi is areduced term. It is easy to see that ot<< B iff ot << Bi and ot << ßz
andand
ot << Bii. Now ot << ßk (lén) iff there exists a substitution P such that P(0t) S ßk
(because NRP(Bk) = 1--see lemma 4.4.2), hence, for reduced B = Bi¤...¤Bii, tx << B iff
VkSn 3P such that Pot S Bk. Thus we reduce the problem to finding a solution for the
variables of ot which makes ot S B where B is a reduced term (non-intersection). We can also

assume that the variables in ot are disjoint from those in B.

Notice that if oti rw az S B and B is a reduced term, then either oti S B or a2 S B. Again, this
is because NRP(B) = 1 and by lemma 4.4.1. This will be useful later, so we state it as a
lemma:

LEMMA 4.6.1. Let oti, 0:2 and B be types where B is a reduced temi. Then otimot2 S B iff
((11Sß) Of ((12Sß).

proof

Because NRP(B) = 1 and by lemma 4.4.1. O

Let B be a reduced term, let A be the set of atoms occurring in B, and let fv = {xi, ..., xi,] be
the set of variables occurring in ot. To determine if ot << B, we proceed by decomposing the

proposition "otSB" into a set of sets of propositions {Zi, ..., Zk} such that cxSB has a

9O
solution (by substituting types for vars in fv) iff there is a solution (again, a type substitution

for vars in fv) simultaneously satisfying the propositions in at least one set Zj. That is, we
transform the proposition "otzß" into an equivalent disjunction of conjuncüons (logically) of

propositions. Ultimately, each conjunction will be a set of "simple" propositions "uSv"
where either u or v is atomic (a variable or constant) and v is a term. The decomposition is
done by recursively applying the S-rules to propositions which are not simple, using lemma

4.6.1 whenever possible. Each solvable conjunctive set C of propositions resulting from the
decomposition has the property that "uSv"6C and u (resp. v) not atomic => u (resp. v)
contains no variable in fv (in other words, propositions like "x -> ot S INTEGER" can not be
true for any x, and their presence in C implies that C is unsatisfiable). To determine the
solvability of a conjunctive set C, one can first test the truth of each proposidon not containing
variables in fv (for example, propositions like "INTEGER S INTEGER" can be eliminated,

and those like "y S INTEGER —> x", where y6A, imply unsatisfiability of the conjunction).
Then, having successfully eliminated from C propositions not containing variables in fv, for
each xe fv we consider the solvability of subsets CX of C where the propositions are of the
form xSa or éx (Cx is the set of propositions in C whose truth depends on x). There are 3
cases for any CX:

1) The set of expressions 6 below x is empty (i.e., {6 I "O’SX“E CX)=®),
2) the set of expressions above x is empty, or
3) neither sets of expressions above x or below x are empty.

The solvability of cases 1) and 3) is easily determined by S computations; case 2) is solved by

determining if a S upper bound exists for the set of expressions below x in CX.
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Following this strategy, we give an algorithm for decomposing propositions. A proposition
is defined syntactically as " Texp S Texp

(We use quotes to emphasize the syntactic

treatment of propositions.) The decomposition algorithm DP ("Decompose Proposition")
takes a proposition "oSß" and a set of variables fv and returns a set of sets of propositions
(henceforth called a "disjunction of conjunctions", or simply "disjunction"). DP calls DU

("Distribute Union"), a function which combines 2 disjunctions by pairing and uniting all
combinations of conjunctzions in the respective sets. FV(a) denotes the set of variables in a.

A1.o0R1*mM 4.6.1

DP("orSß", fv)

=

if ß=ßlmß; then DU(DP("aSßl",fv), DP("aSß;",fv))

else if ß an atom, ßz fv, and a = alma;
then DP("alSß",fv) U DP("a;Sß",fv)

_

else if a or ß an atom then { {"aSß"] ]

else //1et ß = ßl —> ß; //
if ot = al—>a; then DU(DP("|3lSal",fv), DP("ot;Sß;",fv))

else // let a = al m a; //
if FV(ß)mfv=@ and ß reduced, then DP("alSß",fv) U DP("a;Sß",fv)

else // there are no assignable variables in a //
U[DU(DP("ßlS0",fv),DP("1:Sß;",fv)) I o—>r = CombineArrows(B),
B g ArrowTerms(a), B¢fZ) }
DU(U,V)

=

[u U v I u6U, v6V}

ArrowTerrns(a) = {0-)*: I o—>^t a term of a]

CombineArrows([<rl—->1:l, ..., 6,,-—>1„)) = (olm...mo„) —> (tlm...mt„)
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Given a proposition and a set of free variables, DP always terrninates, yielding a disjunction.
We now show that assuming FV(ot)mFV(B)=¤, Poz$B for some substitution P of types for
variables in ot <=> 3C6 DP("otsB",FV(ot)) such that V"osr"6 C PosPt. To make the
inductive proof work, we actually show something stronger.

Notation: For C a set of propositions and P a substitution, define SOLVES(P,C) to mean
PGSPI for each "GSTNE C.

Note that SOLVES(P,Cl) and SOLVES(P,C2) ·=>

SOLVES(P,C1UC2).

LEMMA 4.6.2. Let FV(ot)¤FV(B)=@. Assume P is a substitution of types for variables of

ot, Q a substitution of types for variables of B. Let R be any set of variables not occurring in
a or B. Then
i)

Potsß <=> 3C6 DP("ot$B",FV(ot)UR) . SOLVES(P,C), and

ii)

oz$QB <=> 3C6 DP("oz$B",FV(B)UR) . SOLVES(Q,C).

proof Let fva = FV(0t), fvb = FV(B). Induct on lal + IBI. If ot and B are atomic, then
DP("ot$B",fvaUR) = { {"or$B"} } and i) follows. The same is true for ii), which disposes

of the base case. Now take cases on ot and B:

1) S¤pp<>s<·= ß=ß1^ßzi) DP("or$B1mB2",fvaUR) = DU(DP("ot$Bl", fvaUR), DP("or$B2",fvaUR)) = { u U

v I u 6 DP("or$B1",fvaUR), v 6 DP("ot$B2",fvaUR) }. By hypoth, P otsßl and Po$B2 ¢=>
BCI6 DP("ot$B1",fvaUR) EICZ6 DP("ot$B2",fvaUR) such that SOLVES(P,C1) and
SOLVES(P,C2), i.e., such that SOLVES(P,ClUCZ). Thus Poéß ¢> 3C 6 { u U v I u 6

DP("or$B1",fvaUR), v 6 DP("0$B2",fvaUR) } such that SOLVES(P,C).

ii) is true by virtually the same argument.

‘
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2) If ot or ß is atomic, then if ot=0tlr‘)ot2, B6 fv, then asß satistiable iff ot} S ß or ot; S ß is
satisfiable, and the result follows as in case 1. Otherwise, DP("0rSß",?) = [{ "otSß"} }, and
i) and ii) follow ¤·ivially.

4

3) Assume 0t=otl—>0t2 and ß=ß1—>ß2.
i) Pot S ß <=> ß1SPot1 and Pot2Sß2 ¢=> (by hypothesis) ( 3C1€DP( "ß1Sot1", FV(ot1)
U (fva\FV(0ß1)) U R) such that SOLVES(P,C1)) and (3C26 DP( "ot2Sß2", FV(0t2) U
(fva\FV(ot2)) UR) .such that SOLVES(P,C2)) <=> (as in case l) 3 C 6 [ u U v I u 6
DP("ßlSotl",fvaUR), v 6 DP("ot2Sß2",fvaUR) } . SOLVES(P,C).
ii) Same as i)

4) Assume ß=ß1··>ßz and ¤·=a1^a2·
i) Here, ß is reduced (by original assumption) and contains no assignable variables
(i.e., variables in fva), hence 0tSß has a solution exactly when otl S ß or 0.2S ß has a
solution (by lemma 4.6.1). Now DP("ot1mot2Sß",fvaUR) = DP("a1Sß", FV(ot1) U (fva\
FV(0t1)) U R ) U DP("ot2Sß", FV(0t2) U (fva\FV( ot2)) U R) and by hypothesis, PotSß <=
(Pot1Sß or Pot2Sß) <=:» ((3C6 DP("ot1Sß", fva U

R)

.

SOLVES(P,C)) or

(3C6 DP("ot2Sß",fva U R) such that SOLVES(P,C) ) ) <=> 3C 6 DP("otlSß", fva U R) U
DP("ot2Sß", fva U R) such that SOLVES(P,C).

ii) From the definition of S, a S Qß = Qß1—>Qß2 iff 3 a nonempty subset B of
Arrowterms(ot) such that CombineArrows(B) S Qßl->Qß2. If Arrowterms(ot=G then no Q
satisfies ot S ß, and DP("aSß",?) = G (this shows ¢=). Now suppose B is a subset of
Arrowterms(ot)

such

CombineArrows(B).

that

CombineArrows(B)

S Qß1—>Qß2.

Let o—>t =

Note that lol and lrl are less than lal, thus, by hypothesis,

3C16 DP("ßlSo", fvb U R) such that SOLVES(Q,C1), and 3C26 DP("rSß2",fvb U R) such
that SOLVES(Q,C2) => 3 CIUCZ6 DU(DP("ßlSo", fvb U R), DP("tSß2", fvb U R)) such
that SOLVES(Q, CIUCZ). O
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It is easy to see that any proposition in any conjunction of DP(" otSß", FV(ot)) must be of the
form uSv where v is a term and either u or v is an atom. It is also easy to see that if a
conjuncüon contains a proposition containing a non-atomic expression ir1 which appear one or
x—>y" or "BOOL—>x S INT"), then that conjunction
more assignable variables (e.g., "INT S
has no solution. Of course, those propositions containing no assignable variables (e.g., "INT
S INT", "g S BOOL—>BOOL" where g not in FV(ot)) can be checked by the algorithm W,
and if they are true, eliminated from the conjunction, otherwise the conjunction has no
solution and can be eliminated from the disjunction. Thus, DP("t1Sß", FV(ot)) can be

reduced to a set of conjunctions C such that each proposition in C is of the form 0 S x or x S
0, where x is an assignable variable (i.e., in FV(0t)) and 0 contains no assignable variables.

For assignable variable x, let CX denote the set of propositions in C containing x, hence {Cx I
XE FV(a), x appears in C} is a partition of C, and C is solvable iff each CX is (independently)
solvable. For a given CX, there are three situations that could arise:

1) There is no "0Sx" in CX. Then CX is solvable by x = ¤(t I "xSt" 6 CX).
2) There is at least one "0Sx" and at least one "xSt" in CX. By transitivity of S, CX is
solvable iff V0 such that "0Sx" 6 CX, 0 S ¤{t I "xSt" 6 CX}. This is computable by W.
3) There is no "xSt" in CX. Then CX is solvable iff 3 p such that V0 such that "0Sx"
6 CX, 0 S p.

This analysis tells us that the solvability of a set of decomposed propositions, given a set of
assignable variables, can be determined provided we can solve the following problem:

"Given type expressions tl, tz, ..., 1:,,, is there a type expression p such that ti S p
for all iSn?"
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We now how that this problem has a solution which runs in expected dmc N log N, where N
+ I1¤|. At this tirnc it is useful to define upper bound with respect to S.

= I1}! +

DEFINITION 4.6.1. Two type expressions 6 and 1 have a S-upper bound iff 3p such that 6Sp
and 1Sp. A type p is a least S-upper bound of 6 and 1 iff pSp' for all S-upper bounds p' of
6 and 1.

Note that least S-upper bounds for 6 and 1 are not unique (S is a preorder), but they must be
unique modulo S and 2. This implies that if a S-upper bound exists for 6 and 1, then a least
S-upper bound exists. (Of course, a greatest S-lower bound for 6 and 1 is just 6m1.)

Consider the problem of deterrnining if 6 and 1 have an upper bound (UB). First, if 6 and 1
have a UB, then they have a UB that is a non-intersecdon. Thus, if 6=61m62 and 6 and 1
have a UB, then either 61 and 1 have a UB or 62 and 1 have a UB. Next, note that 2 non-

intersection types 6 and 1 have a UB only if they are atomic and equal, or if 6=61—>62,
T=11*)T2, and 62 and 12 have a UB. This suggests the following algorithm for tesdng the
existence of a S-upper bound.

Atookmm 4.6.2.

EU”B(6,1)

= if 6=6ln62 then

OR EUB(62,1)

else if 1=11m12 then EUB(6,11) OR EUB(Ö,Tl)
else if 6=61—>62 and

then EUB(62,12)

else if 6 atomic and 1=6 then TRUE
else FALSE
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LEMMA 4.6.3 6 and

‘t

have a UB •=> EUB(o',t) retums TRUE.

proof By induction on the number of calls to EUB. O

We would like to generalize algorithm 4.6.2 to handle an arbitrary set of types A =
{ai,...,a,,}. (Note that computing the AND of ESUB(ai,ai) over all i,j doesn't work.) First,

notice that if p=pi—>p2—>...—>pk—>(^ci¤t2) is a bound for any subset of A, then so is
pi-—>...—>pk—>ti, therefore we need only look for bounds of the form pi—>...—>pk—>z where
z is atomic (—> associates to the right, so z need not be interpreted as an —> expression).

Types in this form we shall call right reduced, the rightmost atom z we call the end and the
number k of —>'s to the left of z the length. An inductive argument shows that any right
reduced bound of an ai = oi—>...—>o,—>(Yi¤Y2) must be of the form pi—>...—>p,—-m where
T] is right reduced and a bound for either Yi or Y2. If Yi is atomic, then its (non-intersection)
bound must be atomic, thus a right reduced bound for ai may be of the form
pi—>...->p,——>Yi. By iteration, we get a finite set Ri of types for ai which describes the
possible right reduced bounds for ai in a way such that for any right reduced bound p of ai,

there is a type GE Ri having the same length and end as p. lt follows that if p bounds each ai,
then there must be types ti6 Ri,...,t,,6 Ri, all having the same length and end as p.
Conversely, if there are elements ^ti=§ii—>...—->§ik—-az 6 Ri all of the same length k and end z,
then vi->...—+vk—->z bounds A, where vi = ¤[ §ii I j }. Therefore, a simple algorithm for
testing the existence of a bound for A is to compute for each ai6 A a set Li of (length,end)
pairs, one for each element in Ri, and simply test if ¤{ Li I isn } = Q.

ALGORITHM 4.6.3 (A = {ai,...a,,} is a set of types)
EUB'(A)

=

LEP(m,¤) =

if rw( LEP(0,a) I a 6 A } ¢ Q then TRUE else FALSE
if s atomic then (<m,0’>}

else if o'=oi—-mz then LEP(m+1,62)

.
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else ifo=olrwo2 then LEP(m,o1) U LEP(m,o2)

LEP stands for Length-End Pairs and takes an initial length argument in addition to a type
argument. Assuming set union is done in constant dmc, LEP runs in time proportional to lol,
thus it takes time proportional to lall +

+ lanl to form { LEP(0,a) l ae A ]. lf we use a list

representadon for each LEP(O,a,), then to test for empty intersecdon, wc could unite all sets
of pairs, sort them (using an Nl0gN expected time sort) and check for consecutive repeats.

This will not work if there are non-unique pairs in an LEP(0,a,). To tix this, for each
LEP(O,ai) we merely add

to each pair, yielding a set of triplcs T = (<len,cnd,i> l

<len,end>6 LEP(O,ai), isn} which can now be sorted, giving SORTED(T). Testing for
consecutive entries in SORTED(T) is a linear process in ITI which is bounded by lall +
lanl, thus the expected exccudon dmc of EUB'(A) is BigO(NlogN) where N=lall+...+Ia,,I.

Least upper bounds can also be computed.

ALGORITHM 4.6.4 (Assume that o and t are reduced.)
LUB(o,r)

= if o==o1mo2 then
if EUB(o1,t) and EUB(o2,t) then LUB(o1,t)mLUB(o2,t)
if EUB(o1,t) and ~EUB(o2,t) then LUB(o1,t)
if ~EUB(o1,t) and EUB(o2,t) then LUB(o2,t)

else "no LUB exists"
else if t=·t1m·t2 then LUB(t,o)

else if o*=ol—>o2 and 1>=t1—>1:2 then (o1mtl)——>LUB(o2,t2)
else if o atomic and 13=O' then o
else "no LUB exists"

+

_
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(A simpler algorithm for LUB results if we assume a type constant TOP such that tSTOP for
all types r.)

It can be shown that LUB returns "no LUB exists" iff EUB returns FALSE, and that p a UB
for o' and r ¢=> LUB(o,t) S p. Note that LUB can also be extended to finite sets A =
{al,...,an}:

LUB'({a1,...,a„}) = if EUB'({a1,...,a„}) exists
then LUB'(a1,LUB'(a2,...,LUB'(an_1,a„)...)
else "no LUB exists"

We now give the algorithm for determining if a solution exists for a disjunction of
conjunctions. ESD (Exists Solution for Disjunction) takes a set of sets of propositions D and
a set of variables fv, ESC (Exists Solution for Conjunction) takes a set of propositions C and

a set of variables fv, and ES takes a set of propositions, all containing some xa fv. ESD,
ESC and ES all retum boolean values.

ALGORITHM 4.6.5

ESD(D,fv) = if EICa D such that ESC(C,fv) then TRUE else FALSE

ESC(C,fv) =

if there is no xa fv appearing in a non-atomic expression in C
then if W(a,b) for all "aSb"a ["aSb" I "aSb"a C, FV(a—>b)¤fv=®}
then if ES(Cx,x) for all xa fv,

where Cx={pa CI x appears in p}
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then TRUE
else FALSE
else FALSE
else FALSE

ES(C,x) =

if ~3"aSx"6C then TRUE

else if ~3"xSa"6 C then

·

if EUB'( {a I "aSx"6C} ) exists

then TRUE
else FALSE
else if W(a, m{b I "xSb"6C}) for all a6 {al "aSx"6C}
then TRUE

else FALSE

LEMMA 4.6.4. 3P . Pot S ß <=> ESD( DP("otSß",FV(ot)), FV(0t) ) retums TRUE.

proof This follows from lemma 4.6.2. O

It is interesting to note that for each satisfiable conjunction in DP("otSß", FV(ot)), the

solutions for the variables in FV(ot) are completely independent of each other. That is, CX
and Cy (x¢y) are independent sets of propositions. Furthermore, the set of solutions for x
satisfying any CX can be expressed as either 1) the expressions beneath a particular type (in
the S ordering), 2) the expressions above a particular type, or 3) the expressions between 2

particular types. Using

‘*'

and

‘-*'

to mean having no S bound above and no S bound

below, respectively (i.e., they are artificial constants denoting the top and bottom of the lattice
of ideals), the solutions for any set of primitive propositions CX involving only x can be
expressed as an interval [tl, tg where p is a solution for x satisfying CX iff tl S p S 1:2.

1 OO

Using the LUB algorithm, the bounds 11 and *:2 for the interval can easily be computed, hence
ESD could be modified to return a complete solution (i.e., a set of sets of variable·interva1
pairs).

·

Now we can construct an algorithrn to decide o << 1, which can be used to compute PT. A
simple algorithrn for checking a type claim e:1 in XTCL is to test if PT(e) << 1. Below, TC

(for "Type Check") takes an explicitly typed expression and a claimed type expression, TCR
("Type Check Reduced") takes an explicitly typed expression and a reduced type expression,
and Reduce takes a type expression and retums an equivalent reduced type expression (see the
definition of "d" in section 3.1).

ALGORITHM 4.6.6
TC(e,1)

=

TCR(e,1) =

TCR(e, Reduce(1))
if PT(e)¢error
then

if ‘:=*:1¤12 then TCR(e,11) AND TCR(e,12)
else ESD( DP("oS1", FV(o)), FV(o)) where 6 = PT(e)

else FALSE

THEOREM 4.6.1. TC(e,1) <=> ec: in XTCL
proof

4.7

From lemma 4.6.4 and theorem 4.3.1. O

Generalizations

XTCL is based on the combinators S and K and their axiomatic types, but clearly any set of
combinators and their types could be used with virtually no change to the types or type rules.

1 O1

In fact, the S-rules may even be changed to accommodate new type forming operators (such
as >< or +) or to allow for subtype relations among type constants.

For example, the S-rules for a language with pairs may have the extra rule

asßlxß; if m{cIoxtatermofa} Sßl and f'\[‘C10'XT3.I£I'Tl’l0f(X] sß;

The necessary modiflcations to the algorithms to accommodate such features are for the most
part obvious, and have no real effect on the computing time. We must, however, modify our
definition of "reduced": A reduced expression with types of pairs has no intersection
immediately to the right or left of a x, as well as none to the right of an —>. The algorithm DP
can then be extended:

DP("a$ß", fv)

=

if ß=ßlmß2 then DU(DP("a$ßl",fv), DP("a$ß;",fv))

else if ß an atom, Be fv, and a = alma;
then DP("al$ß",fv) U DP("a;Sß",fv)
else if a or ß an atom then [ ["a.Sß"} }

else ifß=ßl><ß;
if a = alxa; then DU(DP("al$ßl",fv), DP("a;$ß;",fv))
else // let a = al m az //

if FV(ß)mfv=@ and [3 reduced, then DP("alSß",fv) U DP("a;$ß",fv)
else // there are no assignable variables in a //
// Let B = CrossTerms(a) //

if B = {Ö then G

”
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else DU(DP("o‘S|31",fv),DP("·tSß2",fv))
where 0'xt = CombineCross(B)

else // let ß = [31 —> [52 _//
C!.else

// let ot = ot, rw ot; //
if FV(ß)¤fv=@ and [3 reduced, then DP("ot1Sß",fv) U DP("ot2Sß",fv)
else // there are no assignable variables in ot //
U{DU(DP("ß1So",fv),DP("*tSß2",fv)) I o-vc = CombineArrows(B),
B t; ArrowTerms(<1), B¢® ]

DU(U,V)

=

[u U v I ueU, veV}

ArrowTerms(ot) = (o—>1: I c—>t a term of ot}

CombineArrows({61—>·c1, ..., 6„—>t„}) = (o1m...mcn) -> (tlmmmtn)
CrossTerms(ot) = {crxt I cxt a tenn of ot}

CombineCross({o1><t1,

on xt„}) = (o1m...mon) x (1:lm...mt„)

‘

Noticing that ot->ß and 0'xt have no common upper bound (w.r.t. S), LUB and EUB‘ can be
modified easily to accommodate x. Naturally, we modify PT so that P’T(oxt) = PT(¤) ><
PT(t), thus TC stands without modification.

ln our formulation of TCL, we have assumed that type constants are umielated with respect to
S, but subtype relations such as ZERO S INTEGER can be added directly into the S rules.
Adding subtype relations among the constants only entails a minor modification to W and

EUB'. In general, assume that there is a decidable relation WA(t1,t2) among atoms which is
reflexive, transitive and substitution invariant, and where WA(x, y) c: x = y (for x and y
variables). Also, let EUBA be an algorithm which decides whether a set of atoms possesses a

WA-upper bound. If there is a ünite number of constants (which will usually be the case),

.

1 O3

the computation of WA and EUBA is easily done. The generalized algorithms for W and
EUB' then become

if ß an atom, then if Elt an atomic term of ot such that WA(t,ß)

W(0t,ß) =

then TRUE
else FALSE

else if ß=ßl*)ß2 then W(¤{t I 6—>1: a term of cx, and W(ß1,6)},ß2)
else W(ot, B1) AND W(ot, [32) where ß = ßlmßz

EUB'(A)

=

if 3n such that EUBA( {z I <n,z.> 6 LEP(0,0t), ot6A] )
then TRUE
else FALSE

LEP(m,6) =

if 6 atomic then {<m,O’>]

else if 6=61—>62 then LEP(m+1,GQ
else if6=61¤62 then LEP(m,6l) u LEP(m,62)

The rest of the type checlcing algorithm remains the same.

-
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TCL with Type Fixedpoints
5.1 Why Type Fixedpoints?
5.2 The Metric Space Construction ofMacQueen, Plot/ein and Sethi

5.3 TCL};
5.4 XTCL;1

5.1

Why Type Fixedpoints?

Typeability of an expression in TCL implies its strong norrnalizability. While the set of
combinators with strongly normalizable lambda calculus counterparts includes many powerful
and useful functions, it does not include the least fixedpoint function Y ( i.e.,
)„f.(7„x.f(xx))(7„x.f(xx)) in the larnbda calculus ) which is necessary for recursion in a purely

functional language. Since a functional language which does not allow recursion is of little
practical use, this problem must be solved. There are at least two soluüons:

1) Add the Y combinator as a primitive with axiomatic type (a —>a)-aa [Wand87], or,

equivalently, change the syntax of the computational expressions to allow for recursive
function definitions (such as adding the "letrec" construct found in ML [Mil78] or the tt
operator found in [Cop80]).

2) Expand the typing system to allow an S·K factorization of Y to be typed.

The first approach is certainly the easiest, but induces nonuniform typeability among
equivalent computational expressions. More importantly, with this approach, it is not clear

1 O4
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which lambda calculus expressions can be factored into typeable S-K-Y combinations, or
even what the factoring algorithm should be.

Choosing 2), there are several ways to expand the typing system so that Y and other nonstrongly normalizable expressions can be typed. In a version of the conjunctive system

[Cop80a], a universal type TOP exists which is the type of all expressions. In this system,
the set of expressions having a type other than TOP is precisely the set of solvable lambda
expressions (a closed lambda expression e is solvable iff 3f1,f2,...,fn such that e f 1 fz

fn

converts to an expression in normal form) of which Y is a member. The problem, however,
is that Y then does not have the desired type (a—>a)—>a, but has the type (TOP—>a)—>a

instead.

In [MS82,MPS84] it is shown how type fixedpoints can be used to properly type the Y

combinator. A type tixedpoint is a type I satisfying tin an equation t = G where t appears
properly in 6, and is denoted by ut.o. Using the type ut.t—>s, the type (a—>a)—>a is derivable
for Y. The semantics for these types was given in [MPS84] by imposing a metric on the

space of ideals and showing that unique üxed points exist for compositions of type formation
functions (such as —-> and rw) which yield contractive functions (a function is corztracrive if the

distance between two images of any points x and y is a constant proper fraction of the
distances between x and y).

Aside from allowing the Y combinator to be typed, a system with type fixedpoints allows
many useful data structures, such as intinite lists, to be typed as well.

In this chapter, we first show that the metric used in [MPS84] can be constructed for the
space of ideals built from any underlying domain D provided a function r:D°—>N exists and
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has a certain property. Under this metric, the set of ideals becomes a complete metric space
with a unique limit for each Cauchy sequence. We then define a language TCL}; which is
TCL expanded to handle certain recursively~defined type expressions. A semantics Mu for
TCLt1 is given such that M and Mu agree on the non recursively-defined type expressions and
such that the recursively-defined expressions correspond semantically to limits of Cauchy
sequences in the space of ideals. Semantic soundness is shown for TCL};. Explicit types are
added, yielding XTCLu, and a type~checldng algorithm is given.

5.2

The Metric Space Construction of MacQueen, Plotkin and Sethi

Most of the results in this section are taken from or are strongly motivated by [MPS84]. Our
presentation, however, does not require that a specific domain D be used, and we do not

require the use of the Banach Fixed Point Theorem.

·

Note that the lattice of ideals <T,;> is isomorphic to the lattice <T',c;> where
T°={ImD°IIaT}, because every ideal is closed under upward limits. (This is also shown in
[Win86].) Hencefonh, we will assume that ideals are simply downward-closed sets of ünite
elements of D.

DEFINITION 5.2.1. Let r:D°—>N be a function mapping finite elements of D to the natural
numbers. Then r is a rank function of D if r(J.) = 0 and for all functions fa D° and for all
xa D°, xa dom(f) => r(f) > r(x) and r(t') > r(fx). (Recall xa dom(f) means f(x)¢.L).
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[MSP84] gives a rank function for a domain of functions, pairs and disjoint sums. As an
example, we will construct a rank function for the finite elements of Pw, used in [Scott76,
Stoy77] as a domain closed under function space construction.

Recall that Pw is the complete lattice of all subsets of the natural numbers ordered under set
inclusion with finite basis elements the finite sets of natural numbers. Functions of the
larnbda calculus are encodings of sets of pairs (n,m) where n is the encoding of a finite
element of Pw, m is a natural number. f(x) is defined as the set of integers {m I p(n,m) 6 f,

b·1(n) Q x}, where p is the pair encoding function and b is the encoding of the finite
elements. (Lambda calculus expressions semantically correspond to continuous monotonic
functions, but this fact has no bearing on the construction of the rank function.) We choose

p(n,m) =

2“3m

and b{n1 ,...,nk} = Zig,

2“i

as our encoding functions.

Continuing, we say that an integer lt has interpretation K if K=k or if K=(K l,K2), p(n,m)=k,

m has interpretation K2, and Kl = {H I l has interpretation H, I6 R} where bR=n. For
example, using p and b defined above, the number 18 has three interpretations: itself, ([0} ,2)
and ([0},({ 0},0)). In fact, it can be shown that for our encoding functions there is a finite

number of interpretations for any integer k (in general, this is satisfied if we use encodings for
pairs and sets which are strictly greater than any component). For encoding functions with

this property, we can define a function NI from natural numbers to natural numbers so that
NI(k) is the number of interpretations for k. Now for any finite set v of integers, define r(v)
= MAX {NI(k) I k6v}, where MAX {} = O. It is easy to verify that r is a rank function for
Pw.

Following [MPS84], any rank function for an underlying domain D can be used to define a

metric on the ideals T' of D° such that T' is a complete metric space. For ideals A, B where
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A¢B, define the "closeness" C(A,B) = MIN { r(v) I v 6 AAB } where AAB denotes the
symmetric difference of A and B, (AOB) \ (AAB), and defme the distance function d to be
d(A,B) =

2‘C(^·B)

i)

if A¢B, otherwise d(A,B) = 0. One can verify that d is a metric:

d(A,B) = d(B,A) 2 0
<=> A=B

iii)

d(A,C) S d(A,B)1+ d(B,C)

In fact, by a property of symmetric difference, iii) can be strengthened to

iii)'

d(A,C) S MAX( d(A,B), d(B,C) ).

d induces a topology on T' by defining for each point x and real number z a set of open
neighborhoods XZ = {y I d(x,y) < z], thus T' can be interpreted as a (topological) metric

space (T',d).

Recall that a sequence A1, A2,

is Cauchy if Vt·:>0 Bk such that Vi,j>k, d(Ai,Aj) < e.

Provided we interpret C(A,A) as indefinitely large, an equivalent definition of a Cauchy
sequence A1, A2, ..., for our metric d, is VM Bk such that Vi,j>k C(Ai,Aj) > M. This
definition is the one we will use most often.

It has been shown that every Cauchy sequence in this metric space converges to a unique
limit. Recall that L is a limit of the sequence A1, A2,

Equivalently, L is a limit of A1, A2,

iff Vt»:>O Bk Vi>k, d(L, A,) < e.

iff VM Bk Vi>k, C(L,Ai) > M.
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LEMMA 5.2.1 (MacQueen, et. al.), Every Cauchy sequence in (T',d) converges to a unique
limit.
proof (See Appendix, page 192)

—>" when viewed as a
Also shown by [MSP84] is that the function type formation operator "
binary operaüon over the metric space is contractive, and that the intersection operator is non
'

expansive. Thus we have

LEMMA 5.2.2 (MacQueen, et. al,). Let Al,A2,B1 and B2 be ideals.

i) C(A1··)A2, Bl—>B2) > MM( C(A1,B1), C(A2,B2) ) provided A1—>A2 =¢ Bl—>B2
ii) C(A1¤A2, BIÖBZ) 2 MM( C(A1,B1), C(A2,BQ )
iii) C(m{Ai I ie I], mIBi I ieI]) 2 MMI C(Ai,Bi) I i6I}

proof (See Appendix, page 193)

COROLLARY 5.2.1. Let (Ai); and (Bi)i be Cauchy sequences with limits a and b, resp. Then
(Ai—>Bi)i is Cauchy with limit a·—>b.

proof by lemma 5.2.2-i.

0

The preceding lemmas provide us with a sufficient condition for the existence of a limit for a
sequence of ideals denoted by type expressions. We define the —>-level of a subexpression G
of 1 as the number of —> nodes above G in r (viewing G and 1 as expression ttees). Next, we
say that two type expressions G and r are level·k compatible if they are identical expressions

up to —>-level k. Fonnally, we have the following.
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DEFINITION 5.2.2. Let 1, 1' be type expressions, k20. Then

Comp(1,1',k)=if k = 0 then TRUE

_

else if 1 atomic then (1=1')

else if 1 =11—>12,1'=11'—>t2' then
Comp(11,11',k-1) AND Comp(12,12',k-1)

else if 1 = 11m12, 1'=11'rw12' then
Comp(1l,1l',k) AND Comp(12,12',k)
else FALSE

Note that for fixed k, Comp is an equivalence relation, and for k>0, Comp(1,1',k) =>
Comp(1,1‘,k-1).

LEMMA 5.2.3. Let 6 and 1 be type expressions in TCL. If Comp(o',1,k), then

a) fnr any p. C(M'I[¤llp„ M'[l1llp) > k
b) C(M[[¤ll„ Mllßll) > kproof a) follows by the previous lemma and induction on Iol + I1I. b) Let R be any index set
for type environments p. By lemma 5.1.2-iii, C( ml M'[[o]]p„ I ve R }, ¤[ M'[[T]]pvI
v6R } )> MIN{C(M'[[o]]p,,, M°[[T]]pv) I ve R} > k.

Now, if ol, 02,

<>

is a sequence of type expressions with the property that for each k there

exists n such that ‘v’i>n, Comp(c„,oi,k), then for all r the sequence M'[[o1]]p, M'[[o2]]p, ..
is Cauchy, and so is the sequence M[[o1]], M[[o2]],... . This follows directly from lemma
5.2.3 and by the fact that C(A,C) 2 MIN(C(A,B),C(B,C)) for all A, B, C.
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LEMMA 5.2.4. If ci, 02,

is a sequence of type expressions such that there are integers ki

with the property Comp(oi,6i+i,ki) for each i and where ki, kz,

is non-decreasing and

unbounded, then

a) for all p, M'[[oi]]p, M'[[o2}]p,
b) M[[oi]], M[[o2]],

is a Cauchy sequence with unique limit,

is a Cauchy sequence with unique limit.

proof Obvious from the preceding paragraph, and the fact that Comp(o,t,k) =>
Comp(o‘,^t,k-1).

<>

This lemma will be used later on when we give meaning to recursively-defined type
expressions.

We conclude this section by showing that if a set of Cauchy sequences are intersected, term
by term, then under certain conditions the resulting sequence is Cauchy with limit equal to the
intersection of the limits of the initial sequences. It is shown that this result implies that if a
Cauchy sequence is contained in another Cauchy sequence (term by temi), then containment
holds for the limits as well. This is used in the next section to show the semantic soundness

of the S rules for recursively—def1ned type expressions.

LEMMA 5.2.5. Let { si = <Aii,Ai2,...> I i6I ] be a set of Cauchy sequences, where Lim(s i)
= ai, and such that for all M, the set

[ki I ie I, ki is the smallest index such that Vj,h>ki . C(Aii,Aih) > M}
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has a maximal element Then ¤{Aii I iel}, ¤{Ai2 I iel},

is Cauchy with limit m{ai I

ie I].
proof Pick M. Each si Cauchy => Viel B a minimal ki such that Vj,h>ki, C(Aii,Aiii) > M.

Let k= MAX{ ki I iel }. Then Bk such that Viel Vj,h>k, C(Aii,Aiii) > M, which implies
Bk Vj,h>k, MlN{C(Aii,Aiii) I iel} > M. By lemma 5.2.2 iii), Bk Vj,h>k, C(¤[Aii I iel},

m{Aiii I ieI}) > M. This shows the sequence is Cauchy. The same approach shows that
m{ai I iel} is the limit.

<>

Lemma 5.2.5 has the consequence that term by term set inclusion of Cauchy sequences is
carried over to the limits.

COROLLARY 5.2.2. Let Ai, A2,

and B i, B2,

be Cauchy sequences with limits A and

B, respectively. lf Ai c; Bi for all i, then A ; B.
proof Ai = Ai rw Bi and has limit A = A rn B by lemma 5.2.5, thus A t; B.

<>

Also, from lemmas 5.2.4 and 5.2.5 we have the following corollary:

COROLLARY 5.2.3. If 6i, 62,

is a sequence of type expressions such that there are

integers ki with the property Comp(6i,6i+i,ki) for each i and where ki, k2,

is non-

decreasing and unbounded, then

Lim M[[Ö1]], M[[62]],

= ¤{ Lim M'[[6i]]p, M'[[62]]p,

proof lrnmediate from lemmas 5.2.4 and 5.2.5.

<>

I p e Tvari —> T}
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$3 TCLu

In this section, we extend the type expressions of TCL to include recursively-defined ones,
yielding TCL};. The added expressions are of the form ux.1 where x is a type variable and 1

is a type expression such that each occurrence of x appears in a subexpression of 1 of the
fomi ot—>ß. The meaning of such a ux.1 is the type x such that x = 1, that is, the fixedpoint
of the function mapping the ideal x to 1. Equivalently, one can view ux.1 as the intinite type
expression obtained by repeatedly replacing x in 1 by 1. We choose this approach and define
the semantics of ux.1 as the limit of the meanings of successively larger tinite portions of the
infmite type expression tree. The S relation is extended in a similar marmer, and the resulting
relation is used to define typing rules for the new language of type expressions. It is then
shown that the typing rules for TCL}; are semandcally sound.

We now expand the syntax of type expressions in TCL to allow for expressions of the form
ux.1 meeting the criterion that all free occurrences of x in 1 must be contained in some
subexpression of 1 of the form ot—>ß.

DEFINITION 5.3.1. (Texptt) The set of type expressions Texpu contains all expressions of

the forms

Texptt ::=

Tcnst I Tvar I Texptt —> Texptt I Texpu rw Texptt I Tvar . Texpu

where each x.1 in Texppt is such that all free occurrences of x in 1 are contained in a

subexpression of 1 of the form ot—>ß.
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As in the lambda calculus, in the absence of parentheses the 1: in ttxx is taken to be everything
following the

up until the first unmatched closing parenthesis or the end of the entire

expression, e.g., |.tx.(amx)——>tly.y—>a is parsed as p.x.((a¤x)—>(},Ly.(y—->a))). Examples of

expressions in Texptl are

tlx.z, x —> },Ly.(y¤x)-—>y, px.(x-+y)¤(y—>x) and

},Lx.tLy.zn(x—>y—>x),

—>t are not in Texpu.
whereas ut.(tLs.t¤(s->t)) and (ptx.t1y.x)

Expressions of the form ttxxr yield infinite expressions when we repeatedly replace x with t
in 1:. Replacing x with t in r is called "unrolling" |,Lx.1:. For example, t1x.x-—>y unrolled
(once) yields (ttx.x—>y) —> y. If unrolled indefinitely, t1x.x->y gives us the infinite
expression

—>
\

/
"‘*

Y

/ \
—*
/
(etc.)

Y
\
y

One meaning for such a px.! is "the type x such that x = tt.°' By allowing such types, we
increase the set of typeable expressions. For example, using ttx.x—->y, we can give a
derivation of SII(SII) : y. Let 1: = ux.x—>y below.
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A.

S : (a—>b—>c)—+(a—+b)—+a—>c

{1-a]

B.

S : (1—+1—>y)—>(1—>1)—+1—>y

{A,2}

C.

I 2 a—>a

D.

1:1-+1 = 1-+1-+y

{C,2}

E.

SI : (1—>1)-+1—>y

{B,D,3}

F.

S11 2 1—>y = 1

{E,D,3}

G.

SII(SII) : y

{F,3}

_

[1-c}

Since M[[y]]¢ = {.L}, the implication of SII(SII) 2 y is that SII(SII) is the totally undefined
function, i.e., it never terminates, no matter what argument(s) it gets. It can be shown that

the least fixedpoint combinator Y can also be typed using },tx.x—>y [see MSP84].

We now define the truncation of a member of Texp}.; at level k using atom z.

DEFINITION 5.3.2. (Trunc)

Let TE Texpll, k20 and z be an atom.

The expression

Trunc(1,k,z) 6 Texp is defined by

Trunc(1, k, z)

=

ifk = 0 then z
else if 1 atomic then 1
—> Trunc(12,k-1,z)
else if 1 = T1°—)12 then Trunc(12,k-1,z)
else if 1 = 11m12 then Trunc(11,k,z) rw Trunc(12,k,z)

else /* let 1 = ux.o */
Trunc( o[x<-1], k, z)

—+—
Note that since all occurrences of x in 6 are contained in a left or right side of some

expression in 0, ux.o cannot be unrolled indefinitely in the computation of Trunc(|,tx.o, k,
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z),.
hence Trunc is a well defined total function. Trunc(1, k, z) has the effect of truncating the
intinite expression corresponding to 1 at ->-level k using the atom z. For example, Trunc(
ux.x——>int, 3, z ) = ((z—>int)-+int)——>int, and Trunc( (a—>b)¤},tx.lty.x—>(b¤y), 3, z ) = (a—>b)
—> (bm((z->z)—>(brw(z—>z)) ).
rx ( ((z—>z)—>(b¤(z—>z)))

Notice that T1unc(1,k,z) and Trunc(1,k+1,z) only differ (if at all) at —>-level k; that is, Comp(
Tn1nc(1,k,z), Trunc(1,k+1,z), k ) for all k. This gives us the following lemma:

LEMMA 5.3.1. Let 1 be a type expression in Texpu and let z be atomic. Then the sequences
and

a) (for all p)

Cauchy and have a limit independent of z. Funhermore, the limit for b) is equal to the
b)are
intersection over all p of the limit of the sequence (M'[[Trunc(1,k,z)]]p)l(.
proof First, it can be shown by induction on the computation of Trunc(1,kl,z) that Comp(
Trunc(1,kl,z),

Trunc(1,k2,z), kl) holds whenever kl S kz.

M[[Trunc(1,0,z)]], M[[Trunc(1,1,z)]],

By lemma 5.2.4,

is Cauchy and therefore has a unique Limit. Let

im term
seql be the sequence having im term M[[Trunc(1,i,z1)]] and seq2 have
M[[Trunc(1,i,z;_)]]. Note that Comp(Trunc(1,k,zl), Trunc(1,k,z;_), k) holds for all k20, thus
C(M[[Trunc(1,k,zl)]], M[[Trunc(1,k,z2)]]) > k for all k, implying any limit for seql is also a

limit for seq2. The fmal result follows from corollary 5.2.2.

<>

This lemma suggests a semantics for expressions in Texpu.

DEFINITION 5.3.3. (Semantics of Texpu)
Mu[[1]] = ¤{Mu'[[1]]p I p 6 Tvar_l_—>T]

where M0'll1ll 0 = 1im<M’11Tr¤¤¤<1J<„z>ll0>k

*
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l
For ot and B in Texpu we define ot Su B to mean Tn1nc( 0t,k,z) S Trunc(B,k,z) for all k. To
show that this is a consistent extension of S, we show that Su = S when restricted to Texp.

LEMMA 5.3.2. For 0t,B 6 Texp, ot Su B <=> tx S B.
proof =·> is trivial, since Trunc is the identity for large enough k. (<=) Induct on the size of
Iotl + IBI. The result is trivial for k=0, so assume 100. 1fB atomic then Trunc(ot,k,z) has B as

a term, hence Trunc(ot,k,z) S B = Trunc(B,k,z). If B = BIMB2, then by hypothesis,
Trunc(ot,k,z) S Trunc(B1,k,z) and Trunc(ot,k,z) S Trunc(B2,k,z), thus Trunc(ot,k,z) S
Trunc(B1,k,z)¤Trunc(B2,k,z) = Trunc(B,k,z). lf B = B1—>B2, then let cx = t11m...m¤„, let l
; 1..n such that for each 1EI, ot,=oi—>^ti and B1 S mloi I iE I] and mlti I 161] S B2. Then
by hypothesis, Trunc(B1,k—l,z) S Trunc(¤{oi I 1€I},k-1,2) and Trunc(¤{ti I 1€I},1(-1,2) S
Trunc(B2,k-l,z), thus by def of Trunc, Trunc(¤{o‘i—>ti}¤y,k,z)STrunc(B1—->B2,k,z) for any
7, => Trunc(ot,k,z)STrunc(B,k,z).<>

Next we show that like S, the relation Su translates to ; in the domain of ideals T.

LEMMA 5.3.3. ot Su B => M},L'[[ot]]p ; Mu'[[B]]p, for all type maps p.

proof M u'll¤llp = lim < M'
(M'[[Trunc(B,k,z)]]p)k.

l[Trnn¢<d„k„z>llo >k and Mtvllßllp = lim

Since Trunc(ot,k,z) S Trunc(B,k,z) for all k, we have that

M'[[Trunc(ot,k,z)]]p g M'[[Trunc(B,k,z)]]p for all k (by lemma 2.4.1), which implies that
lim (M'[[Trunc(ot,k,z)]]p)k <; lim (M'[[Trunc(B,k,z)]]p)k by corollary 5.2.2. <>

The following lemma is easily proven by inductlon on the computation of Trunc of the types
involved.

LEMMA 5.3.4. Let ot], ot2, B1, and B2 be in Texpll.
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¤>

¤1 —>¤¤zS„ßi —>ßz <==~ß1S„¤¤1 md ¤¤zS„ßz

b)

alSp.ßlm¤2¢’a1$pßlandalSpß2

c)

pt.ot1 su ot1[t<——ut.otl] and otl[t<—ut.otl] su utoq

proof by induction on the number of calls to Trunc. <>

We now give the rules for type inference in TCL}1.

S : (a->b—>c)—>(a—>b)—>a—>c

1-a)
-b)

K : a—->b—>a

2)

e : P1 if e :1

3)

fg:1iff:6—>1andg:6

4-a)

e:6¤1 ife:6 and e:1

-b)

5)

e:6ande:1 if e:6m1

e:1ife:6,6su1

As with TCL, we show that these rules are semantically sound.

LEMMA 5.3.5. Mp'[[1[t<—6]]]p = Mu'[[1]]p[Mu'[[6]]p\t] for all 6, 1 in Texpp, and all type

environments p.
proof First show that for 6 and 1

in

Texp,

C(M'[[Trunc(1[t<-— 6 ],k,z)]]p ,

M'[[Trunc(1,k,z)]]p[M'[[6]]p\t]) > k for all k, implying the limits of the two sequences are

equal.

Note

that Comp(Trunc(1[t<— 6 ],k,z),

Trunc(1,k,z)[t<—- 6 ], k), thus

C(M'[[Trunc(1[t<—6],k,z)]]p, M'[[Trunc(1,k,z)[t<—-6]]]p) > k by lemma 5.2.2.

But

M'[[Trunc(1,k,z)[t<—6]]]p = M'[[Trunc(1,k,z)]] p[M'[[6]]p \ t] by lemma 2.4.2. Next show
by induction on lod that for ideals A and B in T, if C(A, B) > k then for any ot 6 Texp, C(

M'[[0t]] p[A\t], M'[[ot]]p[B\t]) > k. The base case is trivial. Now suppose ot = otl—>ot2.
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Then M'[l¤=]lp[A\tl = M'[l¤¤1llplA\rl ·—> M'[[¤¤2llp[A\rl end M'[[¤¤llplB\t] =
M‘[[¤¤1llplB\rl —> M'[[¤¤2llplB\r]- By hypethesis, C(M'l[ ¤¤1ll¤[A\tl„ M'[[¤¤1llplB\tl) > k
and C(M'[[ot2]] p[A\t], M'[[ot2]]p[B\t]) > k, which implies the result by lemma 5.2.2, A

similar argument shows the result for ot = otl rw ot2. It now follows that for any o' and 1 in
Texpu,
C( M' [[ Trunc(1,k,z) ]] p [ M' [[Trunc(o,k,z)]] p\t ], M' [[Trunc(1,k,z)]] p[lim
(M'[[Trunc(o,m,z)]]p)m \ t] ) > k for all k, and therefore that lim (M'[[Trunc(1,k,z)]]
p[M'[[Trunc(o,k,z)]]p \t])k and lim <M'[[Trunc(1,k,z)]]p[Mu'[[6]]p \t])k are equal. But
C(M'[[Trunc(1,k,z) [t <— Trunc(s,k,z)] ]]p, M'[[Trunc(1[t<-—o],k,z)]]p) > k, thus lim

<M‘[[Tw¤e<elt<—¤1„k„z>llo>k = lim <M’llTr¤ne<1.k.z>l1¤[Mu'll¤llp \ tm- <>
THEOREM 5.3.1. (Semantic Soundness) e 2 1 in TCL},t => E[[e]] 6 M;,t'[[1]]p for all type

environments p.
proof Induct on the derivation of e 2 1 in TCL|,t. Base case is when e = b, a primitive
combinator, and 1 = Ax(b). Then Mu'[[1]]p = M'[[1]]p since 1 = Trunc(1, k, z) for all k 2 3,
and the result follows from the semantic soundness of TCL. Now take cases on the root of

the derivation. lf rule 2 is used, then 1 = Po for some substitution P = [xl := yl,...,x„ := yu],
and e 2 0. By hypothesis, for all p, E[[e]] 6 M|,t'[[¤]]p, which implies E[[e]] 6 Mlt'[[o]]
p[M;,t'[[yl]]p \xl, ..., Mp'[[y,,]]p \x ll] for all p, which implies (by lemma 5.3.5) E[[e]] 6
Mu'[[Pc]]p for all p. The result follows routinely when rule 3 or 4 is used, and the case for

rule 5 follows by lemma 5.3.3. <>

To compute when ot Sll ß holds, we can view ot and ß as expressions which possibly contain
themselves as subexpressions. The algorithm to tell if ot Sll ß is the same as W except we
retum TRUE when a loop is detected in the recursive calls of W. This is similar to Knuth's
algorithm for testing the equality of two circular lists [Knuth69]. To facilitate the defmition of

·
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the algorithm, we deüne the function Expose which unrolls an expression in Texpu so that all
its terms are non-u's.
I
DEFINITION 5.3.4. (Expose) Let ot 6 Texp|,L.

Expose(ot) = if ot = ot1—>ot2, or ot is atomic, then ot
else if ot = ax rw ot; then Expose(ot1) rw Expose(ot2)
else // let ot = ux.t // Expose(t[x<—ot])

Henceforth, we will say that 6 is a term of ot if Expose(ot) = 6rwß for some ß, and 6 is not a
|.L or rw.

ALGORITHM 5.3.1. Let ot, ß 6 Texptt, ot' = Expose(ot), ß' = Expose(B), let V be a finite
subset of Texptt >< Texpu, and let V' = V u [(ot,ß)].
Wu(ot,ß,V) = if (ot,ß) 6 V then true

else if ß' an atom then "ß is a term of ot' "
else if ß' = ßl ri

rw ßn (n > 1) then

Wu(ot,ß1,V') AND

AND Wu(ot,ß11,V')

else // let ß' = ß1 —> ßz //
if {t I 6—>t a term of ot', and Wu(ß1,6,V')} = Q then false
else Wu(m[t I 6-vt a term of ot', and Wu(ß1,t,V')), [52, V')

lf we represent ot and ß in Texpu as trees which possibly have loops in them, we eliminate
the need for computing Expose. To represent the set V of expression pairs, we may uniquely
number all non-rw nodes which appear in either ot or ß, and represent any (6,1:) 6 V as a pair
of sets of node numbers ({M1,...,Mm), {N1,...,N11}) where each Ni is a term of 6 and each

M1 a term of t.

°
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For example, let ot = },Lxa—>b—>x, and B = }.Lx.(amb)—>x. To compute Wu( cx,B,@), we draw

ot and B as type expression trees with loops, and we number the non-rw nodes:

—>[11
/

—>[51

\

a[2]

/

b[4]

\

/
—>[3]

rw

\

/ \

lll

¤l6]

[5]

bl7]

We then use these graphs along with sets of node numbers which describe a set of terms of
subexpressions in either graph. For our example, we abbreviate the set {1, m, n, ...} by

lmn... to save space. The computation of Wu(0t,B,@) where ot is represented by 1 and B by
5 proceeds in this manner:

Call W|.t(1,5,®)
Compute T = {1 I o—>1: a term of 1, and Wu(67,o,(1,5))}
Call Wu(67, 2, (1,5))
retum true since 2 a term of 67
B
T={3}since1=2—>3
Compute Wtt(3,5, (1,5))
Compute T = {1: I o—>1 a term of 3, and Wu(67,c, (1,5) (3,5)))
Call Wu(67,4, (1,5) (3,5))
retum true since 4 a tenn of 67
T= [1} since3=4—+ 1

Compute W},L(1,5, (1,5) (3,5))

»
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retum true since (1,5) 6 V
retum true
return true

Notice that since ot and ß have a tinite number of nodes, and no loop can occur in the tree of
calls to Wu, it follows that Wu always terminates. Before showing that Wu decides the S L,
relation (when initially given the two type expressions and the empty set as arguments), we

prove a few useful intermediate results.

LEMMA 5.3.6. If Wu(ot.ß,V) retums true and for all (o‘,^t)6 V, Wu(o,t,@) returns true, then
Wu(ot,ß,@) retums true.

proof Picture the tree of recursive calls in the computation of WlL(<1,ß,V). Modify the call
tree by replacing leaves retuming true for W;,t(c,*t,VuV') where (6,1) 6 V with a call tree for
Wp.(o,t,V') retuming true (there must be one, since Wu(c,·t,@) => Wp(6,·tV‘)). Then

replace all other nodes of the form Wu(Y,p,VuV') with Wtt(*y,p,V'), and we have the tree of
calls for W|,L(c1,ß,@) retuming true. <>

LEMMA 5.3.7. (Vk Trunc(cx,k,z) S Trunc(ß,k,z)) => VV Wu(ot,ß,V) returns true.
proof

Show for any V, if Trunc(a,k,z) S Trunc(ß,k,z) for all k, then Wu(0t,ß,V) returns

true. Induct on the number of calls to Wu in computing Wp.((1,ß,V). Let ot' = Expose(ot),
ß' = Expose(ot). Base case is one call. IfWu(ot,ß,V) is not true, then either ß' is an atom
that is not a term of a', or ß' = B1 -> B2 and a' has no -—> terms. Either way, Trunc(a,l,z)

S Trunc(ß,1,z) must be false. For the induction part, take cases on ß'. If ß' = ßl rm., rw
ßn, then for all k and for all iS n

Trunc(ot',k,z) S

Trunc(ß i,k,z).

Since

W|.L(ot',ßi,Vu{(ot,ß)}) takes fewer calls to compute than W|.1( ot,ß,V), it retums true by our

hypothesis (for each iSn), which implies W},L(0t,ß,V) is true. lf ß' = ß1·->ß2, then let ot' =
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ot1m...ma„, let Ik (k21) be such that for all i 6 Ik, Qi = 6,-+1, and Trunc(ß1,k,z) 5
Trunc(6i,k,2) and m{Trunc(1,,k,z) I i 6 Ik} S Trunc(ß2,k,z).

Since Trunc(y,k,z) 5

Trunc(p,k,2) always implies Trunc(y,k-1,2) S Trunc( p,k-1,2) for kzl, we get that the index
set lk which proves Trunc(ot',k,2) S Trunc(ß1—+ß2,k,2) also proves Trunc(ot',k-1,z) 5

Trunc(ß1—>ß2,k-1,2), and so for k-2, etc. It follows that there is a single index set I c; 1..n
which proves Trunc(ot',k,z) S Trunc(ß1—+|32,k,z) for all k2l (see lemma 5.4.2). Thus, for

all kzl, for all i6 I, Trunc(ß1,k- 1,2) S Tn1nc(6i,k-l,z) and fW[TI'11l'lC(Ti,k·1,Z) S Trunc(ß2,k1,2) => (by hypoth.) Wu(ßl,6i,VO{(ot,ß))) and Wu(¤{1i I 1EI},ß2,VkJ{((X„,ß>}) retum true
for all iEI, hence Wu(¤{1i I 6i—+1, a term of ot', W|,t(ß1,6i,VO{(ot,ß)]), ßz, VO{(ot,ß)})
must be true. <>

LEMMA 5.3.8. If Trunc(0t,k,z) S Trunc(ß,k,z) is NOT true for some k, then wl.L(¢1,ß,¤)
returns false.
proof

By contradiction. Let k be the smallest k such that Trunc(0t,k,2) S Trunc(ß,k,2) is not

true and Wtt(ot,ß,@) retums true (for some ot,ß). For this k, choose ß so that Expose(ß) has
the least number of terms as possible.

Note that k2l. Let ß' = Expose(ß). If ß' =

ß1¤...¤ß„ (n>1) then Trunc(ot,k,2) S Trunc(ßi,k,2) is false for some iSn, and
Wu(ot,ßi,((ot,ß)]) is true => (by lemma 5.3.6) W|,t(ot,ßi,(Z§) is true, contradicting the
minimality of the number of tertns of ß'. If ß' = ßl-+ß2, let ot' = Expose(ot) = otlm...rwtz„.
If {1 I 6-+1 a term of ot' and Trunc(ß1,k-1,2) S Trunc(6,k-1,2)} is empty, then since
Wtt(ot,ß,tZ5) is true, there exists a term 6-+1 of ot' with Wu(ß1,6,{(ot,ß)}) retuming true,
implying W},t(ß1,6,Q5) retums true, by lemma 5.3.6. This contradicts the minimality of k.
So ¤{Trunc(1,k-1,2) I 6-+1 a term of ot' and Trunc( ß1,k-1,2) S Trunc(6,k-1,2)] has at least
one term and is not weaker than Trunc(ß2,k-1,2). Rewriüng, Trunc(¤{1 I 6-+1 a term of ot'
and Tn1nc(ß1,k-1,2) S Trunc(6,k—l,2) ] is not weaker than Trunc( ß2,k-1,2). But Wtt(¤{1 I

6-+1 a term of ot', and W;,t(0t1,6,[(ot,ß)]) }, [52, {(ot,ß)}) retums true => (by lemma 5.3.6)

1
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Wu(¤{1: I 6-+1 a term of ot', Wu(ß1,6,@)}, B2, Q) is true.

Now Trunc(ßl,k-1,z) S

Trunc(6, k-1,z) holds if WLL(ß1,G,@), by minimality of k, implying Wu(¤{1 I 6-+1 a term of
ot', Trunc(ß1,k-1,z) S Trunc(6,k—1,z)), B2, G) retums true. But this again contradicts our

choice of k. The remaining case is when ß is atomic, which leads us to an immediate
contradiction. <>

The preceding two lemmas give show the validity of Wu as a means of deciding Su.

THEOREM 5.3.2. Let ot, ß Texpu. Then ot Su ß <=> Wu(ot,ß,Q5) retums true.
proof Immediate from lemmas 5.3.7 and 5.3.8. <>
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5.4

XTCLu

In this section, explicit types are incorporated into TCL|,L giving XTCL|,L. The algorithms
used in type checlcing XTCL are extended to accommodate a restricted form of tt-expressions.

In XTCL}; we use the auxiliary relation <<u among type expressions in Texpu, as we have
used << in XTCL.

DEFINITION 5.4.1. (Below) Let 6,1 6 Texpu. Then 6 <<u 1 means

En 3 substitutions Pl,...,Pu with P16 rw

m P„6 su 1

DEFINITION 5.4.2. The language XTCL}; has the following syntax and typing rules:
Syntax
Exp

::=

S I K I Pexp Exp

Pexp

::=

[S::Texp] I [K::Texp] I Pexp Exp

Texp

::=

{ the set of all valid tt-expressions }

Tvar

2:=

[ an infinite supply of variables }

Tcnst

::=

{ a finite set of constants ]

Typing rules
1-a)

S 2 (a->b—->c)—>(a—>b)—>a—>c

-b)

K : a—>b—>a

-X)

[b:1] 2 1 if Ax(b) <<„ 1

2)

e 2 P1 if e 2 1 and e not an f-expression (P a substitution)

3)

fg:1iff26—>1andg:6
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4)

e:6¤1ife:6ande:1

use the term explicit typing for an expression e of TCL|,t as we have used it for
5)We
expressions in TCL. meaning an association of a type in Texp|,L with each primitive fexpression of e. As might be expected, we have the following extension of theorem 4.2.1.

THEOREM 5.4.1. Let ee Exp. Then e:1 in TCL|,1 :> 3 an explicit typing e' of e such that

e':1 in XTCL11.
proof Since Su is substitutive, the derivation tree transformarions T1 through T6 of section
4.1 apply to derivations in TCLu as well, and so the substitution rule (2) can be restricted to
types of primitive combinators without altering the type relation. As in section 4.1, call this
restricted system TCLu'. One then shows, as before, that bit in TCL}; iff Ax(b) <<u 1. The

result is finally proved using virtually the same proof of theorem 4.2.1 (i.e., induction on the
derivation in TCLu'). <>

Principal types also exist for typeable expressions in XTCLu. We use the obvious extension
to algorithm 4.3.1:

ALGORITHM 5.4.2. (PT;1)
PTp(e) =

if ee {S,K} then Ax(e)
else if e=[b:1] and Ax(b) <<u 1 then 1
else if e = fg and PTu(g)¢error and PTtt(f‘)==error

then m{1 I
else error

F’1“u(

g) <<u 6, 6—>1 a term of Expose(PTu(f))]

.
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THEOREM 5.4.2. e:1 in XTCLu = PT(e) <<u 1.

proof Completely analogous to the proof of theorem 4.3.1. <>

In order to extend the type checking algorithm of XTCL to XTCL}.: we require a simplifying
assumption.

Notice that some type expressions in TCLp. can not be reduced, e.g.,

ux.a——>(x¤b) has an intinite number of reduced terms: a—>b rw a—>a—>b m etc. Since the type
checking algorithm for TCL entails reducing type expressions, we restrict all type expressions
ux.1 in TCLtt to be reducible to a tinite number of terms. Syntactically, this means that we
allow only ttx.1 where 1 is reduced and 1[x<—1] is reduced as well.

RESTRICTION ON |,L-EXPRESSIONS. ux. 1 is allowed if no subexpression of the form 6 —>
(pmy) occurs in 1 or in 1[x<—-1].

For type expressions restricted in this manner, we extend NRP to NRP}1 by adding the case
NRP|,1(},Lx.1) = NRPtt(1), and sirnilarly extend Reduce to Reducett:

NRPu(B) =

if B is an atom then 1

if ß = ß1—>ßz then NRPIt(ß;>

if ß=ß1¤ßz then NRPIt<ß1>+ NRP+t<ß;)
if B = ux.1 then NRPu(1)

Reducep.(B) = if B is an atom then B
if ß=B1—>ß2 then ¤(Reduceu(B1) —-> 1 I 1 a term of Reducett(ß2)}

if B = Blrwßz then Reduce|.L(Bl) rw Reducett(B2)
if B = 1.LX.T then y,tx.Reduce(1)
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Applying this restriction to tbexpressions, the technique then used in deriving an extension of
the type checlcing algorithms in chapter 4 is to apply them, as is, to inünite expressions and to
terminate with an appropriate answer when a loop is detected in the recursive calls. Of course
Sll can be decided by a direct implementation of Wp. DP is extended by taking as extra
argument a set of tt-expression pairs denoting propositions which have already been put into
simple form. PT, ESD, ESC and ES remain essentially the same.

ALGORITHM 5.4.2. (DPLL) Let fv be a set of variables possibly occurring free in type

expressions a or in ß, but not in both, let V be a set of pairs of type expressions in TCLu,
and let V' = V O {(a,ß)].

DPtt("0$llß", fv, V) =

if(a,ß) 6 V then [G]
else // let a' = Expose(a), ß' = Expose(ß) //

if ß° = ßl^ß2
then DU(DPu("a‘sllßl", fv, V'), DP;,t("a'sllß;",fv,V'))

else if ß' an atom, ße fv, and a' = alma;
then DPu("alsllß"',fv,V') O DPtt("a;$llß"',fv,V')
else if a' or ß' an atom then { {"a'$llß"'] }

else // let ß' = ßl—>ß; //
if a' = al—>a; then
DU(DPp("ßl$llal",fv,V'), DPtL("a;$llß;",fv,V'))

else // let a' = alma; //
if FV(ß)mfv = G and ß reduced,
then DPu("al$uß",fv,V') O DPtt("a;$uß",fv,V')

else // there are no assignable variables in a //
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DP|,t("r$pB2",fv,V')) I
o—>t = CombineArrows(B),
B c; ArrowTerms(ot'), B=¤@ }

DPu("o6uB", fv, V) always halts, for the same reason that Wu always halts: Since there are

a finite number of (distinct) terms in any subexpression of ot or B, and recursive calls to
DPu("o$ut",fv,V') are always such that 6 and 1 are intersections of terms in some

subexpressions of ot and B, an infmite path in the tree of calls to DP}; would have to repeat in
the first parameter of DFB (but loops in the first parameter are detected by testing for
membership in the third parameter).

As an example, we will trace the algorithm for the proposition (1SuB where a =
x—>ux.(xmy)—>z and B = (a-—>b) —> (cm|,Ly.y—>a—>b). As before, our tt-expressions will be
represented as graphs, and we number the temts of each distinct subexpression:

ot:

—> (1)

—> (5)

B:

/ \

—> (6)

—> (3)

x (2)

\

/

(3)

/
z (4)

rw
/

\

/

\

(2)

a (7)

rw

\

/

b (8) c(9)

\
—> (10)
/

(10)

\

(6)

Each subexpression of ot and B will be represented by a set of node numbers denoting the

terms of the subexpression. When the set of node numbers is a singleton, we omit the
surrounding braces. Let F=FV(0t)={x,z}. The trace of D = DPu(1$u5, F, G) follows:
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DP},L(1;,5, F, G) = DU(D1, D2), where
D1 = DPp(6;,2, F, {<1,S>})
D2 = DP;,L(3;,{9,10}, F, {<1,5>})

·

D1 = { {6;,2} }
D2 = DU(D3, D4) where
D3 = DP},L(3;,9, F, {<1,5>, <3,{9,l0}>})
D4 = DP},1(3;,10, F, {<1,5>, <3,{9,10}>})
D3 = { {3;,9} }
D4 = DU(D5, D6) where
D5 = DP;,L(10;,{2,3}, F, {<1,5>, <3,{9,10}>, <3,10>})
D6 = DP|,1(4;,6, F, {<1,5>, <3,{9,10}>, <3,10>})
D6 = { {4;,6} }
D5 = DU(D7, D8) where
D7 = DP|,1(10;,2, F, {<1,5>, <3,{9,10}>, <3,10>, <10,{2,3}>})

D8 = DP|,L(10;,3, F, {<1,5>, <3,{9,10}>, <3,10>, <10,{2,3}>})
D7 = { {10;,2} }
D8 = DU(D9, D10) where
D9 = DPp({2,3};,10, F, {<1,5>, <3,{9,10}>, <3,10>, <10,{2,3}>, <10,3>})
D10 = DPp(6;,4, F, {<1,5>, <3,{9,10}>, <3,10>, <10,{2,3}>, <10,3>})
D10={ {6;,4} }
D9 = D11 v D12 where
D11 = DPp(2;,10, F,

{<1,5>, <3,{9,10}>, <3,10>, <10,{2,3}>,<10,3>, <{2,3},l0>})
D12 = DPu(3;,l0, F,

{<1,5>, <3,{9,l0]>, <3,10>, <10,[2,3]>,<10,3>, <{2,3},l0>})
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D11 ={ {2Sll10}}

D12 = {ß}
...thus

D9=( {2Sll10}, 0]
D8 = ( {6Sll4, 2Sll10}, {6Sll4} }
D5 = { {6Sll4, 10Sll2, 2Sll10}, {l0Sll2, 6Sll4} }

D4 = { {6Sll4, 4Sll6, 10Sll2, 2Sll10}, [10Sll2, 4Sll6, 6Sll4} }
D2 = { (3Sll9, 6Sll4, 4Sll6, 1OSll2, 2Sll10}, {3Sll9, 10Sll2, 4Sll6, 6Sll4} ]
D = { {3Sll9, 6Sll2, 6Sll4, 4Sll6, lOSll2, 2Sll10},
{3Sll9, 10Sll2, 6Sll2, 4Sll6, 6Sl,_4} }

(We remark that D has no solution. As we will see, this means B is not a compatible type for
ot.)

To show the correctness of DP|,t, we require an extension of lemma 4.6.1 to Sll.

LEMMA 5.4.1. Let otl, otz and B be in Texpu and let NRP},t(B) = 1. Then

otl mot2S|,tB <=> otlSuB or ot2SuB
proof From lemma 4.6.1, the result holds for every k·level ¤·uncation of the types involved.
(=>) Assume there are kl and kz such that the kl·level truncation of otl is not S than the kllevel truncation of B, and the kz-level truncation of ot; is not S than the k2—level truncation of
B. Since in general, Trunc(ot,k,z) S Trunc( B,k,z) implies Trunc(0t,k—1,z) S Trunc(B,k-1,2),
k=Max(kl,k2) would be a k such that NOT( Trunc(otl,k,z) S Trunc(B,k,z) or Trunc(ot2,k,z)
S Trunc(B,k,z) ), implying NOT( otlmotz Sll B ). (<=) By definition of Sll.

<>

Bl—>B2, and may not be reduced.
We state as a lemma a similar result for the case when B =

~
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LEMMA 5.4.2. lf Expose(tx) = otl OO otn, ß= [51->ß2, then
otSkß c: 3Ic;1..n Viel oti = o,—>ti and ßl Sk O{oi I iel} and O{t, I iel} Sk [$2.
proof (=>) For each k21 EIIkgl..n such that Vi6 Ik ot, = oi—>ti and Trunc(ß1,k,z) S O[
Trunc(o'i, k, z) I ie lk } and O{Trunc(ti, k, z) I i6 lk} S Trunc(ß2,k,z).

Note that

Trunc(ß1,k',z) S O[Trunc(o‘,,k',z) I ie lk} and O[Trunc(1:i,k’,z) I ie lk} S Trunc(ß1,k',z) for

all k' < k. Certainly there must be some lk equal to an intlnite number of Ij's. But this
implies we may assume all Ij's are equal. (<=) By definition of Sk.

<>

We now show that DPu(p, R, G) computes a set of sets of propositions logically equivalent
to the proposition p when viewed as a disjunction of conjunctions.

lf C is a set of

propositions and P a type substitution, then let SOLVELI.(C,P) mean P¤SpPt for all "o‘Skt" in

C. As in chapter 4, we are only interested in the solvability of propositions p = "o Su t"
where FV(o')OFV(t)={ö using type substitutions P having domain either FV(o) or FV(t), but

not both. We first show that DPu(p, R, Q) is at least as easy to satisfy as p.

LEMMA 5.4.3. Let 0t,ß 6 Texpp., let R be a set of variables, let P be a type substitution with
domain R, and let FV(a) O FV(ß) = 0.
I) ßreduced and FV(ot) t; R and ROFV(ß)=G and Pot Sk ß =>
VV BC6 DPtt(0tSuß, R, V) such that SOLVES},t(P,C)
H) ß reduced and FV(ß) c; R and ROFV(ot)=@ and ot Sk Pß =>
VV EIC6 DP}1(otSuß, R, V) such that S()LVES}.L(P,C)
proof

Induct on the number of calls to DPtt in computing D = DPtt(otSuß, R, V). Let V' =

V U {(0t,ß)}, 06 = Expose(0t) and ß' = Expose(ß), and consider the possible cases which

could arise in the computation of D.
1. lf (0t,ß)6 V, then D=(ö is trivially satisiied in both I and H.
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U

2. else, if B' = BlmB;, then D = DU(DPlt(a'SllBl,R,V'), DPn(a'SllB;,R,V')).
I) Pa Sll ßlmßz => Pa' Sll Blmß; => Pa' Sll ßl and Pa' S ll B; = (by hypothesis)
3Cl6DP},t(a'SllBl, R, V') and EIC;6 DPtL(a'SllB;, R, V') such that SOLVEStt(P, C lUC;)
=> HCED with SOLVESu(P,C).
H) <same argument as in l>

3.

else, if B' is atomic, B'6 R and a' = alma; then D = DP},L(alSllB',R,V') u

DPtL(a;SllB',R,V).
I) Pa Sll B => Pa' Sll B' = PalmPa; Sll B' => (lemma 5.4.2) Pal Sp B' or Pa;

Sll B' => (by hypothesis) 3C 6 DP;,L(alSllB', R, V') LJ DP|.t(a;SllB', R, V') such that
SOLVES( P, C). .

H) <same argument as in I>
4. else, if a' or B' is atomic then D = {(0L'„ß”)}„ and both I and II follow trivially.
5.

else, if B' = Bl—>B; and a' = al—>a; then D = DU(DPu( BlSllal,R,V'), DPlt(a;SllB;,

R, V')).

I) Pa' Sll B' => Bl Sll Pal and Pa; Sll B; = (by hypothesis) 3Cl in DP|,t(BlSllal,
R, V') and 3C; in DPp(a; Sll B;, R, V') such that SOLVES;,t(P, Cl¤C;).
H) <similar argument as for I>
6. else, if B' = Bl->B; and FV(B)mR=(ö and a' = alma; and B reduced, then both I and II
follow by lemma 5.4.2, as in case 3.
7. else, B' = Bl—>B; and a not reduced, and only H applies. The result follows from lemma
5.4.3:
H) a' Su PB' => a' = al m
m{ol I i6I] and m{tl I

i€I}

m an and EII;1..n VlEI('1i= 6l—>rl and PBl Sll

Su PB; => (by hypothesis) 3Cl in DPn(BlSllm{ol I i6I], R, V')

and EC; in DPp(m(1:l I i6I}SllB;, R, V') such that SOLVES(P, Clkßv; that is, for some
subset I of Arrowterms(a'), SOLVES(DU(DPp.(BlSllo‘,R,V'), DP;,t(‘cSllB;,R,V'))) where
¤—>t

= CombineArrows(I).

0
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Next we must show that DP};(0r.SuB,R,G) does not return propositions which are easier to
solve than

itself.

LEMMA 5.4.4. Let (1 and B be in Texp};, FV(t1)¤FV(B)=G, let R be a set of variables such
that if FV(ot)rwR¢G then B is reduced and R contains no free variable of B, and if
FV(B)¤R¢G then ot is reduced and R contains no free variables of a, and let P be a type
substitution with domain R. Then if SOLVES};(P,C) for some C in DP};(or$uB,R,V) then
W};(ot,B,PV) retums true, where PV denotes [(Po',Pr) I (o,r)6 V}.
proof

Induct on the number of calls to DP};. If (ot,B)6 V, then (Pot,PB)6 PV, and hence

W};(Pot,PB,PV) is cue.

Let ot'=Expose(a), B'=Expose(B) and V'=Vu{(ot,B)}. If

B'=B1¤B2, then P solves some C1 in DP};(ot$uB1,R,V') and some C 2 in DP};(otSpB2,R,V')
=> (hypothesis) W};(Pot,Pß},PV') and w}L(PG,Pß2,PV°) => W},;(Pot,Pß,PV‘). If ß'
a1$uB‘,
R, V') or
reduced and FV(B)¤R=G and ot'=otl¤ot2 then P solves some C in DP};(

in DP};(ot2$p_B',R,V') => (hypothesis) W};(Pot1,PB',PV') or W}.t(Pot2, PB', PV') =>
W};(Pa,PB,PV). If DP}; retums { {(ot',B')} }, then Pot'$uPB' = Pot S}; PB => (by theorem

5.3.1) W};(Pot,PB,G) => W};(P0t,PB,PV). The other cases for B'=B1—->B2 follow directly
from the defmitions of W}; and DP};.

<>

Our theorem stating the correctness of DP}; now follows directly from the preceding lemmas.

THEOREM 5.4.3. (Correctness of DP};) Let ot, B 6 Texp};, B reduced, and FV( ot)¤FV(B) =

G. Then
(EIC6 DP};(t!$uB, FV(0t), G) such that SOLVES(P,C)) ¢=> Pa Su B

proof Immediate from the preceding two lemmas. <>
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As with the algorithm DP, DPu(ot$uß, FV(ot), G) retums a set of sets of propositions each

of the form 6Su1 where either 6 or 1 are atomic, and such that it is never the case that both 6
and 1 contain assignable variables (i.e., variables in FV(ot)). As before, those propositions

not containing any assignable variables can be checked for satistiability by Wu, and those
propositions containing a non·atomic expression (on the left or right of the "Su") which has at
least one assignable variable are not satisfiable. Thus, each set in DP|.t(or$ttß, FV(ot), G) can

be reduced to a set C such that each proposition in C is of the form 6Sux or xsuc, where x is
an assignable variable and 6 contains no assignable variables. Again, if we let CX denote the
set of propositions in C containing the assignable variable x, then we can solve C iff we can
solve each CX. If there is at least one "x$u1" in CX, then CX is satistiable iff V6 such that
"6Sux"6 CX, 6 Su rw { 1 I "x$tL1" 6 CX} (which is easily checked using Wu). If no
proposition of the form "x$„1" is in CX, then CX is solvable iff there exists a Su-upper bound
for the set {6I

6 CX}.

If we take advantage of the fact that for any proposition "6$ux" 6 CX, every term 7 of 6 is
such that NRPu(y) = l (remember 6 is reduced), then the set {6 I "6Sux" 6 CX} = {61, 62,

..., 6,,} has a Su-upper bound iff either each Gi has a term with an iniinite rightmost -+ path
—> path having the
(e.g., a term like ux.a—>x) or the 6i's have a common finite rightmost
same length and ending with the same atom. This can be checked in time proportional to N

—> paths of all expressions in
log N, where N is the total number of nodes in the rightmost
(IgnoreMu(6) I "6$ux" 6 CX] (IgnoreMu(6) is 6 with all ux.1 replaced by 1).

However, we will give a more general algorithm EUB|,t for detecting if a Su-upper bound
exists for an arbitrary set A of expressions in Texpu. EUBtt is derived from EUB' of chapter
4 by modifying LEP' to return a finite representation of a (possibly) inünite set of length-end
pairs. Recall that a length-end pair represents a "rightmost —->·path" of a type expression tree
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—-> node until a leaf is
6 which is constructed by starting at the root and moving right at any
encountered. LEPtt(m,6) returns a set of triples (S,k,z) where S is a ünite set of natural
—> path
numbers, k is a length (natural number) and z is an atom (the "end" of a rightmost
from 6). Each triple (S,k,z) represents all the length-end pairs (N+k,z) where N is any sum

of 0 or more elements (possibly repeated) from S, i.e., the pairs that would be produced if
LEP' were applied to the iniinite expression given by unrolling 6 indefinitely. An integer n in
a set S of a triple(S,k,z) implies that an occurrence of z is to the right of k -->'s in 6 and is
—> 's
contained in the scope t of some ttxx, where an occurrence of x appears to the right of n
in t; hence, by repeatedly unrolling |,LX.T in 6, we get occurrences of z at lengths k, n + k, 2n
+ k, etc. from the root of 6. The set of all such triples represents all terminating rightmost

—>-

paths from the root of 6. Of course, any triple (S,k,z) with S¢{D also includes the infinite

rightmost path —>—>—>...etc.

Having computed the set Li of LEPp triples for each otie A, a bound for A exists iff either

1) each Li is either empty or represents an intinite set, in which case p.x.0t—>x is a
bound for a sufficiently weak ot, or

2) some of the Li represent fmite sets (i.e., all triples are of the form (¢,k,a))„ and

there is a triple (¢,k,z) in each "ünite'° set representing the length·end pair (k,z) which is also
represented by a triple (S,m,z) in each of the "non·finite" sets.

ALGORITHM 5.4.3.

EUBu(A) = HasC0mmon( {LEP|,t(O,ot) I ot6A} )
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LEPu(m,6) = if 6 atomic then { (¢,m,6) }
else if 6 = 6l¤62 then LEPu(m,61) Q LEPu(m,62)

else if 6 = 61—>62 then LEPu(m+l,62)
else

//

let

6 = ux.1,
Q = LEPtt(O,1),
Sx = {n I (S,k,x)6Q and HE Su(k} } //

{(S¤Sx,n+m,z) I (S,n,z)6 Q, z¢x]

HasCommon(H) =
// let Hf = {Q6 H I Q¢¢ and V(S,n,z)6 Q, S=¢}, H°° = H\Hf //

tr Hf = es then um
else (3(¢,n,z)6 ml-If VQ6 H°° 3<S,m,Z>€ Q such that n=k+m
for some ünite sum k (possibly 0) of integers in S )

LEMMA 5.4.5. EUBu(A) Q 316 Texpu VGE A 6 su 1

proof (Q) If EUBu(A) is true, then either there is an intinite rightmost —>—path in each 6 in
—>, and such
A (i.e., each 6 contains a subexpression ux.p not appearing to the left of any
—> path in p) or in each 6 there is a common rightmost —>—path
that x terminates a rightmost
of length k temtinating with the same atom z. In the former case, p = |,LX.(!.—)X is a Sp-upper
bound for A, where ot is the intersection of all distinct subexpressions of all GE A. In the
—> path of p is k —->'s long and
latter case, p = 0t—>0t—>...—>z bounds A, where the rightmost
ot is as before. (<=) If EUBt1(A) is false, then there is a OE A with no infinite rightmost -+path, and there is a TE A having no rightmost ·—>-path in common with 6. It can be shown by

—->—path of 6,
induction that 6 Su p irnplies every rightmost —+-path of p is also a rightmost
hence, there is no p such that 6 Su p and 1 Su p.

<>
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Another way to determine the existence of a Su-upper bound for a set A is to convert each
ogs A to a nondeterministic ünite automaton nfa(og) which accepts a string of k 1's followed
by the atom 2 iff (N,n,z) s LEPu'(0, og), where k = n + <linear combination of elements of
N>. This construction is easily done by converting tt-expressions to finite trees with loops

and deleting the left sides of all —>'s. Using each remaining node and arc,

1) use the root node as the initial state,

2) create for each atom 2 an accepting state Acc-2,
3) connect each occurrence of z to Acc·z by an arc labeled with '2',
4) label each arc leaving an —> node with '1',

5) label each arc leaving an rw with s, denoting a null transition.

This defmes the NFA associated with oti. Then, there is bound for A iff the NFAs nfa(0g)

accept a common string, or each nfa(0g) accepts an infinite language.

The type checking algorithm is now the obvious extension of TC given in chapter 4.

ALGORITHM 5.4.4.

TCu(e,1)

= TCRu(e,Reduceu(r))

TCRu(e,r) = if Pl“tt(e):=error then Belowp.(PT},L(e), t)

Be1owu(6, t) = if t=1:l¤·c2 then Belowu(6,rl) AND Be1owu(6,r2)
else if ·:=|,tx.p then Be1owu(6,p[x<—·c])
elsewhere
6' = 6 with free variables renamed so that
FV(6') rw FV(6) = Q)
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ESD}1(D,fv) = if 3Ca D such that ESCtt(C,fv) then TRUE else FALSE

ESCtL(C,fv) = if Wtt(ot,ß) for all "ot.$uß"a {"ot$uß"a C I FV(cx—>ß)¤fv=(ö}
then if ES|,t(CX,x) for all xa fv, where CX={paC I x appears in p}
then TRUE
else FALSE
else FALSE

ESt1(CX,x) =

l

if ~3"ot$ux"a CX then TRUE

else if ~3"x$uot"a CX
then if EUB|,L({ot I "o$“x"a CX])

then TRUE
else FALSE
else if Wutomtß I "x$p_ß"a Cxl) whenever "o$ux" a CX
then TRUE
else FALSE

THEOREM 5.4.4. TC},t(e,·t) ·:=> ezt in XTCL},t

proof This follows from the preceding lemma and theorems 5.4.2 and 5.4.3.

<>

6
Adding Practical Features to the Language
6.1 Default Explicit Typing
6.2 Abstract Values and Types
6.3 The Language L

6.4 A Sample Program

In this chapter, we add default explicit typing and abstract type declarations to XTCL|,t.
Default explicit typing refers to the capability of the type checker to supply types for primitive
f-expressions when they are not given by the programmer (i.e., type inference, in the usual
sense). Our goal here is for the type checker to at least infer a parametric type (if possible) for

an expression containing no explicit types.

By abstract type declarations, we mean a facility for defining new combinators and types, and
for hiding the implementation details from the rest of the program. This entails adding value
and type identifiers to the language, along with a definition construct which changes the
environment in which expressions are evaluated and typed. A language is proposed that
accommodates these extensions.

6.1

Default Explicit Typing

In general, explicit types (or something along that line) are necessary to make our type system
decidable, however, many times type checking can be done without them, e.g., recall from
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chapter 4 the derivation of the composition function S(KS)K which had a type
(b—>c)—>(a->b)—>a->c. This type can easily be inferred from the axiomatic types of S and K
in the parametric system using unification. Therefore, we can relax the requirement that

explicit types be supplied for all primirive f-expressions, but only for those which are required
to have types not derivable in the parametric system (i.e., the system without rw's). It is a
simple matter to extend the algorithm for computing principal types (with respect to << L,) for

explicitly typed expressions to one which also computes parametric principal types (with
respect to substitution) for non-explicitly typed expressions having parametric types. When
an f-expression f in e = f

en is encountered without an explicit type, the type checker can

infer a principal type for e by using the axiomatic type of f and unifying the appropriate parts
with the principal types of el, ..., en, thus capturing the type inference power of parame¤*ic
type systems.

We start by giving a unification algorithm for type expressions in Texptt. Ideally, the
algorithm should find the most general substitution P such that Pot Su PB, given types ot and
B, but the existence of such an inference algorithm would imply the decidability of the type
system without explicit types. Hence, we extend the standard unification algorithm (found,
for example, in [ASU85]) to compute a set of substituüons {Pl, ..., Pnl such that Piot Su
P,B holds for all i. When ot and B are parametric types (i.e., contain no intersections), the set
computed is a singleton {P} where Pot = PB, and P is the most general unifier of ot and B.

Our algorithm UW takes a pair of type expressions ot, B, a set V of expression pairs

representing the comparisons considered already, and a set of equivalence classes of
expressions (representing the unitications done so far) and retums a set of sets of equivalence

classes, each representing a possible unification of variables with subexpressions of ot and B
which would force ot Su B. The equivalences classes are such that there is at most one non-

I
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variable expression per class--hence, the classes define a (possibly circular) substitution. For
each equivalence class, we pick a distinguished expression (the representative) which is never
a variable unless all expressions in the class are variables. The function Find then takes an
expression a and a set of equivalence classes E and retums the distinguished element of the
class in E which contains a. Given a set E of equivalence classes, the corresponding
substitution P which makes a Sll ß is obtained by replacing variables in a given class by the
representative of that class, and performing that replacement on the other representatives,
making sure that if x is to be replaced by an expression t containing x, then the replacement is

actually uxst.

ALGORITHM 6.1.1.

(Unify Weaker)

Let a,ß6 Texpu, V be a set of pairs of type

expressions, and let E be a partition of some set of expressions containing a and ß and closed
under subexpressions.

UW(a, ß, V, E)= // let a' = Find(a, E), ß' = Find(ß, E), V' = V¤{<a,ß>} //
if <a,ß> 6 V then [E}
else if a'= ß' then [ E ]
else if ß'=tLx.t then UW(a',t[x<—ß'],V,E)
else if a'=ux.t then UW(t[x<—-a'],ß',V,E)

else if ß' = ßlmß; then
u{UW(a',ß;,V',E') I E'6 UW(a',ßl,V',E)}

else if a' = alma; then UW(al,ß',V',E) u UW(a;,ß',V',E)
else if a' or ß' a variable then [Merge(a',ß',E)}

else if a' = al —> a; and ß' = ßl -—> ß; then
u{UW(a;,ß;,V',E') I E'6 UW(ßl,al,V',E)}

else G

l
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M¢rg¢(<¤„ß„E) = (E \ I l¤lE„ lßlgl) ¤ l I¤lE ¤ lßli; I
where [n]E denotes the equivalence class of n in E

UW always temiinates since the maximum depth of calls for any computation UW(a, [3, V',

E), not counting unrolling of p's, is limited by nz, where n = total number of nodes of a and
ß. Initially, of course, we pass UW the finest partition of the subexpressions (nodes)
involved, that is, the set of singletons EO = { {nl I n a node of a or ß l. That UW produces

a set of equivalence classes, each forcing a Sll ß, is shown by induction on the number of
calls to UW, and is sketched below. To state this properly, we say that a substitution P
respects a set of equivalence classes E if whenever 6 and I are in the same class, then Po = PI
(are identical when viewed as infinite expressions), and we say that P respects a set V of pairs
of type expressions <c,I> if Po su PI for all <o,I> in V.

THEOREM 6.1.1. Let a, ß be valid type expressions in Texptt, and let EO = { {cl I o a
subexpression of a or [3 l. If P respects some E6 UW(a,ß,(ö,EO), then Pa sp Pß.

proof Deiine a relation S' over Texp as follows:

ot S' ß means a=ß, a and ß are atomic, or
ß=ß1¤ß2 and

USIBI

(!$‘ß2,
and

OT

a = alma; and (alS'ß or a;$'ß), or
ßlgal and üzgßz
By induction on the sizes of a and [3, it is easily shown that a$'ß implies asß (as defined in
chapter 2). Then define a$ll'ß to mean Trunc(a,k,z) S' Trunc(ß,k,z) for all k. It follows

that a'Sll'ß implies asllß. Consider the following algorithm W':

W'<¤¤„ ß„ V) =
if <a,ß> 6 V then true

else if ß=ßlmß; then W'(a,ßl,V') and W'(a,ß;,V')

l
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else if ß=ux.·c then W'(ot,r[x<—ß],V)
else if ot=|,tx.·t then W'(t[x<—ot'],ß,V)

else if ot = ot} rw ot; then W‘(ot1,ß,V') or W'(ot2,ß,V')
else if or„=ß, ot and ßvariables then true
elseifot=al—>a_;andß=ß1-aß;
then W'(ßl,ot},V') and W'(ot2,ß2,V')
.

else false

W' always terminates, provided ot and ß are valid (as defined in section 5.3). A simple
induction on the number of calls to W' shows W'(ot,c1,V) is true for all V (i.e., W' is
reflexive). Using virtually the same proof of lemma 5.3.8, it can be shown that W'(ot,ß,@)

implies or$u'ß (and therefore that orsuß). Let R(P,E) mean that P respects the partition E.
Now show that (E6 UW(ot,ß,V,E') and R(P,E)) implies W'(P ot, Pß, PV), where PV is the
list of pairs <Pc,P1> where <o,t> is on V (hence E6 UW(0t,ß,@,E0)
W'(Pot,Pß,®), and thus Pot$uPß) .

implies

Induct on the number of calls to W':

(let

ot'=find(ot,E), ß'=find(ß,E))
base cases

1. <ot,ß>6 V implies <Pot,Pß>6 PV implies W'(Pot,Pß,PV)
2. ot' = ß' implies Pot' = Pß', but also P ot=Pot' and Pß=Pß‘, thus W'(Pot,Pß,PV)
by the reflexive property of W'.
3. ot' or ot' a variable, R(P, merge(ot',ß',E)) implies Pot'=Pß', and result follows

as in 2.
(let V' = Vu{<ot,ß>})

1. ß' = ßlmßz, E6 UW(ot,ß,V,E) implies E6 UW(ot',ß2,V',E') for some E' in
UW(ot‘,ßl,V',E1). Since E, E' and E1 are successively finer partitions, R(P,E) implies
R(P,E') implies R(P,E1), thus by hypothesis W'(Pot', Pßl, PV') and W'(Pot', Pßz, PV'),

and since Por=Pot' and Pß=Pß', we get W'(Pot', Pß', PV) and W'(Pot, Pß, PV).
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2. ot' or B' a tt-expression, then the result follows immediately by hypothesis.
3. ot'=oti—> ot2, B'=B i —> B 2, then E6 UW(ot2,B2,V',E') for some E' in
UW(Bi,0ti,V',E1), and the result follows as in case 1. i
4. ot’=oti¤ot2, then E6 UW(0ti,B',V',El) or E6 UW(ot2,B',V',E1), which implies

by hypothesis W'(Poti,PB',PV') or W'(Pot2,PB',PV'), which implies W'(P ot',PB',PV) and

W'(P0t,PB,PV). 0

The substitution derived from a set of equivalence classes computed by UW is obtained by
replacing each variable x with Find(x) and applying this substitution to the variables in
Find(x). Loops in the iteration of substitutions (e.g., x substituted by a-ax) are "closed" with
the |,L operator (e.g., substitute x with |,1x.a—>x, instead of a—>x). An algorithm Sub which

derives the substitution associated with a set of equivalence classes of type expressions is
given below (¢ denotes the identity substitution):

Sub(E)

=

if E contains no class c which contains variables then ¢

else // let ce E contain variables xi, x2,

x2

let R = Sub(E\ [cl), let t=R(Find(xi,E)),

let t'=uxi.p.x2...ux„.t,
let S = [xi:=t,...,xii:=t], S'=[xi:=t‘,...,x„:=t']

ift is a variable then S

°

R

else if FV(t) contains some xi then S'
else S

°

//

°

R

R

The following lemma states that Sub computes a most general substitution from E.
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LEMMA 6.1.1 Let E be a partition of subexpressions of some types ot and ß. If P respects E
then P = P

°

Sub(E).

proof By induction on the size of E. If E is empty, then Sub(E) is the identity substitution,
and P = P 0 Sub(E). The same is true when E contains no classes with variables. Suppose E

contains a class c having variables xi,....xii. Let R = Sub(E\[c}). lt is easily shown that R
fixes each xi. By the induction hypothesis, P = P

°

R. Let 1:=find(xi,E). Suppose Rt is a

variable, or no xi appears in Rt. Let S = [xi:=Rt,...,xii:=Rt]. For any xi, we have that
P(S(R(xi))) = P(S(xi)) since R fixes the xi's. For any ye c, let p=R(y). Note that p may

contain some xi's. Let z be a variable in p.
casel. if z is fixed by S, then P(z)= P(S(z))
case2. if z=xi for some i, then P(S(z)) = P(R(^t)) = Pt = P(z) (since P uniües c)
This means that applying P

°

S to R(y) is the same as applying P to R(y), thus P

°

S

°

R=P

°

R = P for all variables. Now consider when some xi appears in R1, where Rt is not a
variable. Let S' assign each xi the type |.txi...i,txii.R(t), hence S'(xi) = S'(R(x1)) by unrolling
of tt's. By induction on n, show that P(x i) = P(x2) =

maps each xi to P(ux i ...|.Lxii.R(1)).

= P(xii) = P(R(*r)) implies that P

For any xi,

P(S'(R(Xi))) = P(S°(Xi)) =

P(ttxi...uxii.R(^t)) = P(xi). Suppose y not in c, then let p=R(y), z be a variable in p.
casel. if z is fixed by S' then P(z) = P(S'(z))
case2. if z.=xi for some i, then P(S'(z)) = P(z), as stated above
Therefore P

°

S'

°

R = P for all variables. O

For ot and ß parametric types (having no intersections), UW always computes a singleton,
hence we can reduce UW to the algorithm U defmed below, which retums either a partition of
the subexpressions involved in the unification or error (error plays the part of E in UW):

·
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U(0t, B, V, E) =

// let ot' = Find(ot, E), B' = Find(B, E), V' = Vu[<ot,B>} //

if <ot,B> 6 V then E
else if ot' = B' then E
else if B'=ux.1 then U(ot',1[x<—B'],V,E)
else if ot'=ux.1 then U(1[x<—ot'],B',V,E)

else if ot' or B' a variable then Merge(ot',B',E)

elseifot'=t11—>ot2ar1dB'=B1-+B2
then if U(B1,ot1,V',E)= error then error
else U(ot2,B2,V',U(B1,ot1,V',E))
else error

By inspection of the S rules, it can be seen that if tx and B have no intersections, then asß iff
ot and B are identical, hence asuß iff ot and B are identical when viewed as inünite trees.
Theorem 6.1.1 therefore implies that any substitution P of parametric types for variables
which respects E = U(0t,B,®,E0), where ot and B pararnetric, must unify tx and B. This of
course means that such a P must also unify corresponding subexpressions of ot and B, in
particular, P unifies any pair of expressions in any set V of any subcall U(6,1,V,E) of
U(ot,B,®,E0), as well as unifying 6 and 1. Thus, if 6=ot1—->62 and 1=11—>12 and P is a
substitution of parametric types respecting partitions E and E'=U(6,1,V,E), then (since P
unifies 6 and 1) P must also respect merge(6,1,E) (and in fact merge(6,1,E')). Hence, any P
which respects U(ot,B,¢,E0) also respects U'(ot,B,¢,E0) defined as

U'(0t,B, V, E) = // let ot' = Find(ot, E), B' = Find(B, E), V' = Vu[<ot,B>} //

if <ot,B> 6 V then E
else if ot' = B' then E

else if B'=ux.1 then U'(ot',1[x<—B'],V,E)
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else if 0t'=p.x.r then U'(r[x<—-ot'],ß',V,E)

else if ot' or ß' a variable then Merge(ot',ß',E)

elseifot'=otl —>cx2andß'=ß1—>ß2
then if U(ßl,otl,V',Merge(0t',ß',E))= error then error

else U'(ot2,ß2,V',U'(ßl,otl,V',Merge(ot',ß',E)))
else error

and conversely, since U computes a finer partition than U'. Note that a pair <o',r> is added
to the list of pairs V on a recursive call to U' only when 6 and 1 have been merged, so we
may eliminate the list of pairs parameter altogether, since it is covered by the current partition
parameter E. This gives the following equivalent version of U':

U°°(0t,ß, E) =

// let ot' = Find(ot, E), B' = Find(ß, E) //

if ot' = ß' then E
else if ß'=|,tx.r then U"(ot',·t[x<—ß'],E)
else if ot'=ttx.1: then U"(t[x<—ot‘],ß',E)
else if ot' or ß' a variable then Merge(ot',ß',E)

e1seifa'=a1—>a2andß'=ß1—>ß2
then if U"(ßl,ot1,Merge(ot',ß',E))= error then error

else ll"'<¤¤z,ßz„U"<ß1„¤¤r,Merge<¤¤‘,ß°,E>>>
else error

If we represent tt-expressions as circular trees, then the steps
else if ß'=ttx.‘c then U"(a',‘t[x<-—ß'],E)
else if ot'=;,tx.‘t then U"(^t[x<—ot'],b',E)

l
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—>
may be omitted, and U' becomes the algorithm Unify given in [ASU85, pg. 378] (where
is the only operator). Unify(ot,ß,E0) computes a partition E such that Sub(E) is a most

general substitution unifying ot and ß.

From our discussion above, Sub(E) respects

U(ot,ßß,E0), which implies by lemma 6.1.1 that Sub(E) = Sub(E)

°

Sub(U((x,ßß,E0)),

implying that Sub(U(ot,ßß,E0)) is also a most general substitution unifying ot and ß. That

is, UW is the standard circular unification algorithm when restricted to parametric types.

THEOREM 6.1.2. lf ot and ß are parametric and uniüable by P, then there is a substitution Q
such that P = Q

°

Sub(E), where E = UW(ot,ßß,R0) and EO is the finest partition of the

subexpressions of ot and ß.
proof From the above discussion. O

Below are some examples of UW computations.

Example 1. Unify Weaker of x—)x and am(a-—>b). Once again, number the non-rw nodes:

—> (1)
/

x (2)

rw

\

x (2)

\

/

-> (4)

a (3)
/

a (3)
Let

\

b (5)

E0 = { {1}. {2}. I3}. I4). {5)]
V1 = { <x—>x,a¤(a—>b)>}
V2 = { <x—>x, a¤(a—>b)>, <x—>x,a—>b>]

UW(x—->x, afw(a—)b), G, E0) = O(UW(x—->x, a-)b, E') I E6 UW(x—>x, aß, EO)}
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UW(x—>x,a,(ö,E0)=1 {{1,3},12},14},15}}}
Compute UW(x—>x,a—>b, V1, { (1,3], (2}, (4], {5] ])
= U{UW(x,b,V2,E') I E'6UW(a, x, V2, ( {1,3}, {2]., {4], (5} ])}

UW(a,><,V2,{ {1,3}, {2},14}, {5} })={ { {1,2,3}, {4}, {5} I }
The final answer is UW(x,b, V2,( {1,2,3}, (4], (5} ]) = { { (l,2,3,5],(4} } ]. Thus,
x=a=b=11t.t—>t is the substitution obtainecl.

Example 2. Unify Weaker a¤(a—>b) and x—>x.

Der

EO ={ 11},12},13}, {4},15} }
V1 = { <an(a——>b), x—>x>}
V2 = ( <am(a—+b),x—+x>, <a—>b,x—>x>]

Using the node numbering in example 1,
x——>x, V1, EO) U UW(a—>b, x—>x, Vl, EO)
UW(a¤(a—->b), x—->x, G, E0) = UW(a,
Compute UW(a, x—>x, V1,E0)=( { (1,3], {2], (4], (5} ] }
Compute UW(a—>b, x—>x,V1, EO)
= U(UW(b,x,V2,E') I E'6 UW(x,a,V2,E0) }

UW(X,¤, V2, EO) = { { 11},12,3},14},15}} }
UW(b,x,1 {1}, {2,3}, {4}, {5} I) = { { {1},12,3,5}, {4} } I
Hence, our final answer is ( { (1,3], (2}, {4], (5] ],( (1], (2,3,5], (4} ] }, which gives
the 2 substitutions [a := x—>x] and {a := x, b := x].

We can specify a type inference algorithm which works for explicitly-typed expressions and

non-explicitly typed expressions, and which gives us the power of the parametric system
(with tt-types) for the latter case. The algorithm IT("Infer Type") computes a type for an
expression in which possibly not all primitive f-expressions are given explicit types. If IT is
given an explicitly typed expression, then it calls IET ("Infer Explicit Type") which behaves
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as PTtt. When given an application fg and the explicit type for f is not given, IT infers a type
ot for f and a type ß for g. If u contains a variable term, then f has all types, and hence fg has
all types (this only occurs when f is nonterminating, as in the case SII(SH)). Otherwise, each
term of u (when tt-s are unrolled) of the form 6-+1 yields a set of substitutions obtained by

(effectively) computing UW(p,0,@,EO) where p is an intersection of k renamings of ß,
where k is the number of terms of 6 (this is done by UT, "Unify Terms"). Below, the

function Rev ame takes a type expression and a list of variables and renames any variables in
the type expression which are on the list with new variables.

ALGORITHM 6.1.2. (Infer Type) ee Exp, b a primitive combinator, Ax(b) is the axiomatic

V

type for b.

IT(e) =ife = b then Ax(b)
else if e = [b::1] el ez

en (n20) then EPT(e)

else // let e = fg //
if IT(t) or IT(g) are error then error
else // let ulm

mull = Expose(IT(f)), ß = IT(g) //

if ul is a variable (some i) then ul
6——+1=ul (some i), E6 UT(ß,6,E0)
else // let Z={Sub(E)1 I

where EO is the finest partition
of the nodes of 6

}

//

ifZ = 0 then error else mZ
IET(e) = if e = b then Ax(b)
else if e = [b::1] and Below( Ax(b), 1 ) then 1
else if e = fg and IET(f)¢error and IET(g)¢error

// let Z = {1 I Below(IET(g),6), 6-+1 a term of Expose(IE'l“(O)} //

_
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then if Z = G then error else rwZ
else error
UT(y,o,E)= if o=o1mo2 then u[UT(y,o“2,E') I E'6 UT(y,o1,E) ]
else if <s=ttx.t then UT(y,·t[x<—c],E)
else UW(Rename(y,FV(6)),o',G,EuEO)

where EO is the finest partition of the nodes of
Rename(y,FV(o))

For expressions e having no explicit types and having parametric axiomatic types for all

primitive components, the above algorithm reduces to the usual algorithm for deriving
principal parametric types for functional applications:

IT'(e) = if e = b then Ax(b)
else // let e=fg //
if I'I"(f) or IT'(g) are error then error
else // let x'—>y' = Rename(x->y, FV(IT'(f)))

H = U"(x'—>y'JT'(O„E0)

//

if H=error then error
else // let 1 = Rename(IT'(g), {x',y']uFV(IT'(t')))
E = U"(Sub(H)x', 1, EO)

//

if E=error then error
else Sub(E) (Sub(H) y')

As an example, we will infer a type for the standard SKI factorization of the Y combinator
with no explicit types: Y = S D D where D = S B (K(SII)) where B = S (KS) K. As
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before, EO will represent the appropriate finest partition of the nodes in the expressions with
which UW is called.

a—>b—>c, Q), EO)}
IT(SI) = m{Sub(E) ((a—>b)—>a——>c) I E 6 UW(x—+x,
a—>b—>c, Q), EO) gives a=x=b—>c, we have the singleton
Since UW(x—>x,
{ ((b—>c)—->b)—>(b—>c)—>c I

IT(SH) = m{Sub(E) ((b—>c)—>c) I E6 UW(x—>x, (b—>c)—>b, ¢,EO)}, and since
UW(x—>x, (b—>c)—>b,(Z5, EO) gives b=x=b—+c, we get the singleton
{ ((I,tx.x-—>c) —+ c) —>c I (or equivalently {|,tx.x—>cI)

IT(K(SH)) = ¤{Sub(E) (y—·>x) I E 6 UW(((tLx.x—>c)—>c)—>c, x,@, EO) I

= { Y —> (<(|1x·x—><:)—>c)—>c) }

IT(B) = IT(S(KS)K)
IT(KS) = [ y ——> ( (a—>b—>c)—->(a—>b)—>a->c) }

lT(S(KS)) = ¤I$¤b(E) ((8->b)—>a—>c) I
E6 UW(y—->((a'—>b'—>c')—>(a'—>b')->c'), a—>b->c, G,E0) }
= { (y—->(a'—>b'—>c'))—>y—>(a'—>b')—>a'—>c' I
IT(S(KS)K) = ¤{$¤b(E) (y—>(a'->b')->a'—>c') I

E6 UW(x'—>y'->x', y—>a'—>b'—->c', {Z5, EO) I
Now E6 UW(x'—>y'->x', y—>a'->b'—>c', (25, EO)
y‘=a',
thus wc get the singleton

gives x'=y=b°—>c',

{(b'—>c')—>(a'—>b')—>a'—>c'}

IT(SB) = m{Sub(E) ((a—>b)—·>a—>c) I E6 UW((y->z)—>(x->y)—>x—>z, a—+b—>c,(ö, EO)I
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UW((y—>z)—>(x—>y)—>x—>z, a—>b—>c,®, EO) gives a=y—>z, b=x—>y, c=x-—>z,
-—> (y->z) —-> x —> z )
so we get { ((y—>z)-··>(x—+y))

IT(D) = IT(SB(K(SH)))
=¤ { Sub(E)((y—>z)——>x->z)IE6 UW(x'—->(((},tx.x—>c)—>c)—>c), (y—>z)—·>x—->y,@,E())}
Now UW(x'—>(((u.x.x——>c)-—>c)—>c), (y—>z)—>x—>y,@,E0) gives
x' = y—>z, x = (ux.x—>c)—>c, y = c, thus we get
{ (c—>z) —> ((ux.x->c)—>c) -> z }

IT(SD) =

·

¤{Sub(E) ((a——>b)—>a—>c) I E6 UW((c‘—>z)—>((ux.x—>c')—>c')——>z, a—>b—->c,QI, EO) }
Now UW((c'—>z)—->((|,Lx.x—>c')-—>c')—->z, a—>b—>c,@, EO) gives
c‘—>z,
g€I
the singleton
a=
b = (LI.X.X·—)C')—)C', c = z, hence we
{ ((c'—>z) -> ((|.Lx.x—>c')—>c')) —> (c'—>z) --> z }

IT(SDD) = r‘w[Sub(E)((c’—->z)—>z) I
E6 UW((a—>b)—>((ux.x—>a)——>a)—>b, (c'—>z)—->(ux.x—>c')—+c',0, EO) }

Now UW gives us a = b = c' = z, hence the type inferred for Y is the singleton
{ (z-—>z) —> z }, as expected.

The above derivation can be done completely in the parametric type system with circular
types, so we could have used IT'. Although circular types add considerable power to the
parametric system, many circular parametric types are not useful in all contexts, e.g., SH has

type ux.x—>y, which is strong enough to infer a good type for the Y combinator, but fails to
—> b, then the type
infer the expected type for I = SIH. If, instead, wc used SH: (am(a—>b))

inferred

for

SIII

would

be

rw {Sub(E) b I E 6 U W ( x -> x,a,®,E'),
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E'6 UW(y—>y,a——>b,Q),E0)}, and UW(y ->y,a—>b,@,E0) gives the single unification a=b=y,
which means UW(x—>x, a, (Ö, E') is the single unification a=b=y=x—>x, yielding the type
x—>x, as expected.

.

The type checking algorithm for claims ezt where e may not be explicitly typed is, of course,
the same as TCtt, except that IT is used in place of PT};. In the language given in section 6.3,
we allow explicit types to be given for arbitrary expressions rather than primitive combinators
only. So, for example, type inference for an expression ((e1 e2)::t) C3 would be done by

inferring a type 6 for (el ez), checking that 6 is below 1, and then continuing with the explicit
type derivation, as though (el ez) were an explicitly typed primitive combinator.

6.2

Abstract Values and Types

We extend the system so that new combinators may be defined out of old ones and given an
axiomatic type by the programmer or by the type checker. For example, for appropriate type
t, we could define composition in terms of S and K:

comp : (b—>c)—>(a—>b)—>a—->c = S (KS) K

When comp is referenced afterwards, its computational meaning is identical to the meaning of
—>c) —+ (a—>b) —> a->c as its axiomatic type
S(KS)K, however, we are restricted to using (b

in type derivations, just as though mle l of the typing rules were augmented to include
comp:(b—>c)—>(a—+b)—>a—>c. This implies that an environment must associate a value and a

type expression with an identifier; the value is used at run time, and the type expression is
used at compile time as an axiomatic type.
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In the same spirit, we would like to be able to define abstract types. To this end we in¤·oduce
type identifiers and type parameters which may be used to define type expression generators.
For example, to redefine the primitive —> constmctor as a new type expression generator (that

is, as a function from pairs of type expressions to type expressions), we could define
ARROW(p,q) = p-rq, and then later. for example, use ARROW(a¤b,c) ri c instead of
((amb)—->c)mc. The meaning of an instantiation of a type expression generator depends on the

context in which it is used, and in that sense type expression generators are very much like
macros in conventional languages. We require that all type variables in a type generator be
parameterized, thus

INT(a) = (a—>a)—>a—>a

BOOL(b) = b -—> b —> b

are the type expressions for the classical lambda calculus representations of integer and
boolean values [Stoy78]. Note that we are not associating INT(a) in all contexts with the

ideal ¤{(a—>a)—>a—>a I a 6 T}, just as we are not associating a·—>a with m(a—>a I a 6 T} in
the expression (a-—>a)—>b.

An abstract type consists of one or more sets of abstract values, a set of function names with
signatures, and a set of axioms. An implementation of an abstract data type assigns a
representation to the abstract values and function names such that the set of axioms is

satistied. Having implemented an abstract type, the programmer is allowed to use the abstract
values and functions freely provided no assumptions are made on their representations other
than that the axioms hold (indeed, the whole purpose of an abstract type is to endow a

structure with properties deemed essential to the rest of the program and to hide all other

°
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properties). In our language, the abstract values and functions will be defined as above (e.g.,
lNT(a) and comp), and an axiom will either be a type statement of the form "val :

or in

the form of a S·rule, such as "ARROW(p,q) S ARROW(r,s) when 1Sp & qSs."

As a simple example, consider the following definition of a generic record called Triple which

uses a representation of nested pairs. (B is the curried composition function and pair is the
curried pair formation function.)

{
/* Types */
Triple(a,b,c) = (a >< b) >< c;
/* Constants */
First: Triple(a,b,c) -> a = B Pl P1;
Second: Triple(a,b,c) —> b = B P2 Pl;
Third: Triple(a,b,c) —> c = P2;
Make3: a -> b —> c —-> Triple(a,b,c) = B pair pair;
/* Rules */
Triple(a,b,c) S Triple(d,e,f') when aSd & bSe & cSf

in E

/* E is an expression which uses the constants defined above */

}

The type checker will maintain three environments: 1) a constant environment ·y, mapping

identifiers to a computational meaning and an abstract type expression, 2) a type definition
environment h mapping type generators to their representations (an abstract type expression),
and 3) a weaker·rule environment R mapping type generators to rules which involve them.
The type defmition environment is used inside a module to verify the validity of abstract
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constant representations and their types (e.g., to check that the implementation of Third really
has type T1iple(a,b,c)-—>c). The axiom and weaker-rule environments are used in checking
type claims made outside the module (where no assumptions are made on the implementations
of the constants or the actual form of the type generators).

To encapsulate a set of definitions and hide their representations from an expression E, the
programmer may use the syntax
{ abstract definitions in E }

Of course, the abstract definitions themselves may contain encapsulations, and so may E
itself. The scope rule we wish to implement is that the representations are used to check type
claims in the abstract definitions (and in other definitions nested within), but the weaker—rules
declared in the abstract definition are used for checking type claims in E.

In the next section, we give a purely functional language L which accommodates all the
features discussed in this dissertation, along with pairs, disjoint sums and a rich set of
primitives.

6.3 The Language L

Here we add integer and boolean values as primitive constants with primitive types INT and
BOOL, along with a pairing operation (with projections) and a disjoint sum operation (with

injections). We also add O, TRUE and FALSE to the language of type expressions in order to
denote the singleton types (e.g., 0, as a type, denotes the ideal which is the downward
closure of the set {0}), and the type constant A to denote the bottom of the lattice of ideals.
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SYNTAX o1=L Let
E6 Exp /* Computational expressions */
N6 Num /* Integer Numerals */

X6 Ide /* Identifiers (pre- and user—defined) including S, K, I, B, Y */
VE Tvar /* Type variables */
TG ATexp /* Abstract Type expressions */
Gc6 Gcall /* Type Generator Calls */ ·
/* List of abstract type expressions */

Lté Tlist

Lv6 Vlist /* List of type variables */
Lc6 Clist /* List of weaker conditions */
D6 Def /* Definitions */
W6 Wrel /* Weaker Relations */
G6 Ghead /* Type Generator Headers */

E ::= X I (E) I E::1 I E}E2 I <E},E2> I {DinE} I N
N::=0IlI-1I2I-2I...

1 ::=

v I (1) I 1}n12 I 1}—>12 I 1}><12 I 1}+12 I uv.1 I Gc I A

Gc::= XIX(Lt)

Lt ::= 1 I Lt} ,Lt2
Lv ::= v I Lv} ,Lv2
D ::= G=1 I X:1=E I W I WwhenLc I D};D2
G ::=

X I X ( Lv)

W IZ=

G} S G2

Lc

usual for functional
II=As

languages, a "program" is a computational expression E.
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The domain of computational values must include representations for pairs, disjoint sums,
integers and boolean values, as well as the primitive functions S and K. Of course, all of
these may be represented in a domain D isomorphic to D—>D: Integer representations may be
based on the Church numerals using any one of various natural number encodings, booleans
can be represented by 0 and l, the pair <x,y> can be represented by a function from {1,2} to
{x,y}, hence the type A >< B denotes the ideal ({1}->A) rw ({2)—>B), and objects of type A +
B are actually objects of ([1}><A) O ({2}><B) (here "O" denotes least upper bound in T), thus
the result of injecting ae A into A + B gives <l,a> which is in the ideal ({1]xA) O ([2}><.LT)

(i.e., in A + A, an_d therefore in A+B for all B). Any primitives we wish to add which
operate on these objects can be expressed as SK combinations, and therefore have meaning in
D. If we choose these representations, then the following extension to our weaker rules is
valid when 0zSß is interpreted as Vp Mu’[[ot]]p c; M|.t'[[ß]]p.

A S ot for all ot
ot S ot for all ot

N S INT for all integers N
true S BOOL, false S BOOL

na S ß1^ß2 if n¤Sß1 and ¤Sß2
ot S ßl-aß; ifm(t I o->t a term of ot, ßlSo) S ßz
otSß1xß2if¤(oIox1atermofa} sß1aiid¤[1I¤><1atemi¤r¤} Sßz
otSß1+ß2ifrw{cIo+»tatermofa} sß,aiid¤{1I6+1arerm¤ra} Sßz

ot1mot2Sß if oel Sßorot2S|3

By our definition of ><, we see that },tx.ot >< ß has meaning in the lattice of ideals (that is,
Trunc(ux.(1->ot)¤(2—>b), k, z) is defined for all k). It is easily shown that, like rw, the least
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upper bound operator u on the lattice of ideals is non-expansive [MSP84], hence ux.ot + ß
denotes a well deiined ideal under our semantics of chapter 5.

If we restrict type generator F(pi,...,pn) = 1 so that each occurrence of pi in 1 is contained in a
subexpression forrned by an —>, ><, +, or another type generator, and if we prohibit circularity
in our definitions of type generators (that is, 1 must contain only previously defined
generators) then we may use the tt operator to abstract any variable x from expressions

containing F(1i,...,1n) where x=1i, for some i. These restrictions are placed on definitions of
type generators, as can be noted in the semantics below. (Actually, circularity could be
allowed with a little extra work. We would have to rule out definitions such as F(p) = G(p) rw
—> 1 and G(p) F(p) ——> 0.)
=
1 and G(p) = F(p) O 0, while allowing F(p) = G(p)

In L, a name may identify several type generators of different arity. For example, you may
°

define
List(p) = us. NilType + (p x s)
List = List(INT)

in the same module. When a generator F(pi,...,pn) is defined, the weaker rule

F(pi,...,pn) S F(qi,...,qn) when piSqi & qiSpi &

& pnSqn & qnSpn

is added automatically to the rule environment. This rule is overridden if the programmer
adds a rule declaration involving F (of arity n) with itself, e.g.,
U
Stack(x) S Stack(y) when x S y
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In L, the user is not allowed to redefme a type generator of a given arity. This allows us to
associate a type expression with a computational value, and use this association in all
contexts, hence
{BOOL= INT in is0true}
would be an error.

A weaker rule declaration of the fonn

F(p1,...,pm) S G(ql,...,qn) when condl & cond; &

& condk

is allowed in L when
a) F(p1,...,pm) and G(q1,...,qn) have representations 6 and I, resp.

b) all p's and q's are distinct
c) each cond is either of the form piSqj or qjSpi ( some iSm, jSn)
d) o' S I can be derived from the current S-rules plus the conditions (as axioms).

Such a declaration adds an inference rule to the S-rule environment, which is used in checking
type claims involving generators whose representations have been hidden.

Below, we give the main semantic definitions for L, along with a brief description of the
auxiliary functions needed to complete the semantics. A more detailed description of the

auxiliary functions needed for a complete implementation of the type checker is given in the
appendix.

Notation: The domain constructors used, in order of decreasing precedence, are

A*

Flat domain of finite sequences of elements of A
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-

AxB

Ordered pairs

A+B

Disjoint union

A —> B

Functions from A to B

Finite sets of elements, such as {mie, false], denote tlat domains having the listed elements

plus a least element.

SEMANTIC DOMAINS Let error, undefined, unmapped and notconcrete be elements of D.

d,e 6 D = D —> D
n,m 6 Nat= {0,1, 2,

}

Err = (error}
—-> (Texp x Texp)*
c 6 Conds = (Texp* x Texp*)
z 6 Gen = Ide x Nat*
—> ( (Gen x Conds)* {undefinedl)
R 6 Rules = Gen
+

f 6 Rep = ATexp* —> (Atexp + Err)
h 6 Reps = Gen —> (Rep + {notconcrete})
P 6 Subst = Tvar —> ATexp
YE Env = Ide —> ( (D x ATexp) + {unbound})
L,null 6 A* (arbitrary A)

TYPES FOR MAIN SEMANTIC FUNCPIONS

MN: Numeral —> D // primitive meanings of integer numerals //
—-> D // primitive meanings of integer functions //
OP: {+,·,*,/,isO,eq, less, neq]
—> (D x Atexp) Err
+
ME: Exp -—> Env —> Reps ——> Rules
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—> (Atexp Err)
MA: Atexp —+ Tvar* -> Reps —> Rules
+
MT: Tlist —> Tvar* ——> Reps —> Rules —> (Atexp* + Err)
—> (Gen Atexp* Err)
MGC: Gcall -> Rules
><
+

MakeT1ist: Tlist -> Atexp*
—>
—>
Reps —> Rules -> ((Env >< Reps >< Rules) + Err)
MD: Def
Env

Mw: Wrel —> Reps —> (Gen >< Tvar* >< Rep) >< (Gen >< Tvar* >< Rep) + Err

‘

MG: Ghead —> Gen >< Tvar*
MV: Vlist —> (Tvar* + Err)

MG: Clist —> Tvar* —> Tvar* —-> Conds + Err

MAIN SEMANrrc CLAUSES

F0rExp
ME[[X]]yhR = if 'Y[[X]]=<d,T> then <d,I> else error
ME[[E::r]]yhR = if MD[[E]]YhR=<d,I'> then
if MAH I ]]hR = I" then
I"‘
then
if Reduce(r") =
if Below(I‘, I"', null, R) then <d,r"'>

else error
else error
else error
else error

ME[[<ET,E2>]]·yhR = if ME[[ET]]yhR=<dT,IT> and MD[[E;,j]yhR=<d2,I2> then
<<dT,d2>,I1 >< Rename(I2,FV(IT))> else error
ME[[ { D in E } ]]yhR = if MD[[D]]*yhR=<Y, h', R'> then ME[[E]]YhR' else error
ME[[N]]yhR = if MN[[N]]=0 then <MN[[N]], O> else <MN[[N]], INT>
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ME[[E1 E2]]'YhR = if ME[[El]]YhR=<e,o1> and ME[[E2]]yhR=<d,ß> then
if Explicit[[El]] then
if WhichBel0w(0t,ß,R) = 1 then <e d, 1>
else error
else if Infer(ot, ß, R) = 1 then <e d, 1>
else error
else error

F0rAzexp

MAHD111.1.‘1rR =¤

MAH<1:)111.1.‘1«R = MA[[1]]LL'hR
MAH x 111. r.· h R =
if h<X,O> = f then f(nul1)
else if R<X,0>¢unmapped then X
else error
MA[[X(Lt)]]LL'hR=
if M·1—[[ Lt ]] L null h R = L" then
if h<X, Len(L")> = f then f(L")
else if R<X, Len(L")>¢unmapped then [[X(Lt)]]
else error
else error
MA[[ v ]]L L' h R = if OnVlist(v, L') or not OnVlist(v, L) then error else v

(Vope {+,><,—>})
MAH T1 op12]] LL'hR=

ifMA[[11 ]] L null h R = G1 and MA[[12]] L null h R = G2 then [[ G1 op G2 ]]
else error
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MA[[T1¤T2]]LL'hR=
ifMA[[T1]]LL’hR=¤l and MA[[T2]] LL'hR=¤’2then [[6; 0po2]]
else error

MA[[ lLv.T]] L L' h R = if MA[[ T l] L (co¤s(v,L')) h R = 6 then l1v.o else error

For Tlisr
MT[[1 ]] L L' h R = ifMA[[1]] L L' h R =

1‘

then <1'> else error

MTU Ltl, Ltz ]] L L' h R =
if MTU Ltl ]] L L' h R = L1 and MTU Ltg ]] L L' h R = L2 then Append(L2, L1)
else error ·

For Gcall

Mocll x T] R =
if R<X,0>¢ur1mapped then <R<X,0>, null>
else error

MGc[lX(Lt)]lR=
if R<X, Len(MakeTlist[[Lt]]))>¢unmapped then
<<X, Len(MakeTlist[[L]])>, Make’l’llst[[Lt]]>
else error

MakeTlist[[1]] = < 1 >
MakeTlist[[ Ltl , Lt; ]] = Append(MakeTlist[[LtL]], MakeTlist[[Ltl]])

F0rD6f

MDU G = T ]]YhR =
if MG[[ G ]] = <z, L> then

'
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if Rz=unrnapped then
ifMA[[ T ]] L null h R = r' then
<y, h[ls.w (RenameList(L,*c', AppendAll(map FV s)), s) \z], R'>

where w = 7L<x,t>7„y. if IsNull x or IsNull y then t
else Sub(hd y, hd x, w<tl x,t> (tl y))
where R'=R[<<z,f>> \ z]

where f=?„<x,y>.Append(Merge(x,y), Merge(y,x))
else error
else error
else error
MD[[X : 1: = E]] 'yhR = ifMA[[ T ]] null h R = r' then
if Reduce(r') = I" then

if ME[[E]]YhR = <e, t"'> then
if Below(1:"', r", R) then
<y[<e,r>/X], h, R>
else error
else error
else error
else error

MD[[ W ]]yhR = if Mw[[ W ]]h = <<z1,L1,f1>, <z2,L2,f2>> then
if Weaker(f1(L1), f2(L2), null, R) then <*y,h,R'>
where R' = R[Cons(<z2, Z.x.null>,R(Z1)) \ zl]
else error
else error
MDU W when Lc ]]YhR =
if

= <<Zl,Ll,fl>, <z2,L2,f2>> ÜICH
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.
ifMC[[ Lc ]] L1 L2 = c then

if Weaker(f1(L1), f2(L2), c <L1,L2>, R) then <y,h,R'>
where R' = R[Cons(<z1, c>, R(z2)) \ 21]

else error
else error
else error

MD[[D1 3 D2]]YhR =
ifelse error

For Ghead
MG[[ X ]] = <<X, 0>, nul1>

Mo[[X(Lv)ll =
if Mvll Lv ]] = L then

<<X, Len(L)>, L> else error

For Vlisz

Mvll v ll = < v >
Mvll F-V1- LV2 ll =
if Mv[[ Lv1 ]] = I-181'ld Mv[[ Lv; ]] = L; ÜICH
if not HasC0mmon(L1,L2) then Append(L2, L1)

else error
else error

For Wrel

Mwll G1 S G2 ]]h =
if M6[[ G1 ]] = <z1, L1> and Moll G2 ]] = <z2, L2> rhen
if not HasCommon(L1, L2) then
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if h(zl) = fl and h(z2) = fz //f1, fz in rep // then

<<z1,L1,f1>, <Z2,L2,f2>>
else error
else error
else error

'

For Clist

Mdl V1 S V2 ]] L1 L2 =
if OnVlist(v1, L1) then // let m = FindP0s(v1, L1) //
if OnVlist(v2, Lp then // let n = FindPos(v2,L2) //

)„<x,y>. <Select m x, Select n y>
else error
else if OnV1ist(v2, L1) then // let n = FindPos(v2,L1) //
if OnVlist(v1, L2) then // let m = FindPos(v1,L2) //

7„<x,y>. <Select m y, Select n, x>
else error
else error

Mcll LC1 » L¢2]] L1 L2 =
L2 = C1 then

if MC[[

if MC[[ Lc2 ]] L1 L2 = c2 then

Ä<x,y>. Append(c2<x,y>, c1<x,y>)
else error
else error
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF MAIN AUXILIARY FUNCTIONS

Reduce: Atexp —> (Atexp + Err)

_

// Reduce(0t) rewrites subexpressions of ot of the form 6—>(1mp) as (6—>1)m(6—>p),

provided tt-expressions remain reduced under unrolling, else error

//

Below: Atexp x Atexp x Rules —> Bool
// Below(6,1, R) checks if 6 <<tI 1, using the Swrules augmented with R //
Weaker: Atexp >< Atexp x (Atexp >< Atexp)* >< Rules —> Bool
// Computes an extension of Wp //

Rename: Atexp x Tvar* —> Atexp
// Rename(ot,L) renames free variables in ot to be different than those on L //

RenarneList: Tvar* x Atexp x Tvar* —> Tvar* x Atexp
// RenameList(L,1,L') renames variables on L and in 1 which appear on L' //

Explicit: Exp -—-> Bool
// Explicit(e) = true ife of the form (fz:1) el ez

en , else false

//

WhichBelow: Atexp x Atexp x Rules —> (Atexp + Err)
6—>1 is a term of ot,
// WhichBelow(0t,ß,R) retums the intersection of all 1 such that
and such that ß is below 6

if no such 1 exists, then error

//

Infer: Atexp x Atexp x Rules —> (Atexp + Err)
// Infer(0t,ß,R) infers a type for a non-explicitly typed expressions ef, where e:ot and
fzß, using an extension of UW to accommodate type generators, x and + //
OnVlist: Tvar >< Tvar* —-> Bool

// tests if the type variable is on the list of type variables //
HasCommon: Tvar* x Tvar* —> Bool
// true if there is at least one variable on both lists //

FindPos: Tvar x Tvar* —> Nat
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// FindPos(v,L) = first position that v occurs in L (starting with hd(L) = position 0)//
Select: VA. Nat ——> A* ——> A

// Select n L retums element on L in the n'th position, starting with 0//
Len: VA. A*->N
// Len(L) = the length of the sequence L //
Append: VA. A* >< A* —·> A*

// Append(<a1,...,am>, <b1,...,bn>) = <b1,..., bn, al, ..., am> //
Merge: VA.VB. A* >< B* —> (A >< B)*

// Merge(<a1,...,am>, <b1,...,bn>) = if m=n then <<al,b1>,...,<a„,b„>>,
else undefined //

We add one more semantic function, Mp: Exp —> (D x Atexp + Err), to denote programs. Mp
simply applies ME to its argument, while supplying the initial environment, representations
and rules.

MPU E ll = MPU E llv0hoR0 whcrß
Yo = (7„.X.unbound) [<OP[[+]], INT >< INT -> IN'I>\ add ]
[<OP[[-]], INT x INT —> IN'I>\ sub]
[<OP[[*]], INT >< INT —> INT>\ times]
[<OP[[/]], INT >< NONZERO —-> IN'I>\ div]
[<OP[[is0]], (O—>TRUE)¤(NONZERO—>FALSE)
¤(INT—>BOOL)> \ is0]

[<OP[[cq]], INT ><INT —> BOOL> \ eq]
[<OP[[1ess]], INT >< INT —> BOOL>\less]
[<MN[[O]], FALSE> \ false]

·
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[<MN[[l]], TRUE> \t:rue]
[<7„x7ty7„z.xz(yz), (a—>b—>c)—>(a->b)—>a—>c> \ S]
[<7tx?„y7Lz.<xz,yz>, (a—>b) —> (a—>c)-->a—>(b x c)>\ C]
_ ;}«.x7„y.x, a—>b—>a> \ K]
[<7„x.x, a—>a> \ I]
[<)„x7Ly7Lz.x(yz), (b—>c)-—>(a—~>b)-->a—>c> \ B]

l<7»><-0»y—x<yy>)O~y-x(yy))„ (a—>¤)—>a> \ Y1
[<)„x7„y.<x,y>, a—>b—>(a x b)> \ pair]
[<7„<x,y>.x, (a x b)—>a> \ pl]

_

[<7t<x,y>.y, (a x b)—>b> \ p2]
[<7Lx.<l,x>, a—+(a + A)> \ inL]
[<)„x.<2,x>, a—>(A + a)> \ inR]
[<7„<1,x>.x, (a + A) ——> a> \0utL]
[<)„l<2,x>.x, (A + a) —> a> \ outR]
[<)„<x,y>.if x=1 then true else false,
((a + A)—>TRUE) rw ((A + a)->FALSE)
rw ((a + b) —> BOOL) > \ isL]

[<7„<x,y>. if x=2 then true else false,
((a + A)—>FALSE) rw ((A + a)—>TRUE)
rw ((a + b) —-> BOOL) > \isR]

[<)„x7„y7„z. if x=1 then y else z,
(TRUE->b—>c—>b) rw (FALSE—>b—>c—>c)
rw (BOOL—>a—>a—>a) > \ if]

hg = 7tz.notconcrete

_
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RO = // let co = )„<x,y>.null //
Otzunmapped) [<<<0,0>, c0>, <<INT,0>, c0>> \ <0,0>]
[<<<NONZER0,0>, c0>, <<lNT,0>, cO>>
\ <NONZER0,0>]

[<<<lNT,0>, c0>> \ <lN’l’,0>]
[<<<TRUE,O>, c0>, <<BOOL,O>, c0>> \ <l‘RUE,O>]

[<<<FALSE,O>, c0>, <<BOOL,O>, c0>> \ <FALSE,0>]
[<<<BOOL,0>, c0>> \ <BOOL,0>]

6.4

A sample program

In this section, we present a program written in the language L. The program illustrates the
use of conjunctive types, generic lists, and the explicit typing mechanism. The main function
in the program is called "DoubleSort" which takes two lists of arbitrary type and a
polymorphic sorting function as arguments and retums the two lists in sorted order. The
program applies DoubleSort to a list of integers and a list of integer pairs. DoubleSort is
untypeable in L without the use of explicit types, and hence is untypeable using parametric
types.

Before giving the program in its entirety, we will give its parts with some explanation. The
declarations for abstract lists are first. (Recall that the order of precedence among the type

—> and rw.)
operators is, from greatest to weakest, ><, +,

/* Type detinitions */
NilType = BOOL ;
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List(a) = ps. NilType + (a >< s);

MTL = NilType + A;
NonMTL(a) = A + (a >< List(a));
/* Constant definitions */

Nil : NilType = false:
NilList: MTL = lnL Nil;
hd : NonMTL(a) —> a = B P1 OutR;

”

tl : NonMTL(a) —> List(a) = B P2 OutR;
cons : a >< List(a) —> NonMTL(a) = 1nR;
IsNi1 : List(a) —+ BOOL = IsL;
/* Rule defmitions */
List(a) S List(b) when a S b;
MTL S List(a);
NonMTL(a) S List(b) when a S b;
NonMTL(a) S NonMTL(b) when a S b

According to the semandcs of L, the representations of the types List, MTL, NonMTL and

NilType are used in checking the type claims of the constants. For example, the type inferred
for cons is the axiomatic type of InR, namely x —> (A + x), which is below the claimed type
of cons, using the representations for List(a) and NonMTL(a). Also, each rule definition is

checked using the representations of the types involved and the "when" conditions as axioms.
For example, to check the first rule, we would see if tLs.BOOL + (a >< s) Su tLs.BOOL + (b ><
s) given that a Su b (and it is).

We intend that the representations of the List types above be hidden from the rest of the
program, and that only the claimed types of the constants and the type rules be used in type
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checlcing subsequent type claims. Hence, our program takes the form { D in E } where D
denotes the declarations above.

Our program uses a generic sort function called "gsort" which perforrns an insertion sort
given a list and a binary comparison function. Gsort calls "insert" which performs the
insertion operation. We first give insert and gsort as recursive lambda expressions, and then
convert them to valid expressions in L.

——> BOOL) —> List(a)
insert: (a x List(a)) x ( a x a
= )„<<x,L>,f> . if (IsNil L) (cons <x,L>)
( if (f <x, hd L>) (cons <x,L>)
(cons <hd L, insert <<x, tl L>, F>>) )

gsort: List(a) x ( a x a —·> BOOL ) —-> List(a)
= 7„<L,f>. if (IsNil L) L
(insert <<hd L, gsort <tl L, f>>, f>)

Since L has neither lambda abstraction nor recursive detinitions, we must factor the functions

above and eliminate recursion via the Y combinator. Factoring can be done by extending the
algorithm given in chapter 3 to accommodate pairs. This is accomplished using the identity
7Lx.<A,B> = C (7tx.A) (7„x.B). Now insert becomes

insert =
S (S (B if(B IsNil (B P2 P1))) (B cons P1) )
(S(S (S (Kit') (SP2 (C(BPlP1)(Bhd(BP2Pl)))))
(B cons P1)
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)
(S

(K cons)
(C (B hd (B P2 P1))

(S (K insert) ( C (C (B P1P1)(B tl (B P2 Pl))) P2) )

)

)

)

To eliminate the recursion, we convert the above definition of the form
insert = F(insert)
into Y( 7tx.F(x) ), and then factor 7Lx.F(x) into combinators. This gives the final form for
insert:

insert =
Y(S(K(S(S(Bif(B IsNil(BP2P1)))(BconsPl))))
(S(K(S(S(S(Kit)(SP2(C(BP1P1)(Bhd(BP2Pl)))))
(B cons Pl) ) ))
(S (K (S (K cons)))
(S (K ( C (B hd (B P2 Pl))))
(S B (K (C (C (B Pl P1) (B tl (B P2 P1))) P2 ) ))

) ) )

)

In a similar fashion, one obtains the expression in L for gsort:

gsort =
Y(S(K(S(S(Bif(BIsNilPI))Pl)))
(S (K (S ( K insert) ))
( S (S (K C) (S (K (C (B hd P1))) (S B (K (C (B tl P1) P2 )))))

—
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( K P2 )

) ) )

It can be veritied by a long calculation that the type of insert in L is below the claimed type (a
—> List(a), and that the type of gsort in L is below its claimed
x List(a)) x (a x a —> BOOL)
type List(a) x (a x a —> BOOL) —> List(a), using the claimed type for insert. (Since insert and

gsort are typeable using only parametric types, the type inference is routine and is therefore
omitted.)

Our main function is DoubleSort. Here is the lambda expression for this function:

DoubleSort: (a x b) x ((a—>c)r‘w(b—>d)) —> c x d
=

lx. <P2 x (Pl (Pl x)), P2 x (P2 (P1 x)) >

which has factorization C (S P2 (B Pl P1)) (S P2 (B P2 Pl)). The claimed conjunctive type

for DoubleSort is necessary to type expressions of the form DoubleSort <e,f> where e and f
do not have compatible types. The inferred type for the factored version of DoubleSort,
however, has type (a x a) x (a—>b) —> b x b, which is not below the claimed type, hence the

above expression is not valid in L.

The problem above disappears if we rewrite DoubleSort with an appropriate explicit type for
the C combinator. Recall that the axiomatic type for C is (x—>y)—>(x—->z)—>x—>(y x z). Let P
be the substitution [x := (a >< b) >< ((a->c)¤(b—>d)), y:= c, z:= d], and let t = P(Ax(C)), i.e.,

—-> d)
·c = ((a x b) x ((a—>c)m(b—>d)) -—> c) —> ((a x b) x ((a—>c)rw(b—>d))

—> (a x b) x ((a->c)¤(b—>d)) —> c x d
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_

Certainly 1:is a valid explicit type for C. The expression (S P2 (B Pl P1)) has (parametric)
—+ c, and (S P2 (B P1 P1))
type (a><b)x(a—>c)—>c which is below (a x b) x ((a—>c)m(b—>d))
—> d. This means that
has type (axb)><(b-—>d)—>d which is below (a x b) >< ((a—>c)¤(b->d))
(Czzr) applied to (S P2 (B Pl P1)) and then applied to (S P2 (B P1 P1)) has type (a x b) ><
((a—>c)m(b—>d)) ——> c x d in L, which is the claimed type. Thus, the expression for

I
DoubleSort becomes
(C :: ((a x b) x ((a—>c)¤(b—>d)) —> c) —> ((a x b) >< ((a—>c)¤(b—>d)) —> d)
—> ((a b) >< ((a—>c)rw(b—>d)) —> c >< d )
><
(S P2 (B P1 P1))

(S P2 (B P2 P1))

Our program calls DoubleSort to sort a list of integers and a list of pairs of integers. We
define the comparison function for the list of pairs of integers in terms of the primitive
-—> BOOL (the ordering is the lexicographic
functions "less" and "eq" having type INT x INT
ordering).

pless: (INT >< INT) x (INT >< INT) —> BOOL
= Xx. if (less <P1(Pl x), P1(P2 x)>) true
(if (eq <Pl(P1 x), P1(P2 x)>) (less <P2(Pl x), P2(P2 x)>) false ) )

Pless has the following factorization:
S (S(S(Kif) (C(BPlPl)(BP1P2)))(Ktrue))

(S (S (S(Kit°)(C(BP1Pl)(BP1P2)))
(S (K less) ( C (B P2 Pl) (B P2 P2)))
) (K false)

)
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Below is the program in its entirety.

{ /* Type definitions */
NilType = BOOL ;
List(a) = us. NilType + (a >< s);

MTL = NilType + A;

·

NonMTL(a) = A + (a >< List(a));
/* Constant defmitions */

Nil : NilType = false;
NilList: MTL = InL Nil;
hd : NonMTL(a) —> a = B Pl OutR;
tl : NonMTL(a) —> List(a) = B P2 OutR;
cons : a >< List(a) —> NonMTL(a) = InR;
IsNil : List(a) —> BOOL = IsL;
/* Rule deünitions */
List(a) S List(b) when a S b;
MTL S List(a);
NonMTL(a) S List(b) when a S b;
NonMTL(a) S NonMTL(b) when a S b
in {

—-> BOOL) —-> List(a) =
insert: (a >< List(a)) x ( a >< a
Y(S(K(S(S(Bif(BIsNil(BP2Pl)))(Bc0nsP1))))
(S(K(S(S (S (Kif)(S P2(C(B P1 P1)(B hd(B P2Pl)))))
(B cons P1))) )

180

(S (K (S (K cons)))
(S (K ( C (B hd (B P2 P1))))
(S B (K (C (C (B P1P1)(B tl (B P2 P1))) P2 ) ))

) ) )
in

)

{
—·> BOOL) —> List(a) =
gson: List(a) x ( a x a
(K(S(S(Bif(BIsNi1P1))P1)))

Y(S

(S (K (S ( K insert) ))
(S (S (K C) (S (K (C (B hd Pl))) (S B (K ( C (B tl Pl) P2 )))))
( K P2 )

) )

)
in

{
—> c x d =
DoubleSort: (a x b) x ((a—>c)m(b->d))
—> c)
(C :: ((a x b) x ((a->c)¤(b—-+d))
—> ((a x b) x ((a—>c)m(b—>d)) —> d)
—> ((a x b) x ((a->c)m(b—>d)) —> c x d )
(S P2 (B P1P1))

(S P2 (B P2 Pl));

-—> BOOL
pless: (INT x NT) x (NT x NT)
=
S (S(S(Kif) (C(BP1P1)(BPl P2)))(Ktrue))
( S (S (S(Kif)(C(BP1P1)(BP1P2)))
( S (K less) (C (B P2 P1) (B P2 P2)))
) (K false)

);
Listl :List(NT) =
cons <8, cons <0, cons < 4, cons<150, cons <2, NilList>>>>>;

List2 : List(NT x NT) =
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cons < <4,0>, cons < <2,155>, cons < <13,13>,
cons < <6,15>, cons < <0,99>, Ni1List>>>>>
in
DoublcS0rr <<<List1, lcss>, <List2, plcss>>, gs0rt>

}

}

} }

7
Summary and Future Research
An expressive type language and the ability to do compile-time type inference are desirable
goals in language design, but the attainment of the former may preclude the possibility of the
latter. Specifically, the type conjunction operator induces a rich type language at the expense
of decidability of the typeable expressions. Two extreme altematives to this dilemma are to
abandon type inference (and force the prograrnmer to, essentially, supply a derivation for his
type claims) or to abandon type conjunction in its purest form. This work presents a third

altemative in which the prograrnmer, at times, may be required to supply explicit types in
order for type inference to succeed. In this way, the power of conjunctive types is preserved,
yet limited type inference can be done at compile time.

We introduced a simple language, TCL, having a computational language of combinators and
a type language based on type conjunction and a subtype relation, of sorts, called "weaker."
The validity of the type language with respect to the usual interpretation of "type" was shown
in chapter 2, and the undecidability of the type relation was shown in chapter 3. In chapter 4,
the computational portion of TCL was modified to accommodate explicit type information
which directed a type derivation. We showed that this new language, XTCL, has the
principal type property with respect to a new relation called "below" (again, a subtype
relation), but (regrettably) that deciding the "below" relation is an NP—Complete problem. A

type-checking algorithm for XTCL was given and shown to be correct. In chapter 5, the
type-language portion of XTCL was extended to allow certain recursive type expressions, and
the algorithms from chapter 4 were extended and shown to be correct. In chapter 6, we
discussed an extension which allows all expressions with parametric types to be typed
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automatically, and we proposed a language which, in addition, accommodates integers, pairs,
sums and abstract types in the form of type generators.

It remains to be seen whether explicit types easily accommodate extensions to the
computational language, such as allowing lambda abstraction and mutually recursive function
definitions, as well as extensions to the type language, such as allowing type quantification.

For example, can we add I]-quantified types to the language of chapter 6 so that no
expression having a second-order type need be explicitly typed?

It remains to be proven that type checking in TCLIL is undecidable. The method used in
chapter 3, of showing that the set of typeable expressions is undecidable does not work, since
the typeable expressions in TCL},L form a decidable set. Perhaps it could be shown that the set
of expressions having a particular type, such as x->x, is undecidable, and hence that type
checking in general is undecidable.

In XTCL|,t, the restriction that tt-expressions appearing in explicit types must be reducible
may not be necessary. Precisely, can one show that ot<<uß is decidable when ß may have an
infinite number of terms when —> is distributed over rw?

On the practical side, the language of chapter 6 could be improved in several ways:
a) Drop the restriction that type gencrators can not be redefined. This could be done
by associating a type generator with a set of operations pertaining to it, and making sure that

two types do not match unless the associated operations match as well.
b) Have the type checker transitively close weaker rules. As it is now, if the
programmer gives the two rules
F(a) S G(b) when aSb;
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G(b) S H(c) when b S c
the type checker does not infer that F(a) S H(c) when a S c, even though the inference is

valid. The general case is when there are 2 rules of the form
F(p1,...,pm) S G(q1,...,qn) when condsl ;
G(q1,...,qn) S H(r1,...,rk) when condsz
An obvious thing to do is to produce a rule
F(p1,...,pm) S H(r1,...,rk) when condsa
where condsg is derived by transitively closing condsl L; condsz and selecting the conditions
relevant to the p's and r's. However, there may be conditions of the forrn z1Sqi & 22Sqj
&...& zhSq,, for some qi not related to any rj, whose satisfiability must be expressed as the
existence of an upper bound of the z's. Do we add an operator HasUppcrBound to the syntax
of the weaker conditions?
c) There is no way to specify that a given type generator distributes over intersection
—>, and >< do), even though this may be a valid rule. It
+
in a given argument position (as

would be nice if the programmer could specify the rule
F(a, brwc) S F(a,b) rw F(a,c),

or more generally
F(a, G(b,c)) S G(F(a,b), F(a,c)).
d) Allow lambda abstraction and recursive function defmitions

In order to properly assess the practical value of the ideas detailed herein, an implementation
of the language described in chapter 6 is currently underway.
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Appendix

A.1

Properties of S

DEFINITION Let 0n,B e Texp. Then on S B iff one of the following:

i) B atomic, B a term of on
ii) B = ß1*)ß2, Elterms ot1=¤1—>t1 of on (i in some index set I) such that
ßl S ¤[6i I iel}, and m{t1 I ieI} S B2

in) ß =ß1¤ß2. ¤$ß1 and <aS ßz
PROPERTY 1 (S is reflexive) For all one Texp, on S ot.

proof Induct on Ion!. Base is trivial, since every atom is a term of itself. Suppose ot =
on1—>on2. Then by hypothesis, on1Son1 and on2Sot2 implying on S ot. Now suppose on1, 0n2,
..., onn are the terms of on, n>l. By hypothesis, on1 S oni for each i. Certainly on1 rw t S ot1 (by
a quick induction) for any t, hence on S on1 for each i, implying on S a by part iii of the
definition of S. O

PROPERTY 2 (S is transitive) For all U»,ß,Y E Texp, ot S B S 7 implies on S 7.
proof Induct on Ionl + IBI + IB. Base is covered when B is atomic, in which case all terms of
7 are equal to B, and B a term of on implies all terms of 7 are a term of on, hence on S 7.
Suppose 7= 71m72. Then on S B S Y1 and ot S B S 72 implies (by hypothesis) otS71 and
orS72, which implies on S 71¤72. Suppose 7=t an atom. Then t is a term of B, and (since on S
B) t is a term of on, thus on S 7. Suppose 7= Y1 —>72. Consider when B = B1—>B2. Then on S
B2,
B implies there are terms 61-+1:1 ofa (ie I) such that ßl S ¤(o'1 I ie I} and m[t1 I ie I} S

and ßs 7implies Y1 S B1 and ßz S 71. I-Ience (by hypothesis) 71S m{c1 I ie I} and ¤{t1|
ie I} S Y2 implies on S 7. The remaining case is when B is an intersection (and 7= Y1 -+72).
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Let J index the terms pi-mi of B such that Yi S ¤{pi Ij6J} and ¤{'qi Ij6 J} S Y2. For each
j6 J, let Ii index the terms ci-vti ofot such that piS ¤{ci I i6 Ii} and ¤[·ti I i6 Ii] S ni.
Certainly for allj6 J, Yi S m{oi I i6Ii} (by hypothesis). Let I = u{Ii Ij6J}. Then Yi S m{ci
I i6 I] by the definition (iii). Also ¤{^ti I i6 I} S fW{T]j Ij€J} S Y2, which implies (by

hypothesis) ¤[*ti I i6 I} S Y2, thus ot S Yi—>Y2. O

PROPERTY 3 (S is subsritution invariant) For all ot, B 6 Texp, and for all substitutions P of
type expressions for type variables, ot S B implies Pot S PB.
proof Induct on Iotl + IBI. The base case is covered when B is atomic, then B a tenn of ot
implies ot= B rw Y (some Y). Certainly PB S PB and PB rw PYS PB, thus Pot S PB. Now
suppose B = Bi—>B2. Then let I index oi—>ri, terms of ot, such that Bi S ¤[6i I i 6 I} and
rw{ri I i6I) S B2. By hypothesis, PBi S ¤[Pci I i 6 I] and f\{PTi I i6I} S PB2, hence PotS

PBi—>PB2. Suppose B = Bi¤B2. Then ot S Bi and ot S ßz implies (by hypothesis) Pot S
I
PBi and Pot S PB2, hence Pot S P(Bi¤B2). O

A.2

Miscellaneous Proofs

LEMMA 5.2.1 (MacQueen, et. al, from page 109).

Every Cauchy sequence in (T',d)

converges to a unique limit
proof Let (Ai)i = Ai,... be a Cauchy sequence. Call a tinite element a tenurcd in the
sequence (Ai)i if for some k, 3E Ai for all i>k. Let L be the set of all tenured elements in
(Ai)i. Note that since each Ai is an ideal (i.e., is downward closed), so is L. Pick any M>0.

Let k be such that for all Ai, Ai beyond Ak, C(Ai,Ai) > M. Pick Ai beyond Ak, and let

36 LAAi. Case 1, HE L\Ai, then there exists h such that for all Ai beyond Aii, 36 Ai => EIi,j>k
such that HE AiAAi, => r(a) > M. Case 2, a6 Ai\L. Assume r(a) S M, then there is no j>k

‘
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such that HE AiAAi, that is, HE Ai for all j>k, implying BE L, a conrradiction, thus r(a) > M. In
both cases, a6 LAAi => r(a) > M, hence for all i>k, C(L,Ai) > M. This shows L is a limit of

(Ai)i. By the uiangle property of d, it is easy to see that any other limit L' of (Ai)i must be 0
distance from L, thus L = L' <>

LEMMA 5.2.2 (MacQueen, et. al.. from page 109). Let Ai,A2,Bi and B2 be ideals.

i) C(Ai—>A2, Bi—>B2) > MINI C(Ai,Bi), C(A2,Bg ) provided Ai—>A2 ¢ Bi—>B2
ii) C(Ai¤A2, BimB2) 2 MIN( C(Ai,Bi), C(A2,B2) )
iii) C(¤IAi I i6I}, nIBi I i6I}) 2 MINI C(Ai,Bi) I i6I}

proof
i) Let w1 = C(Ai,Bi), w2 = C(A2,B;_). Show C(Ai—>A2, Bi—>B2) > MIN(w i,w2). Pick f
6 Ai—>A2 A Bi—+B2 of minimal rank. Case 1, f 6 Ai—>A2\Bi-—>B2. Note, the domain of f
must intersect with Bi, else f 6 Bi->B2, so pick CE dom(f)¤Bi. Ife6Ai then r(e) 2 wi,
and by assumption r(f) > r(e) > wi. If CE Ai then fe 6 A2\B2 => r(f) > r(fe) 2 wz. Thus r(f)

> MIN(wi,w2). Case 2, f 6 Bi->B2\ Ai—>A2. This time, pick CE dom(f)mAi. If ee Bi
then r(f) > r(e) 2 wi, and if CE Bi then fe 6 B2\A2 => r(f) > r(fe) 2 wz.
ii) Since (AinA;) A (BinB;) t;(AiAB1)U(A2AB2), MINI r(e) I CE (AimA2)A(BimB2) } 2
MIN( MINI r(e) I e6AiABi }, MINI r(e) I CE AZABZ I ).

iii) As in ii), ¤(IAi I i6I}) A (¤IBi I i6I}) Q U(Ai \Bi, Bi\ Ai I i6I} = UIAiABi I i6 I},
thus MINI r(e) I e 6 (mIAi I i6I}) A(mIBi I i6I}) } 2 MINI MINI r(e) I e6AiA Bi } I i6I

}. <>
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A.3

Auxiliary Functions for L

null : A* // the 0-tuple //
IsNull : A* —> Bool // is the argument null? //
—> Bool)) —> Bool
Member: (A x A* x (A x A

// checks if first argument is in the tuple given as the second argument
using the equality function given as the third argument

//

hd: A* —> A // retums first element of the non-null tuple given as the argument //
tl: A* —-> A* // removes first element in the non-null tuple given as the argument //
cons: A x A* —-> A* // prepends the first argument onto the second //

map: (A-—>B) —> A* —> B* // applies the function argument to each element on the tuple //
append: A* x A* —> A* // attaches the first tuple on the end of the second tuple //
Merge: A* x A* —~> (A x A)*
y))
= 7t<x,y> . if IsNull x or IsNull y then null else cons(<hd x, hd y>, Merge(tl x, tl
DU: A** x A** —·> A*

= 7„<x,y>. if IsNull x then null
else DU(tl x, map (7„LAppend<(hd x),t>) y)
—> Bool) —> A*
Common: A* x A* x (A x A

= 7L<x,y,f>. if IsNull x then null
else if Member (hd x, y, f) then cons(hd x, Common(tl x, y, t))
else Common(tl x, y, f)
Subsets: A* —> A** // non-null subsets of the argument list //
= Xx. if IsNull x then null
else if IsNull(t.l x) then <x>

else cons(<x>, Append( map (7tt.cons(hd x, t)) (Subsets(tl x)), Subsets(tl x)))
AppendA11: A** —-> A*

I

°
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= Xx. if IsNull x then null else Append(AppendAll(tl x), hd x)
ApplyTuple: (A-—>B)* x A* —> B*
= 7„<f,x>. if IsNull f or IsNull x then null
else cons((hd f) (hd x), ApplyTuple(tl f, tl x))

DistributeTuples: A** —-> A**
= lx. if IsNull x then null

t

else ifIsNull (tl x) then x
else if IsNull (hd x) then null
else Append(map (7„t.cons(hd(hd x),t)) (DistributeTuples(tl x)),
DistributeTuples(cons(tl(hd x), tl x)) )
remove: A* x (A—>Bool) —> A* // removes elements of the tuple for which the function

argument evaluates TRUE //
Rename: Atexp x Tvar* —> Atexp
// Rename(ot,L) renames free variables in otto be different than those on L //

RenarneList: Tvar* x Atexp x Tvar* —> Tvar* >< Atexp
// RenameList(L,^:,L') renames variables on L and in 1: which appear on L' //

Explicit: Exp —> Bool
// Explicit(e) = true if e of the form (f: :1:) el ez

en , else false

//

On\/list: Tvar >< Tvar* —> Bool

// tests if the type variable is on the list of type variables //
= 7„<x,y>. member(x,y,Eq)
HasCommon: Tvar* x Tvar* —> Bool
// true if there is at least one variable on both lists //

= 7„<x,y>. IsNull (Common(x,y,Eq))
FindPos: Tvar x Tvar* —> (Nat + En:)
// FindPos(v,L) = first position that v occurs in L (starüng with hd(L) = position 0) //
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= )„<x,y>. if IsNull y then error else if Eq(x, hd y) then 0 else l + FindPos(x, tl y)
—>
Select: VA. Nat A* —> (A + Err)

// Select n L retums element on L in the n'th position, starting with 0//
= ltxly. if IsNull y then error else if x=0 then hd y else Select (x—1) (tl y)
Len: VA. A*—>N
// Len(L) = the length of the sequence L //
= lx. if IsNull x then 0 else l + Len(tl x)

——>, m, tt}
Kind: Atexp —-> {variable, generator, +, x,
// The kind of the root of the type expression //
—> (Atexp error)
Left, Right: Atexp
+
// Left artd right of type expressions of kind +, ><, ->, rw //

AllSarneKind: Atexp* -> Bool
// are all the type expressions in the tuple the same Kind? //
Eq: Atexp >< Atexp —> Bool
//detem1ines if the first expression is idenücal to the second when tt-expressions
are unrolled indefmitely--i.e., Eq(s,t) iff VkVz Trunc(s,k,z) and Trunc(t,k,z) are

identical //
Terms: Atexp —> Atexp*
// returns a non-null list of expressions which are the terms of the argument. Each
expression on the list is an -—>, ><, + or type generator (i.e., tt's are unrolled). //
ArrowTerms: Atexp —-> Atexp*
—> //
//ret11ms a list of all the terms of the argument of kind
CrossTerms, PlusTerms // analagous to ArrowTerms //

Combine: Atexp* —-> (Atexp >< Atexp)
// splits all binary ops on the argument list into intersections of left and right trees//
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= Xx. // let g x = <u,v> //
if u = v = null then <D,D>

l

else <IntersectAll(u), IntersectAll(v)>

where g x = <u,v>
g = Xx. if lsNull x then <null,null>
else if Kind(hd x) = +, ><,—>,m then

// let <y,z> = g (tl x) //
<cons(left(hd x), y), cons(right(hd x), z)>
else g (tl x)
FV: Atexp —> Tvar* // retums the list of free variables in the argument //

Rename: Atexp >< Tvar* —> Atexp
// retums first argument with any free variables on the given list of variables
renamed to new variables //

Distinct: Tva1·* —> Bool // retums true if the variables in the argument tuple are distinct //
Substitute: Atexp >< Tvar >< Atexp —> Atexp
// substitute argument 1 for free occurances of argument 2 in argument 3,

renaming bound variables, if necessary, to avoid name clashes
Valid: Atexp >< Tvar* -—> Bool // checks for valid tt·expression formation //
= X<a,S> . if Member(a,S,Eq) then false
else if a atomic then true

else if a = al op a2 where ope [x,—>, +} then
Valid(a1,nul1) and Valid(a2,nul1)
else if a = F(a1,...,an), a type generator, then
Visn. Va.lid(ai,null)
else if a = |,tx.b then Valid(b, cons(x,S))
else // a = a1rwa2 // Valid(al,S) and Valid(a2,S)

//
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LntersectAl1: Atexp* —> Atexp //fom1s intersection of expressions on the argument list //
Intersect: (Atexp + Err) x (Atexp + Err) -> (Atexp + Err)

= 7„<x,y> . if x=error then y else if y=error then x else x«y
Distribute: Atexp* x [+, x,—->} x Atexp* —> (Atexp + Err)
= ?„<x, op, y> . if IsNull x or IsNull y then error
else Intersect( hd(x) op hd(y),
Intersect(Disuibute(<<hd(x)>, op, tl(y)>),
Distribute(<tl(x), op, tl(y)>) ) )

L00kupC0nds: Gen x Gen x Rules —> (Conds + Err)
= 7„<x,y,R>. if Rx = undefined then error
else f (Rx) where f = lt. if IsNull t then error
else if hd(t)=<y,:/> then z
else tl(t)

NewVars: N x Tvar* —> Tvar // retums n-tuple of type variables different from 2nd arg. //
—> (Atexp* >< Atexp*)*
Partiti0nPairs: Tvar* >< (Atexp >< Atexp)*

= )„<v,p>. if IsNull v then null
else cons(PP<hd v, p>, ParütionPairs(tl v, p)) where

—> (Atexp* x Atexp*)
PP: Tvar x (Atexp x Atexp)*
= 7„<x,p>. if IsNull p then <nul1,nul1>
else // let hd p = <s,t>, PP<x, tl p> = <q,r> //
if Eq<s,x> then <q, cons(t,r)>
else if Eq<x,t> then <cons(s,q), r>

else <q,r>
FindGensAbovc: Gen* >< Rules -—> (N >< Conds*)*

// retums arity and conds of generators G for which there are rules F S G for each
generator F on the given list //

_
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Reduce: Atexp —> (Atexp + Err)
// Reduce(ot) rewrites subexpressions of ot of the form c——>(rmp) as (o'—>t)¤(o‘—>p),

provided tl-expressions remain reduced under unrolling, else error //
=7La. ifaatomicthena
else if a = a1¤a2 then Reduce(al) rw Reduce(a2)
else if a = a1—>a2 then
if Reduce(al)=s and Reduce(a2)=t then
‘
Distribute(<s>, -—>, Terms(t))
else error
elseifa=a1><a2then
if Reduce(a1)=s and Reduce(a2)=t then Distribute(Terms(s), ><, Terms(t))
else error
elseifa=al +a2then
if Reduoe(a1)=s and Reduce(a2)=t then
Distribute(Terms(s), +, Terms(t))
else error
else if a = F(a1,...,an), a type generator, then
if tl=Reduce(al),...,tn=Reduce(an) then F(t1,...,tn)
else error
else // let a = p.x.b //
if t=Reduce(b) then
if IsReduced(Subsritute(t, x, t)) then ttx.t
else error
else error

“
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IsReduced: Atexp —> Bool
—>, or to the left or right
// retums true if its argument has no intersections to the right of any
of any + or x, evenwhen tt-expressions are unrolled //

Below: Atexp x Atexp x Rules -> Bool
// Below(6,1, R) checks if 6 <<u 1, using the Su-rules augmented with R //

= l.<s,t,R>.
if t=t1¤t2 then Below(s,t1,R) and Below(s,t2,R)
else if t=ux.r then Below(s,Substitute(t,x,r),R)
else esd(DP (<s',t>,FV(s'),null,R))
where
esd: (Atexp x Atexp)** —-> Bool
= Xd. if IsNull d then false
else if esc(PartitionPairs(FV(s'),hd d)) then true
else esd(tl d)
—> Bool
esc: (Atexp* x Atexp*)*

= 7tc. if IsNull c then true
else // let hd(c) = <y,7> //
if IsNull y and IsNull z then true
else if IsNull z then EUB(y, null, R)

else if IsNull y then true
else e <y, IntersectA1l z>
e: (Atexp* x Atexp) —> Bool

= 7„<x,y>. if IsNu11x then true
else if Weaker(<hd x, y>, append(FV(hd x), FV(y)),
null, R )
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then e <tl x, y>
else false

Weaker: Atexp x Atexp x (Atexp x Atexp)* x Rules —> Bool
// Computes an extension of Wu ,//
=

7„<a, b, V, R>. // let V' Append(<a,b>, V) //
=

U

if Member(D, Terms(a), Eq) then true
else if Member(<a,b>, V, (X<<w,x>,<y,z>>.Eq<w,y> and Eq<x,z>))
then true
else if a and b Tvars then a=b
else if b = b1mb2 then Weaker(a, bl, V', R) and Weaker(a,b2,V',R)
else if b = b1—>b2 then
// let Z = {t I Member(s—>t,Terms(a),Eq) and Weaker(b1,s,V',R)}//
if Z=Q then false else Weaker(1ntersectA1l(Z), b2, V', R)
else ifb = bl x b2 then
// let Z1 = {s I Member(s >< t, Terms(a), Eq)),
Z2 = {tl Member(s x t, Terms(a), Eq)] //
if Z1=Q1 then false else Weaker(IntersectA1l(Zl), bl, V', R) and
Weaker(IntersectAll(Z2), b2, V', R)
else if b = bl + b2 then
// let Z1 = {s I Member(s + t, Terms(a), Eq)},
Z2 = {t I Member(s + t, Terms(a), Eq)} //
if Z1=Q5 then false else Weaker(lntersectAll(Zl), bl, V', R) and
Weaker(lntersectA1l(Z2), b2, V', R)
else if b = F(Lt) then
if a = a1¤a2 then Weaker(a1, b, V', R) or Weaker(a2, b, V', R)
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else if a = G(Lt') then
if R <G,Len(Lt’)> = undefined then false
else if L00lcup(<F,Len(Lt)>, R <G,Len(Lt')>) = f then
ApplyWeaker(f <Lt', Lt>, V', R) else false
else false

Lookupz Gen >< (Gen x Conds)* —> (Conds + Err)

= 7L<<x,n>,y>. if IsNull y then Err
else // let hd y = <<g,m>,f> //
if g=x and n=m then f else Lookup(<x,n>, tl y)

—> (Bo0l Err)
ApplyWeaker: (Atexp x Atexp)* x (ATexp x Atexp)* x Rules
+
ApplyWeaker(V, V', R) =
if IsNu1l(V) then true

else // let hd(V) = <a,b> //
if Weaker(a,b,V',R) then ApplyWeaker(tl(V), V', R) else false

—> (Atexp x Atexp)**
DP: (Atexp x Atexp) x TV31’* x (Atexp x Atexp)* x Rules
= 7t<<a,b>, fv, V, R>. // let V' = cons(<a,b>, V) //

if Member(<a,b>, V, 7„<<w,x>,<y,z>>.Eq<w,y> and Eq<x,z>)
or Member(D,Terms(a),Eq) then <null>
else if b or a of the form |,Lx.t then DP(<Expose(a),Expose(b)>,fv,V',R)
else if b=bl¤b2 then DU(DP(<a,b1>, fv, V', R), DP(<a,b2>, fv, V', R))
else if b in Tvar and not Member(b, fv,Eq) then
if a=a1¤a2
then Append(DP(<al,b>, fv, V', R), DP(<a2,b>, fv, V', R))
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else <<a,b>>
else if b=bl—>b2 then
if a=al—>a2 then DU(DP(<bl,a1>, fv, V', R), DP(<a2,b2>, fv, V', R))
else if a=al¤a2 and Common(FV(b),fv,Eq)=null and IsReduced(b) then
Append(DP(<a1,b>, fv, V', R), DP(<a2,b>, fv, V', R))
else AppendAll( Map f (ApplyCombine(Subsets(Arrowterms(a))))
where f = 7~.<x,y>.DU(DP(<bl,x>,fv,V',R),
DP(<y,b2>,fv,V',R) )
else if b=bl x b2 then // let Z = CrossTerms(a) //
if Z=null then nuH
else if a = alma2 and Common(FV(b),fv)=null and IsReduced(b) then
Append(DP(<al,b>, fv, V', R), DP(<a2,b>, fv, V', R))
else DU(DP(<s,b1>,fv,V',R), DP(<t,b2>,fv,V',R))
where <s,t> = Combine(Z)
else if b=bl + b2 then // let Z = PlusTerms(a) //
if Z=null then null
else if a = al¤a2 and Comm0n(FV(b),fv)=null and IsReduced(b) then
Append(DP(<al,b>, fv, V', R), DP(<a2,b>, fv, V', R))
else DU(DP(<s,b1>,fv,V',R), DP(<t,b2>,fv,V',R))
where <s,t> = Combine(Z)

else // b = F(L), a type generator //
if a = al¤a2 then Append(DP(<a1,b>, fv, V', R), DP(<a2,b>, fv, V', R))
else if a = G(M) and LoolcupConds(<G,Len(M)>,<F,Len(L)>,R)=g then
ApplyDU( map (7Lx.DP(x,fv,V',R) (g <M,L>))
else null
else null

_
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—-> Bool
EUB: Atexp* >< Atexp** >< Rules
= 7L<A,W,R> .

// Let Z=Dis¤·ibuteTuples(map Tenns A'),
A' = remove<A, lx.Member<D,Tem1s x>>
W' = cons(A,W),
f = 7„<x,y>. if Len(x)=Len(y) then if IsNul1(x) then true

else Eq<x,y> and f<t1 x, tl y>
else false

//

if Member(A,W,f) or IsNull(A') then true

else g Z, where
g = 7Lz. if IsNull z then false
else if EUBT(hd z, W', R) then uue
else g (tl z)

EUBT: Atexp* >< Atexp** >< Rules —> Bool
= 7„<B,W,R> . // let W' = append(B,W) //
if IsNull B then false
else if not AllSameKind(B) then false
else if hd(B) a variable then true
else if hd(B)=a—>b then EUB(map (7L<x,y>.y) (Combine B), W', R)
else if hd(B)=a x b or hd(B)=a + b then
EUB(map (7„<x,y>.x) (Combine B), W', R) and
EUB(map (7L<x,y>.y) (Combine B), W', R)

else // all expressions on B are type generators
Let G = map MakeGen B

//

g (FindGensAbove(G,R)), where

·
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g = lx. if IsNull x then false
else if h(hd x) then true

else g(tl x)
h = )„<n,z>. // let rt = NewVars(n, AppendA1l(map FV B)) //
let K=AppendAll(ApplyTuple 2 (map (7„t.<t,I-I>) G))
‘

let M=Partiti0nPairs(H,K) //

f(M)
f = Xx. if IsNull x then true

l

else // let hd(x) = <y,z> //

if IsNull y and IsNull 2 then true
else if IsNull 2 then EUB(y, W', R)
else if IsNull y then true
else e <y, IntersectAll z>
e = }„<x,y>. if IsNull x then true
else if Weaker(<hd x, y>,

¤pp¤¤d<FV<hd X), FV<y)),
null, R )
then e <t1 x, y>
else false

UW: Atexp x Atexp x (Atexp x Atexp)* x Atexp** —> Atexp***
= 7t<a,b,V,z>.

// let a' = Find(a, 2), b' = Find(b, 2), V‘=cons(<a,b>, V) //

if Eq<a', b'> or OnV1ist(<a,b>,V) then < z >
else if b' = b1 rw b2 then
AppendAll(map (7\,e.UW(a,b2,V',e)) (map (Ä.e.UW(a,b1,V°,e)) 2))
else if a' = al rw a2 then append(UW(a1,b,V',z), UW(a2,b,V',z))
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if a' or b' a variable then MergeClasses(a',b',z)
else if a'=|,tx.s then UW(Substitute(a',x,s),b',V,z)
else if b'=ttx.s then UW(a',Substitute(b',x,s),V,z)
else if Kind(a')¢Kind(b') then null
else
ifa'=al —>a2andb'=bl —>b2then
AppendAll(map (Ä.e.UW(a2,b2,V',e))'(map ().e.UW(b1,al,V',e)) z))
elseifa'=al><a2andb'=b1><b2then
AppendAll(map (7„e.UW(a2,b2,V',e)) (map (Ä.e.UW(al,bl,V',e)) z))
elseifa'=a1 +a2ar1db'=bl +b2then
AppendAll(map (7„.e.UW(a2,b2,V',e)) (map (Äe.UW(a1,bl,V',e)) z))
else if a' = F(L) and b' = G(M) // type generators // then
if LookupConds(MakeGen a', MakeGen b', R) = f ¢ error then
g (f <L,M>) z where

g : (Atexp >< Atexp)* —+ Atexp** ·—> Atexp***
= lxky. if IsNull x then <y>
else // let <s,t> = hd x //

At>p<=¤dA1l<m¤p (g (tl
x>>else
null
else null

—-> Atexp**
MergeC1asses: Atexp >< Atexp >< Atexp**

= 7„<x,y,z>. cons(g(AppendAll(remove z f)), remove z (Xt. not (f t)))
where f = Kw. if IsNull w then true

else if Eq <x,hd w> or Eq<y,hd w> then true else false
g = lv. if IsNull v then v
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else if Kind(hd v)¢variable then v
else Append(hd v, g(t1 v))

'

Find: Atexp x Atexp** —> Atexp
= 7„<x,y>. if IsNull y then x

else if member<x, hd y, Eq> then hd(hd y)
else Find<x, tl y>

WhichBelow: Atexp x Atexp x Rules —> (Atexp x Err)
= 7„<a,b,R>. if a=al¤a2 then I.ntersect(WhichBel0w(al,b,R),WhichBelow(a2,b,R))
else if a=},Lx.t then WhichBel0w(Substitute(a, x, t), b, R)
else if a = a1—>a2 then
if Below(b,a1,R) then a2 else error
else error

Infer: Atexp x Atexp x Rules —> (Atexp + Err)
= )„<a,b,R>. if a=a1¤a2 then Intersect(Infer(a1,b,R), Infer(a2,b,R))
else if a=ux.t then Infer(Substitute(a,x,t),b,R)
else if Kind(a)=variable then a
else if a=a1—>a2 then
if a1=ttx.t then Infer((Substitute(a1,x,t)—>a2), b, R)
else ApplySubsdtutions(UT(b,al,g(Subexpressions(al)),R), a2)

where g=A.x. if IsNull x then x
else cons(<hd x>, g (tl x))
else error

Bipartite: (Tvar x Tvar)* x Tvar* x Tvar* —> Bool
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= 7t<<w,x>,y,z> . if Member(w,y,Eq) then Member(x,z,Eq)
else if Member(w,z,Eq) then Member(x,y,Eq)
else false

SubstituteList: Atexp* x Tvars* x (Tvar x Tvar)* —> (Atexp x Atexp)*
= 7„<x,y,z> . if IsNull x or IsNull y then z
else if IsNuH z then z
else // let hd z = <z1, z2> //
c0ns(<Substitute(hd x, hd y, zl), Substitute(hd x, hd y, z2)>,
SubstituteList(tl x, tl y, tl z))

Conjunctive Polymorphic Type Checking with Explicit Types

by
Kevin E. Flannery
(ABSTRACT)
An expressive type language and the ability to do compile·time type inference are desirable

goals in language design, but the attainment of the former may preclude the possibility of the
latter. Specifically, the type conjunction operator (type intersection) induces a rich type

language at the expense of decidability of the typeable expressions. Two extreme altematives
to this dilemma are to abandon type inference (and force the programmer to, essentially,
supply a derivation for his type claims) or to abandon (or restrict) type conjunction. This

work presents a third altemative in which the programmer, at times, may be required to
supply explicit types in order for type inference to succeed. In this way, the power of
conjunctive types is preserved, yet compile-time type inference cart be done for a large class
of polymorphic functions, including those typeable with parametric types.

To this end, we introduce a simple combinator based language with typing mles based on
type conjunction and a subtype relation, of sorts, called "weaker." The validity of the type
mles with respect to the usual interpretation of "type" is shown, along with the undecidability
of the type relation. It is shown how the computational portion of the language can be
modified to accommodate explicit type information which may direct an automatic type
derivation. This new language has the principal type property with respect to a decidable

relation, although deciding this relation is shown to be an NP-Complete problem. The
language is extended to accommodate type fixedpoints, and extended further to allow all
expressions with parametric types to be typed automatically, and to accommodate integers.
pairs, sums and abstract types in the fomt of type generators.

